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FOREWORD 
ASTOP was originally developed in 1970 under Contract NAS5-11193 for 
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The development work was sponsored 
by Mr. Kenneth I. Duck. Principal contributors to the program, in addition to 
this author, were Samuel Pines and Henry Wolf of Analytical Mechanics Assxia tes ,  
Inc. 
This documentation was prepared under Contract & 4488-29945 for the NASA 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center under the direction of Mr. Reynolds 
Duncan, 
The contributions of all of these individuals a r e  gratefully acknowledged. 
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ABSTRACT 
ASTOP, an Arbitrary Space Trajectory Optimization Program, is designed 
to generate optimum low-thrust trajectories in an N-body field while satisfying 
selected hardware and operational constraints. The approach consists of dividing 
the trajectory into a number of segments or arcs over which the control is held 
constant. This constant control over each arc is optimized using a parameter 
optimization scheme based on gradient techniques. A modified Encke formulation 
of the equations of motion is employed. The program provides a wide range of 
constraint, end conditiom , and performance index options. An equally important 
feature is  th;?t the basic approach is conducive to future expansion of feature? such 
as the incorporation of new r:onstraints and the addition of new end conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTICN 
Over the past several years there have been a limited number of attempts 
to develop a low-thrust, N-body trajectory optimization program. Most, if not all, 
of these have been calcilus of variations program2 which kasically differ from the 
widely used two-body program formulations ocly in the number of attracting bodies 
included in the gravLationa1 field simulation. That is to say, there has been little 
or no concerted attempt to incorporate more realistic system and subsystem ~lmula-  
t ions and/or hardware and operational constraints in the N -body formulations. 
In fact, the step from two-body to N-body has been a formidable one and has not 
as yet been successfully completed. The pr0bV.m appears to be due to the high 
non-linearittes existing in the proximity of a planet which cause extreme convergence 
difficulties in the solution of the boundary value problem. And, of course, introducing 
constraints and increasing the complexity of the models will only serve to magnify 
this problem. 
In ASTOP a different approach to the development of a low-thrust, Nobody 
trajectory optimization program is employed. The underlying principle is t%at the 
trajectory is divided into a series of segments w e r  which the control is  held con- 
stant. Thus, over each segment (or arc), the control is  represented as a vector 
of parameters rather than a set of time-varying functions, Consequently, the 
optimization problem is no longer one of the calculus of variations, but instead ie 
a parameter optimization problem for which a variety of gradient techniques have 
been developed and successfully employed. An extremely important side benefit 
of this approach is that constraints may be added and models made more complex 
without a great amount of re-programming. 
The basic philosophy upon which ASTOP is built is that the performance 
that may be achieved by fully optimizing a trajectory subject to specified constraints 
ie generally insensitive to the control variables in the vicinity of the optimum. 
Pursuing this thought, one might concede that a slowly varying control variable 
might be replaced over a ttms a rc  by a ccmstant value with only a small loss in 
performance and, by choosirg a sufficiently small time interval, even fairly large 
control variable rates might be accomodated with small performance penalties. 
The basic premise of AS'I'OP is that, for the low thrust interplanetary missions of 
current interest, the number of constant control arcs which are  required to yield a 
performance near that of the variational optimum is quite small, possibly on the 
order of five or six. When one further considers the complexity of the hardware 
required to contlnually vary the thrust direction relative to the spacecraft, the 
strnplicity of the approximate optimal constant control arcs becomes increasingly 
more interesting. 
ASTOP is designed such that a complete mission trajectory ts comprised of a 
series of constant control arcs. The number of arcs and their durations are input. 
The spacecraft orientation angles are the control parameters and, along with the arc 
end times, certain propulsion system and spacecraft design parameters, and selected 
initial conditions, are available for optimization. The spacecraft design assumes that 
the solar arrays (if any) are fixed relative to the thrust vector; consequently, a specl- 
fled spacecraft orientatfon affects the performance In three ways: (1) the directlon of 
the thrust vector; (2) the direction and magnitude of the solar pressure; and (3) the 
magnitude of the power generated due to the incidence angle of the sun's rays on the 
solar arrays. 
Operational constraints are provided through an option which permits one to 
force the spacecraft orientation to follow a specified vector. This constraint may be 
I ,  
employed to satisfy a requirement that an antenna pofnt toward the Earth or that a 
sensor point toward a specified star or the sun. This feature is termed the Constrained 
Mode. There are two primary hardware constraints incorporated in the program. One 
is represented by the fact that the orientation of the arrays is expressly related to 
spacecraft orientation and, therefore, to thrust direction. This, of course, couples 1 
the effects of choice of thrust direction and the power generated as a function of array . . 1 \ 
- 1  i 
planform area exposed to the sun. The second hardware constraint is the option of - 1  1 : 
imposing the condition that power input to a thruster be held constant even though the 
power generated by the powerplant may be variable. This Is accpmplished by assuming 
that indlvMua1 thrusters are t u b e d  off as needed and that the fraction of a power unit 
left over is stmply radiated in the form of heat. 
The program la designed such that thrusting Is n d  permitted during the flrst 
arc  followlng departure of the launch parklng orbit. Solar pressure forces are also 
neglected during this arc; consequently, the spacecraft orientatton has no effect on 
the motfon and no providlons are  made for orientation angle inputs on this flrst arc. 
The duration of the arc ts tnput and may be made as  long or  short as  destred. 
The program will presently accomodate a maxlmum of 13 arcs, including 
the flrst in which no thrusi is permitted. The maxlmum number of independent para- 
meters presently is  19 while the maximum number of dependent parameters Is 30. 
These limitations may be extended in the future by lncreaslng the dimensions of 
certain arrays, 
11, PROGRAM FORMULATION 
-. The equations of motion of the spacecraft in the gravita- 
tional field of n attracting bodies and subject to other perturbing accelerations such 
as thrust and radiatton pressure, are given by, * 
where R is the total acceleration acting on the vehicle, p is the gravttntlonal 
v i 
constavt of the tth attracting body, R is the posii'on of the vehicle relative to 
vi 
the ith body, rvi = IRvi 1, and A and A represents the non-gravitational 
P s r 
perturbing acceleration due to thrust and solar pressure, respectively, These 
equations are put into observable form by referring them to a reference body c. 
The equations of motion of the reference body are: 
where r = I R  I . Subtraction of Equation (2) from Equation (1) results in the 
cl c i 
equations of motion of the vehicle with respect to the reference body c. 
tfc 
wlth rvo = I R  ( . This permlte uniform computatlon of the perturbatlone, re- 
VC 
gardleee of reference origin. 
If Equation (3) le Integrated directly by some numerlcal scheme, there results, 
after a number of step-by-etep integratlons, an accumulation of error whtch leade to 
tnaccurate resulte. To avold thts loss tn precleion, I t  is convenient to write Equation 
(3) In the form: 
*In thle sectlon, upper case symbol8 commonly denote dlmeneloced ve~lore,  lower 
caw eymbole wlth an w e r  bar denote unlt vectore, and other lower case eymbol$s 
denote scalare. 
The velocity and displacement vector6 can be written as: 
The reference body (the one in whose sphere of influence the vehicle travels) 1s 
ohosen so as to mlnlmize the perturbat c ~ s .  
and 
In this method R~ is  taken as: 
Equatlons (4) constitute the equations of motion of the Kepler problem and are  
solved by subroutine TBDP. The accelerations 2 are  known as  the Encke perturba- 
tions and thte formulatlon of the equatlone of motion ts termed a s  Encke formulatton. 
The terms appearing on the right hand slde of Equatlon (5) lnvolve numerous 
R R 0 terms of the form - - where R and Ro may dlffer only by small amounts. 
r r 
3 
0 
A oomputatton scheme, which avolds loss of preolslon due to the subtractlon 
of nearly equal terms and which also 1s correct when R 16 not small, 1s emplo,ved, 
VC 
Deflnfng the variable u as: 
a 0 
where AR =R -Ro, then the dtfferenca terms oo the rtgbt hand side of (5) may be 
evaluated 
The method presented ytelds accurate trajectories using relatively little 
computer tlme. All significant solar system bodies map be included without undue 
oomplications. Since the perturbations only are integrated, the allowable integration 
Interval i7 fairly large over most of the path. Even in the vi~.inity of Earth or another 
planet a relatively large interval (compared to other schemes) may be used without 
limiting the stability and accuracy of the solutlons. The perturbations are  kept small 
in two ways. First, the two-body orbit is rectified whenever the perturbations exceed 
a specified maximum value compared to tho corresponding unperturbed values. This 
limits error  bulld-up with respect to particular reference body. Second, the reference 
body of the two-body problem is changed from Earth, to sun, to planet azcordlngly, a s  
that reference body would contribute the largest perturbing force otherwise, This 
method is referred to as a modified Encks formulation and will handle clrcular orbits 
and zero Inclination, which a a  normally singular regions for thc standarb .e 
formulation. The problem is defined In terms of pri~urnoters which haw. : physical 
slgniflcance (namely, the position and ve1oc:ity vectors) which are  direct .datable to 
measurable quantities. 
The acceleration due to the thrust of the propulsion system may be written 
for any propuleion system. Here 'I' represenfs the thrust vector and m 1s the mass 
of the spaoecraft, For an electric propulsion system, the power output Is llrnlted and 
it la oanvenbnt to write the thrust acceleration in terms of parameters more directly 
related to the proprtlon eystem design. Ont: such pnrameter 1s the refercnce power, 
pr ' Wat is generated by the power source. Thle is  related to the thrust magnitude 
amugh tbe equatlm 
where q 1s the propulslon system efficiency factor and c 1s the jet exhaust speed. 
The charactertstlcs of the propulslon system parameters will be discussed subse- 
quently. 
Consldering the total number of photons Impinging on the spacecraft in unlt 
tlme, let u s  assume that a rat10 c (0 c 1 ) 1s absorbed by the spacecraft, and 
a 
that the remrrtnder ts reflected with a reflection angle equal to  the angle of lncldence. 
Then, we may wrtte the resultant spacecraft acceloratlon due to solar radlation 
pressure, assuming that the spacecraft may bo approximated a s  a flat plate of area  
a ;  
where 1s a unlt vector along the holiocentrlc position vector, r 1s the solar 
r 
dlstance, 1s a unlt vector normal to the assumed flat p'ate representing tho 
spacecraft, and k 1s a solar constant representing t l ~ c  solar radlation pressure 
8 
on a flat plate normal to the sun llno at unit dlstance from the sun, assuming all 
photons a r e  absorbed, 
Prapulslon System Char::tterlstics. It Is essential that the program be capable 
of simulating the characteristics of cither nuclear o r  solar electrlc propulsion 
systoms. The mathematical descrlptlons of the two types of propulslon systemo 
dlffer prlmarily in the representation of pr, the power generated. For a nuclear 
electrlc system, p 1s generally assumed to  be constant w o r  a trajectory, while 
r ' 
for a solar electrlc system, p wlll vary wlth the polar dlstance and with the r 
angle of ~nc ldewe  of the sun's rays to the solar  panels. Let po represent the 
power that: can be generated by the solar panels a t  unlt distance from the sun if 
the panels &re normal to the sun line, and let  Y denote the rat10 of power available 
at any specific solar dlstance and lncldence angle to that available a t  unlt d isknce  
wlth n o r m 1  lncldence. Furthermore, let be the unit vector normal to the panels 
with a direction such that the solar cells a r e  facing the sun providing > 0. 
r 
Then we may write, for the aower available to the propulsion system, p 
a 
Pa=PoY - P,, 
where p represents a constant increment of power that may be assigned for 
X 
purposes other than primary propulsion, such a s  housekeeping. Unless otherwise 
I !  
. ,  i specified, it will be assumed that p - r -'a . The assumed form of y is 
: where d is  the density of photons incident on a unit a rea  of the arrays and is de- 
fined 
and I? is related to a s  follows: 
J 
The coefficients a i = 0, 1, ---, 4, a r e  input constants. Nuclear electric pro- i' 
! pulsion is simulated by setting 
y = 1 .  
" ' 
. 1 
For either type of propulsion system, the jct  exhaust speed is  assumed constant 
over the trajectory. The efficiency factor i s  taken to be a function of the jet exhaust 
speed c of the form, 
n 
where b and d a r e  specified conetants. (Note that d i s  distinct from the photon i 1 
I density defined above). The mass flow of the propulsion system is 
It should be noted that the acceleration due t o  radiation pressure will generally be 
1 a factor of interest only for solar-electric systems. For  such syeteme, the 
assumption that the spacecraft is  a flat plate In the computation of the solar pressure 
is appropriate since the solar panels comprise the major portion of the spacecraft 
a rea  exposed to the sun. The area a of the solar panels, which appears in the equa- 
tion for solar pressure, is  related to the power capacity of the panels through the 
equation 
whero k is a specified quantity representing the area  of solar cells required to 
P 
generate a unit of power a t  unit distance from the sun, and A a  is a specified constant. 
Depending upon the particular propulsion system hardware involved, it may 
be desirable to force the power input to a thruster to be constant. Since, for a solar 
electric system, the power generated will not be a constant, it will be necessary to I 
modulate the total power fed to  the thrusters and to control the number of thrusters 
in use a t  each instant in time. To this end, define a power increment Ap which 
represents the desired power level of each individual thruster. Then for a given 
power available to the propulsion system, p the number of thrusters that may be 
a' 
in operation is  
4, = mod (Pa, AP), 
where mod (a, b) i s  the largest integer that is  less than o r  equal to the quotient 
a h .  This means that a portion of the power available, p given by d ' 
Pd = Pa - . C A P  
must be discarded. The actual power used by the propulsion system is  
Spacecraft Design Considerations. For reliability reasons, it is desirable 
, , .  , 
to  fix the orientation of the solar panels of an electrically propelled spacecraft rela- 
- 
tive to the central portion of the spacecraft. Consequently, the normal vector, n, 1 ,  1 ! I 
. 
1 I 
that appears in both the propulsion and the solar pressure terms of the equations of 
motion must be expressed in a body-fixed coordinate system. For  this purpose, 
I introduce the Cartesian frame OIJK which is fixed in the spacecraft. Relative to 
this system would be written 
~ = c o s c r c o s ~ ~  + c o s c r s i n f l ~  + s inaK , 
where the angles 01 and f l  would be design parameters that a re  specified and held 
constant throughout the trajectory. 
. . 
It is  also useful to define an additional arbitrary unit vector, say i, that is  
fixed in the OIJK system, i. e. , 
-1'he angles 6 and € are also specified design parameters that are  held consta~t  
throughout the trajectory. The purpose of this vector will be discussed subsequently 
in the section pertaining to flight mode options. 
The thrust direction, defined by the unit vector 
is assumed fixed in the OIJK coordinate system and directed through the center of 
gravity. We will, without loss of generality, assume that 
Flight Mode Options. It is  desired to provide t. ? capability of generating 
-
approximate optimum trajectories for a given mission for a variety of flight modes. 
For all flight modes, the trajectory is  divided into a series of arcs. Over each a rc  
the control parameters are  held constant, and we seek the optimum cont~ol  para- 
meters of each arc. In general, the available control parameters will include certain 
initial conditions, propulsion system parameters, engine on and off times, and the 
thrust angles. Two basic flight modes are  provided. The first is  termed the uncon- 
strained mode for which complete freedom is permitted in selecting the optimum 
spacecraft orientation for a given arc. The second mode is termed the constrained 
mode because the body-fixed unit vector, s, discussed previously, is  required to 
continuously lie within a cone of specified half-angle about a known vector. The 
orientation of within the cone is arbitrary as is the roll orientation of the space- 
craft about s. 
A. Unconstraint (1 hide.  Let XYZ represent the inertial frame of reference 
in which the trajectory computations (heliocentric) are made. We define the orienta- 
tion of the spacecraft in terms of the IJK axes, relative to the inertial frame through 
the angles 6 ,  v ,  3 . Let 6 denote the nodal angle which is a rotation about the Z 
axis to the node of the I - J and X - Y planes ; u denotes a rotation about the nodal 
line and is the inclination of the I - J plane relative to the X - Y plane; c denotes a 
rotation in the I - J plane from the node to the I-axis. The transformation from the 
XYZ to the IJK system is 
where s and c denote sine and sosine, respectively. Since the transformation is 
orthogonal, the inverse of A(( ,  U ,  c) is equal to its transpose, facilitating the 
transformation from the IJK to the XYZ system. Thus, the vectors and e T 
in the inertial coordinate system, which are  reaimed for the equations of motion, 
are  
where the superscript T denotes transpose. The choice of the three angles at the 
start of each arc  is completely unconstrained; however, once the choice is made, 
the angles are held constant throughout the arc. 
B. Constrained Mod.,.. A problem of particular interest is that of optimizing 
the motion of the spacecraft subject to the constraint that the antenna, which is fixed 
relative to the spacecrdt, be continuously pointing in the general direction of the 
Earth. Other constrained probIems of interest include thrusting at a flxed angle to 
the sun line and thrusting along the velocity vector. All of thesc problems may be 
considered within the framework of the following general formulation. 
Consider the body-fixed unit vector s, given by 
s=cos  6 cos r ~ + c o s  6 sin c J + - s i n d ~  , 
where, as  stated previously, 6 and c are specified angles representing spacecraft 
design factors. is an arbitrary vector that may be used for different purposes in 
different problems. A s  an example, it may represent the antenna pointing direction, 
In the most general constrained case, we require that the spacecraft be continuously 
oriented such that s lies within a cone of specified half angle about a known unit 
vector i(t). This latter vector is determined internally in the program according 
- 
to an input option flag. The input options permit defining x(t) as  the direction 
from the spacecraft to any planet, the sun. or a star, or  a s  the direction of the helio- 
centric velocit,~ vector. The position of s in the cone about i( t) ,  which requires 
two angles for specification, may be specified or  optimized. Also the orientation of 
the pacecraft about s is available as a parameter for optimization. 
To determine the inertial components of certain body-fixed vectors, e. g., 
- 
e and ii, it is  necessary to define a series of rigid body rotations and the trans- T 
formations associated with each. To this end, consider two arbitrary unit vectors 
a and 6 axid suppose ; is rotated about 6 through an angle a to a position z. 
In general, a is given by 
where ~ ( 6 ,  a) is a transformation matrix of the form 
with U being the 3x3 identity matrix, 
and 
where bl, b , b are the components of 6. rn vector notation, this general trans- 2 3 
formation may be written 
At any instant in time, the spacecraft orientation in inertial space may be 
defined through the following sequence of rotations. First,  consider the body axis 
system IJK aligned with thc inertial frame siich that the components of s are iden- 
tical in the body and the inertial coordinate systems. Then rotate the IJK system 
through an angle o. such that s is aligned with G(t). The angle o is given by 
and the rotation is about a unit vector A which is normal to both s and s, i.e., 
The transformation for this rotation is, of course, A ( &  o )  for which the general 
form is given above. We now seek two rotations which together lniquely define the 
location of s within the cone about i ,  For reasom which will become clear subse- 
quently, we choose first a rotation about i through an arbitrary angle @ followed 
by a rotatton about a vector cormal to through an angle #. The particular normal 
vector about which this latter rotation takes place te entirely arbitrary and we pick, 
for convenience, one which ie eadly attainable and which is known to be normal to 
without checking. Thtcc vector is  the one whlch & would occupy after rotating 
through the angle 8 about i ,  Denote this vector 6, then 
4 = ~ ( i ,  0) ril, 
and the transformation matrix for the third rotation is  A(:, $). This particular 
choice for the seccmd and third rotations was made because it results in a slngle 
control parameter, namely $, through which the constraint that lie within a 
speclfied cone about ; may be imposed. Lettlng $max represent the specifled 
half-cone angle, then the constraint is satisfied simply by forcing 
If the value of $ to be used at a particular tlme satisfies the inequality constraint, 
then the solution proceeds a s  if there were no constraint. If, however, the inequality 
constraint would be violated, then $ i s  set equal to  $ 
max* 
Denoting a s  s the I 
vector i in the inertial system, we then have 
The final rotation required i s  one about s through an angle 6 ,  for  which the I 
transformation matrix is A(; 6). The angle 6 defines the roll orientation of I' 
the spacecraft about the vector i (or s ), and is an independent parameter for I 
optimization. 
The application of the above-defined transformations permits one to obtain 
the inertial components of any unit vector, say p, that i s  fixed in the IJK system 
and has 
a s  '5 , 
'1 
the known components p , p , p Denoting the inertial components of i; 1 2 3' 
p p then 
'2. '3 
- - 
Of course, this transformation is  valid for both = and for p = e T ' 
Two special cases of the above formulation for the constrained mode warrant 
mention. The f lrs t  i s  that by setting #max equal t o  a large number, one may 
effectively run unconstrained trajectories with the same control parameters used in 
the constrained m d e .  The second 1s that may be forced to coincide with 
axactly by requiring that 
However, if this i s  done, then 8 and 8 a r e  not independent parameters and it is 
convenient to set 8 = 0, If this i s  done, then both A(;;, 8)  m d  k ( i ,  $J) degenerate I 1 
to  the identity matrtx, and 8 is  the only spacecraft orientation angle remaining to be 
optlmized. I 
The anglcc 8,  $, ~ n d  8 a r e  held constant over each a r c  of the trajectory, I 
i 
although they a r e  permitted to vary from a r c  to arc. Also the input angle $J 
max 
is held constant over each arc,  but i s  permitted to change at the s tar t  of each 
arc. This allows the study of cases in which s is  either little o r  not at all constrained 
w e r  some a r c s  and very tightly constrained over other arcs.  
Optimization Parameters. At the user's option, the following parameters 
3 
a r e  available for optimization. 
Initial Conditions 
1, 0, - Inclination, longitude of ascending node, and 
argument of perigee of the launch parking orbit, 
x , z - initial planetocentric position components, and 
poS y ~ o  Po 
2 , f , 2 - initial planetocentric velocity components; o r  
Po Po Po 
to -time at departure of parking orbit, and 
v -speed a t  departure of parking orbit 
Po 
Propulsion system parameters 
- reference power 
c - jet exhaust speed 
Spacecraft design parameters 
(2, - direction angles of solar a r ray  normal vector 
6, c - direction angles of constraint vector (e. g, , antenna 
pointing vector) 
Arc end times 
tl, t2, --- , tn - times at which a rcs  termtnate 
Thrust angles (independent set for each arc)  
Unconstr, tned mode 
Constrained mode 
Initial Conditions. The initial position and velocity of the spacecraft a.t de- 
parture of the launch p3~!:W3 orbit a r e  direct inputs, These inputs a r e  in the form 
of the geocentric ecliptic Cartesian coordinates of the position and velocity x 
PO' 
2 , The time of launch from the p a r k i ~ g  orbit i s  the input Y p ~ '  Zpo' PO po' po- 
launch date t&. Once the initial position, velocity, and time a r e  defined, the motion 
of the spacecraft is integrated forwsrd along a coasting a r c  in the n-body force field 
(no solar radiation pressure) to an input time t which represents the time a t  which 1' 
the electric propulsion system is turned on and solar radiation pressure is included 
in the perturbations. Typically, t will be several hours past to. The introduction 1 
of the time tnterval between the high-thrust phase and the startlng of the low-thrust 
phase serves two purposes. First ,  it includes in the simulation a phase that will be 
necessary in a mission to erect  solar arrays and/or make other preparations, and 
check out systems before commencing the interplanetary phase of the mission. 
Secondly, the t h e  lnterval permits the vehicle to recede from the proximity of a 
planet which, tnherently, is  a region of high non-linearities and which frequently 
cause constderable difficulty in the trajectory and mission analysis. 
Two optlons are  aval!able for optimizing the polnt of departure from the 
parklng orblt. In one option, the spacecraft 1s assumed to have a preecribed 
ephemerle in the given orbit such that the varlatlon of the launch time result8 ln 
the varlatlon cf the point of departure atl defined by two-body motion in the parking 
orblt. In this option the lndependent parameters are the speed at departure v 
PO 
and the inltial time to. Partial derlvatlves of the state wlth respect to these para- 
meters are obtatned analytically rather than by flnite differences over the flrst arc. 
These partials are obtalned: 
where R , R are  the planstocentrlc position and velocity at departure of the 
Po Po 
launch parking orbit, The partials at the end of the flrst (two-body) arc are then 
hmedlateljr obtained by multlplylng these partlals by the state transition matrlx 
for that arc. The partials of the lnltlal mass mo are  obtatned by differentlatlng 
the equation 
where a a and a are  input constants deecrlblng the performance capablllty 1' 2 3 
of a speclfic launch vehicle. The second option permite varlatlona ln 1nitk.l poel- 
tlon ad veloclty through varlatlons In the clrcular launch parktng orblt orlentatton 
and the speed of depe.rturo. As in the previous opticn, the d ~ p a r t u r e  point i 
assumed to coincide with the periapse of the departure hyperbola. From the in- 
put planetocentric position and velodty vectors R , fi , compute the angular 
momentum Po "0 
and define 
~ ; = H / I H I  ; E =  (Exii)/sini , 
where i s  a unit vector along the North Pole and 1 i s  the inclination of the 
parking orbit relative to the equator. The unit vector 4 lies along the ascending 
node of the parking orbit on the equator. The inclination Is obtained from the 
equation 
Letting the independent parameters for this option be the inclination i, the longitude 
of node 0, the argument of perigee W, and the departure speed v , the desired 
partials a r e  written Po 
where X denotes either R o r  . The partials with respect to v remain 
Po Po Po 
the same a s  for the first  option above. Agaln, the partlals a t  the end of the f lrs t  
arc are obtained by r;lultlplying the above by the etate traneition mat rk .  
Trajectory Integration. A trajectory is generated by numerically integrating 
the second order differential equations for the Encke perturbations 8 and the first 
. 
order equation for the mass flow rate m . The program Is designed such that any 
perturbation trajwtories required by the differential corrections scheme for the 
evaluation of partial derivatives are integrated simultaneously with the nominal tra- 
jectory. Consequently, at any one time, the program mag be intcgratlng either a 
single trial trajectory or a total of (p + 1) trajectories where p is the number of 
perturbatlon trajectories. The number p may differ from arc to arc as explained 
in the dascription of subroutine GENMA. 
The two-body trajectory that servcs as the reference for the Encke perturba- 
tion is evaluated in subroutine TBDP. The same two-body reference trajectory is 
employed for the nominal and all associated perturbatlon trajectories, thereby saving 
considerable computatIona1 effort, The criteria for rectification of the reference tra- 
jectory is applied only to the nominal trajectory, however. 
A stxth-order, backward-difference integrator is employed in the program. 
The difference table is constructed using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator 
with a step size equal to one-fourth the standard interval. After completing six steps 
with the Runge-Kutta, integration commences with the backward-difference formulas 
for 18 additional steps at the reduced interval. After every fourth of the total 24 
steps, the results are stored in a separate table such that, after th3 24th step, a 
difference table is available for continuation of the integratlon with the backward- 
dlfference formulas at the full bttep size, 
The Independent varlable of integration used in ASTOP 1s the universal 
variable, 8 .  Thls varlable ie related to the change In eccentric along the two- 
body reference trajectory, as  follows: 
where \ Is the seml-major axls, E 1s the ecoentrlc anomaly and the subscript 
o refere to an arbitrary ep.\ch, such as a rectification point. Thrmgh dlfferentia- 
tlon, lt Le seen that 
where ll is the gravitational constant of the reference body and r is the k 
magnitude of the position vector on the two-body reference trajectory. Conso- 
quently, denoting derivatives with respect to 4 with the prime, the first and 
second order derivatives of any var!.able x with respect to /3 may be written 
where Rk and R are thc position and velocity vectors, respectively, on the k 
referent, , two-body trajectory. 
It should be noted that, in the discussions throughout this document, the 
terminology !'trial trajectoryM and "nominal trajectoryt1 are generally synonymous 
when referring to the storage of trajectory data in various arrays. Trial trajectory 
implies that no perturbation lrajectorics are currently being evaluated. Trial tra- 
jectory data are stored in the storage locations reserved for nominal trajectories 
when both nominal and perturbation trajectories are generated. 
A s  a final point, it will be noted in various subroutine doscripttons that 
various arrays will be referred to as position vectors or velocity vectors but are 
actually dimensioned six. The reason for this is that ASTOP frequently requires 
the magnitude or the square or cube of the magnitude of a vector, To avoId re- 
computing these quantities, these magnitude related variables are selectively com- 
pu;ed and   to red in a consistent format for subsequent use, The format of a typical 
sixvector R with componcnte x, y, z and magnitude r is 
Partial Derivativc M%trix, -The partial derivr.tivcs of the pcrfor mmcc index 
and the end conditions with respcct to the independent parnmetcrs of the problem 
a r e  requirod for the parameter optimiztltion and for the aolution of tile boundary value 
problem. For the most part, these partials a r c  gencratcd through the use of a 
differential corrections technique iilvolving tho simultaneous gcneration of tho 
nominal trajes+ory and several pcrturbation trajectories. A s  a means of reducing 
the number ot 2erturbatlon trajectories required, each a r c  is  considered separately, 
Perturbation trajectories a r c  in tegr~tcd  over an a rc  only for the perturbat fans 
actually In cffect over the arc. The perturbations include those imposcd through 
the choice of indcpendcnt parameters (only those applicable over the arc)  plus all 
state variables. At the end of each arc,  the partials of the final state with respect 
to all perturbations (including the initial state) a r e  f?rn,cd. On ~.;bscquent arcs,  
the partials with respect to independent parameters that wcre applizahlo on pre- 
ceding a r c s  a r c  propagatcd by successively applying the state transition matrix 
for each successive a r c  to the partials matrix of the preceding arc. A detailed 
description of this process is  given in the discussicn of subroutine GLSNMA. 
After the matrix for  the final a r c  Is generated a s  above, the end cond~tions 
a r e  formed along with their partials with respect to the final state. Thus, the do- 
sired partial derivative matrix required by the iterator is  formed by multiplying 
the matrix of partials of tho end conditions by the matrix of partials cf the final 
state. The appropriate equations a rc  given in the dewription of subroutin? FNMAT, 
Parameter Optimization and the Boundary Value Problem, A ge~~era l ized  
itexctor, subroutine MMMX3, Is employed to solve the boundary value problem 
and to  porform direct parameter optimization. This routine has two basic modes, 
known a s  the llselectll and the lloptimlzell modes. In the select male ,  the iter-tor 
attempts only to satisfy the specified end conditions. In the optimize mode, an 
attempt is  mado to improve the performance index whlle maintaining satlsfactlon 
of the end conditions. The transition from select to  optiri~ize mode is  automatic. 
If no perforn ..;rce index 18 specified, the iteration i s  terminated upon succe~sful  
completion of the selcct mock; lee., the optimize mode is  never entered. Typically 
the iterator displays quadratic convergence propnrties in the select mode, but rather 
slow convergence rate when nearing the solution in the optimize mode. Details of 
the algorithm a re  presented in the discussion of subroutine MINMX3. 
Planetary Ephemerides. Planetary position and velocity data a r e  obtained 
a s  a function of date with the use of an analytic ephemeris routine. Planetary orbital 
elements a re  stored as quadratic functions of ~ u l i a i d a t e .  The stored coefficients 
for eccentr~city, inclination, longitude of ascending node and latitude of perihelion 
a r e  referenced to an epoch of January 0.5, 1900, while the coefficients for mean 
l~~~.gitude a r e  referenced to an epoch of January 0.5, 1965. The position and velocity 
vectors a r e  computed in ecliptic Cartesian coordinates in an Equinox of date frame. 
The computations a re  performed in subroutine EPH, and the equations and approach 
used a r e  described in the discussion of that routine. 
Rather than compute the planetary ephemerides by calling EPH each time 
they a re  required, a table of planetary posittons and velocities i s  computed once 
each case at equal intervals in time, and interpolation is  used for all subsequent 
evaluations. This table provides for up to 250 locations for each Cartesian com- 
ponent of each vector. The time interval between tabular entries i s  determined 
internally, being a multiple of four days and depending upon the anticipated mission 
duration. That is, for mission durations less  than 1000 days, the interval is  four 
days; for missions of 1000-2000 days, the interval is eight days; etc. The table 
is constructed in subroutine EPHEM; the interpolation is performed in subroutine 
INT . 
111. PROGRAM INPUTS 
--- 
Namelis: Input Feature. Inputs to ASTOP are  given through the namelist 
feature of the IBM Fortran IV programming language. The input narnelist is 
named MINPUT, and every Input required or used in the program is declared by 
the name in the list. The general form for assigning an input value to a quantity Is, 
simply 
NAME = VALUE 
where NAME is the name assigned to the variable and is included in the namelist, 
and VALUE is  a numerical or logical quantity consistent in form (i. e., logical, 
interger, or real) with NAME. All MINPUT names commencing with the letters 
I-N represent integers, whereas all names commencing with the letters A-H or 
0 - Z  are double precision floating point nurnb2rs. All input data sets must begin 
with the characters 
commencing in card column 2 and followed by at  least one blank. The data set 
must end with the characters 
preceded by at least one blank. Card column 1 is ignored on a 1  input cards. 
Mult1pJ.e data assignments on a single card is permissible if separated by commas. 
A comma following the last VALUE on a card is optional. The order of the input 
data assignments is  arbitrary; i. e., they need not be in the same order as  listed 
In the namelist, In fact, there is  no requirement that any specific input parameter 
be represented in the input data set. If no value is included in the inputs for a 
particular parameter, the default value is used. A complete list of non-zero de- 
fault values of input variables is given later in this sectlon. For other details re- 
garding the namelist feature, the reader is referred to the IBM ~yetem/360 
Fortran N Language Manual. 
After reading inputs, the routine MODIF is called and can be used for 
modifying variables not available as program inputs simply by recompiling the 
subrout he.  
Input Variable Descriptions 
Variable Definition 
ALPHA 
APS 
ARCDTA (l, I) 
ARCDTA (2, I) 
ARCDTA (3, I) 
ARCDTA (4, I) 
ARCDTA (5, I) 
AR CDTA (6, I) 
- angle, in degrees, between and 
fts projection in the body fixed I-J 
plane. 
fils a2, a3 - coefficients representing the 
performance of a particular launch 
vehicle and used in evaluating the 
initial spacecraft mass as a function 
of the departure speed. al and a3 
are  in kilograms ; a2 is in meters 
per second. 
Array of up to ten coefficients ai used in 
the polynomial for the power variation Y 
with solar distance. Not used if constant 
power option is in effect GgOPT(66)=1). 
ar - dpecific propulsion system and power- 
's plant mass in kilograms per watt. 
ti - time at  end of ith arc  in hours from the input Julian date. 
Ti - trigger with possible settings of I 1. 
A positive setting indicates that the 
ith arc will be a thrusting arc, whereas 
a negative value indicates a coasting arc. 
6, V ,  3, o r  6, JI, $-theappropriateset 
of three spacecraft orientation angles 
in degrees, for the ith arc. 
- maximum permissible value of the 
Omax angle $, in degrees for the ith arc. 
Used only If operating in the constrained 
flight mode. 
AR CDTA (7, I) 
ARRAY 
px - increme!it of Dower, in watts, generated by the pozer source but not available 
fo r  primary propulsion, for the fth arc. 
For the f irs t  arc,  only tl i s  needed c . used. 
A triply dimens ionsd a r ray  (8,3,12; of Frogram 
integration intervals a s  a functioi: of radial 
distance from the current reference body. 
There can be up to 7 integration inlervals 
as specified by the 8 radial points. 
Define the a r ray  a s  ARRAY (J, K, L), then 
L=l, 12 - corresponding planet reference, 
a s  follows: 
1 - Earth 7 - Saturn 
2 - not used 8 - Uranus 
3 - sun 9 - Neptune 
4 - Venus 10 - Pluto 
5 - X a r s  11 - not used 
6 - Jupiter 12 - not used 
K=l - radial value, in Earth radii when 
referring to Earth reference; in 
AU otherwise. 
==2 - integration interval, in (Earth radii)& 
when rgferring to Earth reference; 
In (AU)2 otherwise. 
=3 - not used. 
J=1, 8 - up to  8 radii o r  7 intervals. 
The integration Enterval ARRAY (J, 2, L) 
applies between the two radial distances 
defined by ARRAY (J, 1, L) and ARRAY 
(J+1, 1, L). The distances must be input 
monotonically increasing with J. 
b - dimensionless coefficient used in the 
expresvion for  electric propulsion 
system efficlency. ' 
BTA 
BX 
8-angle, in degrees, between tho pro- 
jection of ii in the body fixed I-J 
plane and the I (thrust) axis, 
Array dimensioned (4, lOa), containing the independent para- 
meter Information. 
Bxfl ,  J) Trigger indicating whether J~~ parameter 
Ls to be an independent parameter in 
boundary value problem. 
BXg, J )  = 0. Not an independent parameter. 
= i. Used a s  independent parameter. 
Bx(2, J) Perturbation increment used to  compute 
partial  derivative^ . Used only if trigger 
is  on, Units a r e  same as  that of the 
parameter . 
BX(% J) Maximum change to J~~ parameter per- 
mitted in a single iteration. Should be a 
positive quantity. Used only if trigger is 
on. Units a r e  same a s  that of the parameter. 
BX(4, J) Weighting factor. Should be a positive quantity. 
A guideline for selecting these weights is 
to estimate the uncertainty in how well you 
think you know a given independent variable. 
Then se t  the weighting factor equal to the 
inverse square of the uncertainty, where the 
uncertainty is  expressed in the same units 
a s  the input units of the variable. The 
smaller the value of the weightit~g factor, 
the more the importance given to the 
associated variable by the iterator. 
The initial values for all independent parameters a r e  input 
separately a s  described below. The specific independent 
parameters associated with the various values of J in the 
BX array are as  follows: 
J = 1  t - time of departure from Earth parking 
0 
orbit in hours from the input Julian 
launch date (XJLD) . The input value 
is  assumed to be zero. Since analytic 
partials with respect to to are  employed, 
BX(2, I), the increment, is ignored. 
delta increments in the parameters argu- 
ment of pericenter (U), longitude of 
ascending node (a),  inclination (i) and speed 
at pericenter (v ), respectively. The units 
PO 
are  degrees for the angles and Earth radii 
per hour for v These are increments 
PO' 
to the nominal values obtained from the 
position and velocity vectors and are there- 
fore zero on all nominal trajectories. No 
input vdue is  required for these parameters. 
Since analytic partials are  employed for these 
parameters, the perturbation increments are 
ignored. These parameters may not be used 
in conjunction with either J=1 or 6. 
v - speed at departure from Earth parking 
'0 orbit in Earth radii per hour. This 
parameter is not input but is computed 
from the VEL vector. Not used if 
BX(1,5) is equal to one. 
x, y, and z components, respectively, of 
the geocentric position at departure from 
the Earth parking orbit, in Earth radii. 
May not be used a s  independent parameters 
if independent parameters 1-6 are  used. 
x, y, and z components, respecttvely, of 
the geocentric velocity at departure from 
the Earth parking orbit, h~ Earth radii per 
hour. May not be used as independent variables 
ff independent parameters 1-6 are  used. 
Jet  exhause speed c of low thrust pro- 
pulsion system in m/sec. 
Reference power po of low thrust pro- 
pulsion system in watts. 
r 
Angles a! and 8 ,  respectively, in degrees, r. 
defining the direction of the unit vector , 
the normal to the solar cell array, relative i 
to the body fixed coordinate system OIJK. 
, - I -, ..; 
I 4 Angles 6 and c , respectively, in degrees, i 
i defining the direction of the s vector rela- I 
tive to the body fixed coordinate system . ~ ..- 
OUK. ! 
= 20 End time of the f irst  a rc  in hours. 
The remaining parameters a re  in groups of iour for each a rc  
commencing with the second arc. i pertains to the a rc  number 
where i 2 2. 
4i+13 The first three parameters a r e  the spacecraft 
4i+14 orientation angles, in degrees. The orientation 
4 i+15 angles 6, v , 5 (unconstrained mode) or 8, 
t) , $J (constrained mode) have identification 
numbers 4i+13, 4i+14, 4i+15, respectively. 
The mode is determined by option NOPT(65). 
The last parameter for each a r c  is the time 
at  the end of the a r c  in hours. 
Array, dimensioned (3,50), containing information pertinent to 
the dependent parameters. For each dependent parameter the 
iterator requires up to three input quantities. These inputs 
a r e  : 
Trigger. If off (i.e., equal to zero), the 
parameter is ignored and ie not considered 
a dependent parameter. The,. 1he other 
I 
two inputs pertaining to the L~~ yara- 
meter need not be input, If trig er. is on 
(I. e. , not equal to zero), the Ifh para- 
meter is considered to be a dependent 
parameter or  constraint, I 
BY BY (2, L) Desired value of the dependent parameter. 
(cont) 
BY(3, L) Tolerance of convergence to desired value. 
The speciftc dependent parameters associated with the several 
possible values of L are as follows: 
L = l  Initial mass less low thrust propellant 
and retro propellant L: any, in kilograms. 
= 2 Net spacecraft mass m in kilograms. 
n 
= 3 Reference thrust f in newtons. 
0 
= 4 Heliocentric distance r in AU. 
= 5 Heliocentric speed v in A ~ / h r .  
= 6 Helio. semi-major axis a in AU. 
= 7 Helio. flight path angle Y in degrees. 
= 8 Helio. occen~ricity e. 
= 9 IIelic;. apocenter distance r in AU. 
a 
= 10 Hello. pericenter distance r in AU. 
P 
= 11 Planetocentric distance r in AU. T 
= 1 2  Planetocentric speed v in ~ ~ / h r .  T 
= 13 Planeto. semi-major axis a in AU. T 
= 14 Planeto. flight '\ angle Y in deg. 
T 
= 15 Planeto. eccentricity e T ' 
= 16 Planeto. apocenter distance r in AU. Ta 
= I?* Planeto. pericenter distance r in AU. 
TP 
*When thls parameter 1s designated as  an end condition, its trigger is automattcally 
reset to zero as is that of r~ (L=ll), and the trisgers of the Cartesian coordinates 
(L=18-20) are set to one. The desired values of r~ and the tolerances of the 
Cartssirn coordinates must be input. A flag is eet internally to re-evaluate the destred 
values of the Carteetan coord!nates on each trajectory, 
BY 1 = 18 
(cont) = 19  
= 20 
CNI 
CR 
DELP 
DLTA 
DP 
Dm 
ECI 
EMUDD 
Cartesian coordinates of vehicle 
with respect to targst in AU. 
z ' I  
= 21-50 Not used. 
The notation employed above for  the end coarlitions i s  con- 
sistent with that used in the description of subroutine FNMAT 
of this report. The reader i s  referred there for a mathematical 
description of each end condition, 
c - fraction of photons incident on the 
a 
solar arrays that a r e  absorbed 
(0s ca S 1). The remalnder of the 
photons a r e  assumed to be refkzted 
a t  an angle equal to  the incidence 
angle. 
c - jet exhaust speed of electric propulsion 
system, in meters per  second. 
Not presently used. 
c - jet exhaust speed of the re t ro  stage 
r in m/sec. 
Ap - power of the individual thrusters, in 
watts. A non-zero value implies dis- 
crete steps in power consumed by 
electric propulsion system a s  distance 
from the sun varies. 
6 - angle, in degrees, between and its 
projection in the body-fixed I-J plane. 
A a  - portion of spacecraft a rea  inde endent P of the reference power, in m . 
d2 - coefficient used in the expression for 
electric propulsion system efficiency, 
tn unit8 of m2/eec2. 
Not used. 
Not ueed. 
EPSLON 
IREFNB 
IREFNT 
ITF 
ITMAX 
MOPT 
The flag defining the number of attract lng 
bodies to be included in the str.~ulation. 
Referring to the list of planet mmbers in 
the description of IREFNB, tho input 
number for this flag means that al! bodies 
in the list whose planet number is I xis than 
or  equal to this flag are included ir. the 
stmulatton, Thus, the input value of this 
flag should be greater than or equal to the 
target planet number. If the target is not a 
pianet, the flag must be greater than o r  
equal to 3. 
c - angle, in degrees, between the pro- 
jection of s in the body Eked I-J 
plane and the I (thrust) axis. 
Vector containing the x, y, and z com- 
ponents, respectively, of the inertial unit 
vector along which s is to be directed. 
Used only if NOPT(64) = 2. 
These two fields are  the planet numbers of 
the launch and target planets, respectively. 
The code numbers for the individual planets 
are  as follows: 
1 - Earth 6 - Jupiter 
2 - not presently used 7 - Saturn 
3 - Sun 8 - Uranus 
4 - Venus 9 - Neptune 
5 - Mars 10  - Pluto 
Provides normal termination conditions for 
runs which require more execution time than 
is estimated, The value specifies the number 
of CPU seconds required to execute the 
summary trajectory. 
Maximum number of iterattons in each of the 
two modes, select and optimize, of the 
itsrator. 
Index defining which of the available end 
oonditione ie to be the performance index 
of the problem. Corresponds to the index 
L of the BY array, 
NARCS Number of arcs comprtshg the comp!eto 
trajectory, tncludlng tho Initial arc  
commcnctng at departuro from the launch 
parking orbit during which no thrust is 
permitted. 
A 72 element array of ASTOP option flags. 
Elements 2-13 and 40-46 are used to 
select or suppress pr intout of posltion and 
velocity information relative to various 
reference bodies. A non-zero value Input 
for a specific element results In the print- 
ing of the associated vector at each print 
point. Note that for elements 41-46, 
element 40 must also be set non-zero. 
Tho vectors associated with each element 
are  as  follows: 
2 - Spacecraft position relative to current 
integration reference body, in km. 
3 - Spacecraft velocity relative to current 
integration reference body, in km/sec. 
4 - Spacecraft position relative to Earth, 
fn km. 
5 - Spacecraft posltion relative to  Moon, 
in km. 
6 - Moon position relative to Earth, in km. 
7 - Spacecraft position relative to Sun, 
in km. 
8 - Spacecraft position relative to Venus, 
in km. 
9 - Spacecraft position relative to Mars, 
in km. 
10 - Spacecraft position relative to Jupiter, 
in km, 
11 - Spacecraft position deviation from 
reference two body conic, in km. 
12 - Spacecraft velocity deviation from 
reference two body conb, in km/sec, 
13 - Non-two body accelerations acting on 
spacecraft, in km/sec2. 
NOKT 
(cont) 
40&41 - Spacecraft posltlon relative to Saturn, 
in km. 
40&42 - Spacecraft posltion relative to Uranus, 
In km. 
40&43 - Spacecraft position relative to Neptune, 
in km. 
40%44 - Spacecraft position relative to Pluto, 
in km. 
40&45 - Spacecraft position relative to Earth- 
Moon barycenter, in km. 
40&46 - Spacecraft pcsition relathe to Morcury, 
in km. (Nd available) 
The remaining nlements that are currently used by ASTOP are  
a s  follows: 
16 - Controls the printing of information at  
each rectification point. 
=O - information is printed 
#O - printout is suppressed 
Controls the units of printout of the 
osculating orbital olements semi- 
major axre a, apoapse distance ra, 
and perlapse distance rp. 
4 - a In  unit^ of Earth radii and 
r and ra in kilometere. 
P 
fi - a, r and ra in units of AU. P 
1ndtcat.e~ that the orbital elements 
of the target a re  Input. This opttan 
Ie not currently available. The 
value should be zero, the default value. 
57 - Indicatce that a final re t ro  maneuver 
is to be simulated, 
=O - no re t ro  maneuver. 
#O - n retro maneuver i s  to be 
performed. The parameters 
RTA and RTP as well as 
the re t ro  stage structural 
and performance parameters 
must be input, 
5: ,  - Defines whether the iterator commences 
in the select o r  opt'mizc mode. 
=O - s tar t  in select mode, 
$0 - s tar t  in optimize mode. This 
option will usually bo employed 
on continuation cascs. 
60 - Triggers optional printout of trajectory 
informatton at arc end points on the 
final trajectory only o r  on all t ra-  
jectories. 
4 - printout requested on final 
trajectory only. 
#O - printout requested on all 
trajectories, 
63 - Contalns the ldcntlftcation number of 
the planet toward which B i s  to be 
directed. Tho code is  the same a s  
for the inputs IREFNB and DREFNT. 
Usod only if NOPT(64) = 1 and 
NOPT (65) = 2. 
64 - Deflnes the type of constraint placed 
on the E vector, ae follows: 
.- 
=1 - s directed toward the planet 
indicated by NOPT(63). 
2 - 1s directed along the input 
lnertlal vector ER. 
3 - 6 1s directed along the heliocentric 
velocity voctor. 
Used only if NOPT(65) = 2. 
65 - Defines the steerlcg mode. 
-1 - unconstrained mode 
2 - constrzined mode. 
66 - Deflnes the type of electrlr propulblon 
system. 
=O - solar elzctric 
#O - nu Aear electrlc 
68 - Specifies the orlentntion constraints 
of tho solar arrays. 
=O - array articulation is reatrlcted 
to rotat lor about the longitudtnal 
axts, 
#O - ayrays are forced to be normal 
to the sun line throughout the 
trajectory. 
A non-zero value c kusw the parti:.! deriva- 
tive matrix to be pr tntcd fn subroutine 
MINMX3. This flag need not be set slnce 
the matrix 1s automatically printed 
elsewl~ore. 
NPR 
Number 01 coofflclents used ln polynomial 
ex~reeslon for power as a function of solar 
distance. Not used If constant power option 
1s in effect (NOPT (66) = 1). 
NPWR 
OM1 
POS 
Not used. 
Vector containtng the geocentrtx x, y, 
and z components, rc3pectlvely. af the 
spacecraft poeltton a, departure from the 
Earth's parking orbtt, In Earth radll. 
Porrlt ton devlatlon rectlf lcatlon criteria. 
Reference two-body trajectory Is rectif led 
u 14 p/r; > POSRCS. 
Po - referenee power tn watts. 
RBRE Radius of the Earth's ~plrese of influence 
in Earth radii. 
REKM Distance conversion factor. Equal to the 
number of kilometers in one Earth radius. 
RTA 
RTP 
Apocenter and pericenter distances, res-  
pectively, of capture orbit about target 
planet, in p1anetav.y radii. 
SAT 
SO1 
THTS 
Not used. 
Not used. 
* 
Maxtmun; change permitted in the oscu1ati;lg 
eccentric snomaly beyond which rectification 
of the nominal two body orbit is  performed 
before continuing the integration of the 
trajectory. 
TIMEL Total time interval in hours from XJLD over 
which ephemeris table for  all planets in 
stmulation is  created at s tar t  of run. 
TPI 
TSCL 
Not used. 
Time conversion factor for input/output 
purposes. Normally set to 3600. 
VEL Vector containing the geozentrix x, y 
and z components of the spacecraft velocity 
at departure of the parking o r h t ,  in Earth 
radit per  hour. 
Velocity deviation rectification criteria. 
Two Pody reference trajectory is rectified 
a 15 1 2/@, . dk) > VELRCS. 
VE LR CS 
WTOPT Welghting factor for the performance index 
In the optimize mode. Larger values of 
WTOPT result in more relative emphasis 
being placed on the performance index a s  
compared to the end conditions. 
XJLD 
XKR 
XKS 
XKST 
XKT 
XMDKM 
YAMBDA 
Array of seven perturbations of state 
variables x, y, z, i ,  $, i and m, res- 
pectively, at the start of each arc except 
first. Used to evaluate state transition 
matrix for each arc. The appropriate units 
are  AU for position, A ~ / h r  for velocity and 
kilograms for mass. Only heliocentric 
por:tion and velocity are used as  state 
variables. 
Julian date (with leading 344 omitted) 
which represents the launch dat, comes- 
ponding to the initial conditions input in 
POS and VEL, 
k - surface area of solar arrays per unit 
reference power, in m2/watt. 
k - tankage factor of the retro stage. 
r 
k - solar pressure acting on flat plate at a 
S distance of 1 AIJ from the sun 
assuming all hotons are  absorbed, 5 in newtondm . 
k - structure factor of the spacecraft. 
s t  
k - tankage factor of the electric propulsion 
t 
system. 
Conversion factor for distance, equal to 
the number of kilometers in 1 AU. 
Inhibiting parameter to control the step 
size in the iterator, MINMX3. The Input 
is  used only on continuation cases. 
Input Variable Default Values 
RBRE = 123.4 
REKM = 6978.165 
RTA = 38, 
RTP = 2. 
SAI = 1. 
APS = -03 THTS = 1.5  
ARRAY (2,1, I)* = 400. TIMEL = 15000. 
ARRAY (1,2, I)* = .00390625 
TSCL = 3600. 
BL = .'I66 
CE - 30000. 
L'R = 2941.995 
DSQ = 204490000. 
ENPLAN = 6 .  
WTOPT = 1. 
VELRCS = .0001 
XDAR = . ID-8 
.ID-8 
.1 D-8 
. ID-9 
. ID-9 
. 1D-9 
. ID-2 
ER(3) = 1. 
IREFNB = 1 
IREFNT = 6 
ITF = 10 
ITMAX = 50 
NARCS = 5 
NPWR = 5 
POS(1) = 1.025 
XKR = .11111110 
XKT = .O3 
XMDXM =149598000. 
YAMBDA = 2-28 
Note: All other input variables and arrays ar2 defaulted to zero. 
-
Standard Printout. The printmt of ASTOP may be divided conveniently 
into four grcups as follows: (1) the nameliat inputs, (2) the iteration summary, 
(3) the final trajectory summary, and (4) the case summary. The iteraiion 
summary i s  written for sach nominal trajectory and contains independent and cle- 
pendent parameter information, a spacecraft mass breakdown, and the p ~ r t i a l  
derivative matrix. The final trajectory summary includes position and velocity 
d a b  2t the initial time and at the end of each arc. The case summary is a 
collection of trajectory, spacecraft and mission data that will usually be of interest 
to the mission analyst and is  intended to serve as  a brief, one-page description of 
the salient features of the case. A more detailed description of the ASTOP outgut 
is given in the following paragraphs. 
To provide a means of verifying the inputs to the program, the input namelist 
MINPTJT is printed at the start of each case. The format is standard namelist format 
as provided in the Fortran language. Al l  input variables are listed in alphabetical 
order. 
For each trajectory selected a s  a nominal and for which a partial derivative 
matrix is evaluated, the iteration summary is printed startfng at the top of a new page 
for each iteration. Following a statement of the iteration number is written a block 
of parameters preceded with the heading llINDEPENDENT PARAMETERST1. The 
block contains all parameters, each appropriately titled, that are  available for 
selection a s  independent parameters or' the boundary value problem regardless of 
whether they are actually so designated. Those which are employed as independent 
parameters in the specific case being considered a re  indicated with a double asterisk 
beside the title. The length of the block is variable because that depends on the 
number of trajectory arcs in the problem. The first line of the block contains seven 
parameters representing the initial state of the spacecraft (three components each 
of the initial position and velocity plus the initial mass), The second row contains 
the jet exhaust speed, c, and reference power p the angles a and @ definicg 
0' 
the orientatlon of ;;, the an.;ks 6 and E defining the orientation of s, thc initial 
time t and the time of the end of the first (coasting) arc. The next line(s) con- 
0' 
t a b  the three thrust angles and the end time for  each of the a rcs  (esclusivc of the 
first) comprising the trajectory. Each h e  contains information for two arcs. 
Following the a r c  data a r e  the four parameters defining changes in the initial 
orientation of the launch parking orbit and the speed of de2arture frcln that orbit. 
These parameters a r e  titled ltDLOMS1', 'DLORIL1', 'DLINC", and ltELVPO1l and 
represent changes from the previous nominal in argument of perigee, longitude of 
ascending node, inclination to the equator, and speed a t  perlapse of the launch hyper- 
bola, respectively. The final paiiamster in the independent parameters block is  the 
speed of periapse of the launch hyperbola. 
The next block of data consists of the 20 parameters which a r e  presently 
available a s  end conditions. These parameters a r e  all appropriately titled and 
a r e  preceded by the heading "DEPENDENT PARAMETERS1'. Again, those para- 
meters which a r e  specified a s  end conditions of the csse a r e  indicated with a double 
asterisk beside the title. The parameters comprising the 20 available end condi- 
< tions a r e  the final spacecraft mass;  the net spacecraft mass; the reference thrust; 
, 
the final heliocentric distance and speed; the final heliocentric osculating semi- I 
i 
major axis, flight path angle, eccentricity, apocenter distance and perihelion dis- 
tance; the target centered final distance and speed; the final planetocentric osculating 
semi-major axis, flight path angle, eccentricity, apocenter distance and pericenter 
distance; and the three final planetocentric ecliptic Cartesian components of distance. 
Following the block of dependent parameters i s  a line stating the reference 
system in which the integration terminated, the value of the inhibitor used by the 
iterator, and a trajectory counter, This counter i s  the cumulative number of tra- 
jectories integrated exclusive of the nominal trajectories. This i s  followed by a 
spacecraft mass breakdown. This includes the initial mass, the low thrust propulsion, 
1 
propellant, and tankage masses, the structural mass, the retro propellant and 
structur..e, and the net spacecraft mass. Finally, the iteration summary print is  
0 
co~iclnd(:cl with the partial derivative matrix, Each row of this matrix represents I 
the ~" ' r t ials  of one of ihe sprcified end condi?ions with respect to  ali  of the indicated 
independent parameters. The order of the p r t i a l s  reading across a given row is 
the same a s  thzt in which independent parameters appear in the firs1 block of data 
of the iteration summary. Likewise, the order readirg down the matrix is  that in 
which the depenrient parameters a s  they appear in the second data block. Additional 
self-explanatory messages from the iterator may follow the partial derivative matrix. 
Any particular case may terminate for one of several reasons such a s  (1) 
the case i s  converged, (2) the case will not converge, (3) the maximum number of 
iterations specified is exceeded, o r  (4) the case times out. Regardless of the cause 
of the termination, a final trajectory summary is  then printed, This summary con- 
sists of standard program print for the initisl time and for  the final times of the 
several a rcs  comprising the trajectory. This includes a t  each point: the position and 
velocity data a s  requested through the input flags NOPT(2) - NOPT(J.6) plas a variety 
of osculating elements evaluated at the same times. The osculating elements a r e  the 
true anomaly, semi-major axis, cccectricity, periapse distance, apoapse distance, 
inclination, argument of periapse, period, mean motion, right ascension of ascend- 
ing node, mean anomaly, eccentric anomaly, and time since periapse passage. Each 
data point also includes the ecliptic Cartesian coordinate of a unit vector along the 
periapse direction and of another unit vector along the angular momentum. 
After indicating the launch planet and target of the case mission, the case 
summary contains a statement a s  to whether the program is  operating in the constrained 
o r  unconstrained mode for the case, If in the constrained mode, a mcssage is printed 
specifying the reference to which s is  constrained. For  the case in which the 
reference is a siar,  the input unit vector defining the location of the s t a r  is printed. 
This is followed with a line of data specifying several of the input coefficients used 
for the case. Included a r e  the coefficients describing the capability of the launch 
vehicle, the low thrust propulsion system efficiency coefficients, the photon absorp- 
tion coefficient ca, and the specific ar ray  area  k A spacecraft mass breakdown 
2. 
similar t o  that printed in the iteration summary is  then written, followed by the 
angles a,  8 ,  6 ,  and € which define the orientation of the and s vectors in 
the body fixed coordinate sgstem. The next line of data contains a number of low 
thrust propls ion  system paxmete r s  including the rcferencc power, the reference ! 
thrust, the jet exhaust speed, the efficiency, the unit thruster power Ap, and the ; 
array  area. A trajectory schedule is  then printcd, giving pertinent information from r 
the ARCDTA array  relative to each arc. The first  line of the block contains the end 
times of all arcs. Below this a r c  written six lines of data containing the three thrust 
angles, the power diverted for non-propulsivc uses p the maximum allowable 
X' 
half-cone angle (applicable only for constrained mode cases),  and the thrust i 
rnax 
mode indicator "ONft o r  "OFFft  defining the operational status of the propulsion 
system for the arc. These six quantities a r e  positioned in separate colurnns for 
each arc,  and the columns a r e  located below nwJ1 midway between thc two times 
defining the start and end of the arc. If there a r e  more than eight arcs,  thc format 
i s  repeated until all a rcs  a r e  accounted for, No iidarmation i s  printsd for the f irs t  
a rc  since no thrust is permitted on the arc. After the trajectory schedule a r e  written 
the date, the hyperbolic excess spced, and the energy parameter c! at departure of 3 
the launch planet and upon arrival at the target. If no retr o maneuver is required, 
.- 
the departure and arrival conditions compkte the case summary printoyt., If a retro 
maneuver is  performed, however, then related parameters a re  printed on a si~iglt: 
line. These include the retro stage propellant and structure, the periapse and apoapse 
distances of the final orbit, the specific impulse gf the ret.ro stage, the orbital velocity 
at periapse of the capture orbit, and the increment~.l velocity imparted by the re t ro  
stage. All units a r e  explicitly indicated on the case summary page, Examples of 
the above types of printout avaiiabie with ASTOP a re  given in the Section VIII, 
EXAMPLE CASE. 
Information and Er ro r  MesRages. A number of messages can be printed 
under special circumstances. Them messages are listed below, For each one, 
the subroutine in which the print statement appears i s  listed, the logical unit on 
which the message is written i s  given, the ~Ircumstances  o r  cause for the message 
fs explained, the msponsc of the system is  described, and some suggested user  
responses a r e  glven when applicable. 
Actually all messages a r e  currently written on unit 6 since the logical unit 
variable 10 is set to 6 internally. Note that some messages a re  coded to  unlt 6 
directly. For a description of the variables printed in the messages, the reader 1s 
referred to the description of the npproprtate subroutine noted. The descriptlon of 
the messages, in alphabetical order, follows. 
1. CASE CONVERGED 
Subroutine : ITMAT 
Logical Unit: I 0  (=6) 
Cause o r  Reason: The criterion used by the iterator indicates that the desired 
solution was achieved. 
System Response: Continues processing. 
User Response: None. The message i s  for information purposes only. 
2. EPHEMERIS TABLE FILLED. CHECK INPUT PARAMETER TIMEL ON 
FUTURE RUNS FOR POFTIBLE REDUCTION IN EPHEMERIS COMPUTATIONS. 
Subroutine : EPHEM 
Logical Unit: 6 
Cause o r  Reason: All 250 storage locations in the a r ray  TBBL of common 
NORML for each Cartesian coordinate of each planet have 
beail filled. 
System Reeponse: If the input parameter TIMEL significantly exceeds the flight 
time, in hours, TIMEL should be reduced on future runs to  
eliminate computations of planetary ephemerides at time points 
that will not be used. 
3. ERROR CONDITION RETURNED FROM MINMX3. RUN TERMINATED IN 
SUBROUTINE ITMAT 
Subroutine : ITMAT 
Logical Unit: 
Cause o r  Reason: 
System Response: 
User Response: 
I 0  (==6) 
The item tor,  subroutine R4INMX3, has detected an uncorrectable 
error  and has t raxmitted and e r r o r  condition to the calling 
routine ITllAT. 
The job i s  immediately terminated after writing the above 
message. 
Follow the directions given for companion messages generated 
in MINhG-3 at the time the e r r o r  condition was detected, 
4 . ERROR IN PARTIAL DERIVATIVE CALCULATION I 
Subroutine : 
Logical Unit: 
Cause o r  Reason: 
System Response: 
User Response: 
An e r r o r  condition was detected in subroutine TRAJL while inte- I 
grating a n o m i ~ a l  and perturbation trajectories, and an e r r o r  
flag was returned to the calling routine RIIKMXB. I 
1 
An e r r o r  condition flag is set and returned to ITRIAT. A return 
i s  then executc: from MINMX3. 
.I 
Presently, no e r ro r  conditions a re  monitored in TRAJL. There- 
fore, this message will not appear. 1 
5. ERROR TBAR - TOBAR TOO LARGE = (D17.8) 
REDUCTION DEN XX Z Z  YY DELT MX 
(D25.16) (D25.16) (D25.16) (D25.16) (D25.16) (14) 
Subroutine : 
Logical Unit: 
Cause o r  Reason: 
System Response: 
User Response: 
SAMM 
I 
I0 (=6) 
The time interval input to subroutine SAMM exceeds the period 
of the orbit. 
- A set of reduction formulae a r e  automatically invoked to assure 
accurate computations over the long rirc. - i 
None. The message i s  for informat!on purposes only. i' 
6. FIRST GUESSES WILT, NOT RUN TRAJECTORY 
Subroutine: MINMX3 
Logical Unit: . 6 
Cause o r  Heason: An e r ror  condition was detected in subroutine TRAJL while 
integrating the first trajectory of a case. 
System Response: An e r ror  flag is set and returned to subroutine ITNAT. 
User Response: Presently, subroutine TRP J L  does not monitor any e r ror  
conditions. Therefore, this message will never appear, 
Subroutine: 
Logical Unit: 
Cause or  Reason: 
System Response : 
User Response: 
IGTNMX3 
6 
An e r ror  condition was detected in subroutine TRAJL while 
integrating a trajectory. 
An erro;. condition flag is set and returned to subroutine ITMAT. 
A return to the calling program is then executed. 
Presently, no e r ror  conditions are  mocitored In subroutine 
'I'lIAJL. Therefore this message will never appear. 
8. ITERATOR IS NOW IN OPTIMIZE MODE 
Subroutine : 
Logical Unit: 
Cause or  Reason: 
System Responso: 
User Response: 
MINMX,? 
6 
All specified end conditions have been satisfied within specified 
tolerances, thereby completing the objectives of the select ' 
mode of the iterator. 
The iteration continues in the optimize mode, 
None. Meesage is for information purposes only. 
9. MATRIX INVERSION NOT PERFORMED ON LAST ITERATION 
Subroutine : 
Logical Unit: 
Cause o r  Reason: 
System Response: 
User Response: 
An e r r o r  condition was detected In subroutine SIMEQ while 
iterating in the select mode. The LnhiFItor was moderately 
large, indicaltng some convergence clift^ic~lty. 
A return to the subroutine ITMAT is executed after printing 
a message defining the number of trajectories generated. 
The e r r o r  condition In SIhlEQ arises if the simultaneous equa- 
tions being solved a r e  not all independent. Normally this would 
suggest an e r r o r  in defining tlle independent and/or dependen'i. 
parameters, 
10. MAXIMUM ITER. EXCEEDED I, BETA, BETAM1 = (I41 (E17.8) (E17.8) 
Subroutine : 
Logical Unit: 
Cause o r  Reason: 
System Response: 
User Response: 
SA MM 
I0 (~6) 
The iteration for the solution of Kepler's problem did not con- 
verge to the requircci tolerance in 40 iterations. 
Processing contln-zss with ?he values attained on the last iteration. 
This message i s  unlikely to nppear. I;~wever, if it should 
appear, It would signal either a very unusual orbit o r  a large 
time Interval, Look for an input er ror ,  bad guesses of the 
independent parameters, o r  a program error .  
11. MAXMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED 
Subrout lne : MINMX3 
Loglaal Unit: 6 
Cause o r  Reason: The specified number of iterations, ITMAX, was reached in 
elther the select or opttmlze mode. 
System Response: ?*he lac? n0mi~1~1  trajectory is in tegr~ted  once again for print 
purposes and tho case 1s tormlnated. 
User Response: Resubmit the job with the independent parameters updated to 
the last iteration. 
12. MDC EPH ERROE 
Subroutir,e: EPH 
Logical Unit: 6 
Cause o r  Reason: The Iterative solution of Keplerts problem failed to converge 
to  prescribed tolerances within 200 iterations. 
System Response: The values attained after the limiting number of iterations a r e  
used for subsequent calculations. 
User Response: This unlikely e r r o r  condition would most likely occur due to 
input errors .  
13. PARABOLIC ORBIT OSCULA'TING ELEMENTS SUPPRESSED 
Subrout he :  ELCO 
Logical Unit: I0 (=6) 
Cause o r  Reason: The input position and velocity vectors resulted In a value for 
the inverse of the ~emi-major  axis exactly equal to zero, in- 
dicding a parabolic orbit. 
System Response: The calculations and printing of the osculntlng orbital elements 
a r e  bypassed. 
User Response: None. The xessage  i s  printed for information purposes only. 
14. PDATE ERROR 
Subroutine : PDATE 
Logtoal Unit: 6 
Cause or Reason: The input date corresponda to a oalendar year greater than 2100. 
System Response: The y e w  I s  set  to 2100 and computation continues. 
User Respol~se: Correct inputs o r  if the date is actunlly beyond the year 21.00, 
then rewrite sul~routine PDATE. 
15, RVE EXCEEDS MAX. 
IREFNO '- p) TIME = 0 2 4 . 1 5 )  H = (D24. Is) 
.-- 
Subroutine: 
Logical Unit: 
Cause o r  Rentlon: 
System Responsc: 
User Response: 
The c. ..I *ent radial dtstance from tho reference body exceeds 
the largest tabular value for that body in ARRAY 
The integration lnteivnl Is left unchanged and computation 
cor.?inuee. 
Correct the input ARRAY table to acxnnodate the range of 
distances oilcountored on thc trajectory. 
I G. RVE LESS THAN MIN. 
IREFNO = (13) TIME = (D24.15) R (D24.15) 
ShbroutIne: 
Logical Unit: 
Cause o r  Reason: 
System Response: 
User Re~ponse:  
The current radial dlstance from the reference body Is  less 
than the f irs t  tabular value for that body in ARRAY. 
The integration tntsrval is left unchanged and computation 
continues. 
Correct the input ARRAY table to  accomodate the range of 
distances encouiitored on the trajectory. 
17. THlS CASE HAS TIMED OUT 
Subrout he: TRAJL 
Logical Unit: I0 (=6) 
Cause or Reason: 
System Response: 
U s e r  Rerponse: 
It was determlned from subrautlne REhiTIM that elther the 
CPU or 10 time rernainlng for the job was about to run out. 
A final trajectory 1s genemted for print purposes, the case 
summary 1s prtnted, and the job ie terminated. 
Resubmit thc job after updating the independent parameters. 
18. THIS CASE B CONVERGED 
Subrout lne: MINMX3 
Loglcal Unlt: 6 
Cause or Reason: The crlterlon used by the lterator lndlcatee that t h  deelred 
solut lon was achteved. 
Syetem Response: Continues processln~. 
User Response: None. Message is for lnformatlon purposes only. 
19. THB CASE WILL NOT CONVERGE 
L o g i d  Unit: 6 
Cauee or Reaeon: Wblle operating la the select mode, the lterator determlnee 
that no further bnprwement of the dependent parameters can 
be achleved. 
System Response: A flag 1s set ltadlcatlng that convergence wae not achleved, 
and a return to ITMAT l a  executed. 
U s e r  Respme: Analme the problem to deter~lne  U a solutlon may not extot, 
1. e. , a cme where not all end condltlom may be satlsfled 
ri;nultaneouely. If this appears not to be tho case, then the 
boundary value problem must be altered. Far exampre, 
reieatlvely remove one or more end condltlone to find whlah 
ocmdltton(e) te causing tbe problem. A sequenm of oares 
may then be deslgaed to work the end coridttton toward tts 
derlred value, 
20. TOO MANY ITERATIONS IN SUBROUTINE TBDP . ,' 
, 
TBDP Subrout ine : 
6 
, . 
Logical Unit: 
Cause or lieason: The iterative solution to Keplers problem did not converge to , I - 
the prescribed tolerance within 20 iterations. 
Systsm Response: Processing continues with the values attained on the last 
iteration. 
User Response: Probable input error. Check inputs. 
21. TRAJECTCB Y TERMINATED IN REFERENCE OTHER THAN SUN OR 
TARGET PLANET. RUN TERMINATED IN SUBROUTINE FNMAT. 
Subroutine : FNMAT 
Logical Unit : 'i 
Cause o r  Reason: At the end of the trajectory, the reference body ID is checked 
and determined to be other than the sun or the specified 
target body. 
System Response: The job is tmmediately terminated. 
User Response: Check for input errors. This condition ts unlikely to occur 
unless, for some reason, the spacecraft never leaves the 
reference system of the launch body. 
1.1 ; 
22. nn TRAJECTORIES WITHOUT PARTIAL DERIVATIVES AND nn TRAJECTORTES 
WITH PARTLAL DERIVATIVES REQUIRED FOR THIS CASE , 
; :y 
Subrout tne : MINMX3 - .  1 : 
i 
I ; .' 
I Logical Unit: 6 
I Cause or Reason: This message is printed prior to executing a return from i MINMX3 except in those cases where an error  condition flag 1s returned from TRAJL. I System Respcnse: Contlnuee processing. I : 
'Jeer Re~panse: Follow suggesttons given for companion messages. 
V, PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
In this section, several tables are  presented which represent the overall 
structure of ASTOP. These tables are  particularly useful in understanding the 
organization of the program and in determining the basic relationships among the 
various subroutines, labelled commons and common variables. 
ASTOP is comprised of 39 sub-programs, including MAIN and BLOCK 
DATA. There are no Function sub-programs within ASTOP. Only one subroutine, 
DIAG1, contatnr; a secondary entry point. This entry point is named SUMMRY. 
Since neither DUG1 nor SUMMRY use calling arguments, the use of the secondary 
entry point is not expected to require modification when converting to other machines. 
Subroutine REMTIM is a dummy routine provided for use on systems other than the 
IBM computers at GSFC. At GSFC, REMTIM is a library subroutine that returns to 
the calling program the time remaining for the job. ASTOP is coded to use this in- 
formation to avoid "timing-out", thereby losing valuable information. By properly 
re-coding REMTIM, other installations may find it possible to duplicate this useful 
feature. 
The first table presented displays the calling sequence of the program sub- 
routines. This W e e u  format is  useful in determining what sequence of subxout ine 
calls may be invoked when a single call to one subroutine is made. The inverse of 
this information is presented in the second table. Here, for each subroutine, is 
listed all other subroutines which call that subrol~tine. The third table resembles 
the second, but instead lists all subroutines that contain a spectfied labelled 
I common. 
1 The final set of tables a re  particularly useful and unique. Each of the 
Y tables represents a specified labelled common and lists each variable that is  
referenced somewhere tn ASTOP. For each variable name there is  listed the : I variable type, the dlmeneion If the name represents an array (a blank denotes 
, '  
i ! 
common. These two tables are listed in the alphabetical order of the referenced 
subroutine or common name. Note that ASTOP does not contain an unlabelled 
a non-dimensioned variable), the relative address (in decimal bytes from the start 
of the common), and the names of the subroutines that reference the variable or  
array by the name specified. Note that situations where the same location is referenced 
by different names In different subroutines are recognized by instances where the 
relative address is identical for two different names and/or dimensions. If a common 
block contains a named variable or  array that Is not referenced. in ASTOP, that 
variable or array will not appear in these tables. 
Subroutine Calling Sequence 
MAIN INPUT- MODIF- LAMBRT-PDATE T 
- MINMX3 
XYZ 
RADII 
SIMEQ 
-FNPRNT+AJL (see  above) 
RECT - RADII 
D E R N  (see above) 
MIIPl - ELCO 
DETDT 
AMAXNT (see  above) 
SUMMRY* 
*ENTRY POINTS 
-SET1 ~zTDcuBIc 
DUG1 SUBFG 
MTVT 
EPHEM- EPH 
S U B R O U T I N E  CROSS R E F E R Z N C E  T A B L E  
NAME 
AMA I N T  
AMAL 
CONT R L  
OCUB XC 
D E R  I V 
OET O T  
D l  A G l  
E L C O  
EPH 
E P H E  M 
F I  NDXR 
F N M A T  
F N P R N T  
GENY A 
I N I T  
I N P U T  
1 N T  
I T M A T  
L A  ME RT 
M I I P l  
Y I N M X 3  
M O D I F  
YT  YT  
M T V t  
P D A T  E 
PMPRNT 
R A D I  I 
R E C T  
REMT I M  
SAMM 
S E T  I 
S I M E O  
S O L E N G  
S U B F G  
SUMMRY 
T B D P  
T R A J L  
XV z 
SUBROUT I NES R E F E R E N C I N G  MEMBER 
C O N T R L  T R A J L  
S E T 1  SOLFNG 
T R A J L  
S AHM 
A M A I N T  T P A J L  
T R A J L  
F W A T  S E T 1  
M I I P l  
EPHEM FNMAT 
I N 1 1  
SOLENG 
GENMA 
I f HAT 
C O N T R L  
T RA JL 
M A I N  
CONTRL D E R I V  F I N O X B  FNMAT 
M A I N  
MOD1 F 
GENMA T R A J L  
I TMAT 
I NPUT 
S O L E N G  
SET1 SOLENG 
L A M B R T  
M I N M X 3  
D E R I V  FNMAT R E C T  
T R A J L  
T R A J L  
SET I 
I NIT  
M I N M X 3  
DER I V  
S A W  T B W  
F N P R N T  T R A J L  
CGNTRL D E R I V  
F W R N T  M I N M X 3  
M I N M X 3  
CCMMON CROSS K E F E R E N C E  T A B L E  
NAME 
A L A N  
AM I 
AM I 
CONRAC 
CONV RT 
E N G  
F N M  
F R A N  
H E N R Y  
HER 
H I M  
H 1 S 
I EPH 
I L E F  
I N P R  
I N T E G  
J E R R  
JHW 
K A T  
L A M B  
L E F T  
LEON 
L P P R  
MEL 
M I N E P S  
M I  N S E C  
N O M L L  
NORM 
N O R H L  
NP N T  
O D B A L L  
PERAPS 
R S C A L  
S A U L  I 
S T  E V  E 
T B P R  
T H A D  
V P L L C  
KMMM 
SUBROUT I N E S  R E F E R E N C I N G  MEMBER 
CONTqL O E H I V  D E T D T  D I A G 1  F I N D X B  F N M 4 T  S Z N Y A  
I N I T  L A M B R T  M I l P l  R E C T  S E T I  SOLENG f B D ?  
T R A J L  
A M A l N T  GENMA S E T I  
A M A I N 7  H L K  D T  C C N T R L  O E R I V  D I A G l  F N M A T  GENMA 
M l I P l  R E C T  S E T 1  SOLENG TUOP T R A J L  
O f A G l  F N M A T  
R E C T  S O L E N G  
GENMA S O L E N G  
B L K  OT F N M A T  I N P U T  
B L K  O f  D I A t i l  I N P U T  M I I P l  R E C T  
B L K  O T  C C N T R L  D E H l V  O E T D T  D I A G l  E L C O  EPHEY 
F I N D X H  FNMAT GENMA I N I T  I N P U T  L A M B R T  WIIPl  
M O D I F  RECT S E T I  SOLENG TaOP 
B L K  D T  C C N T H L  D E R I V  D I A G I  F N M A T  
I T M A T  M I N M X 3  S E T I  SOLENG T R A J L  
I N P U T  I T M A T  
B L K  D T  C O N T R L  D I A G l  F N M A T  GENMA 
I T M A T  L A M O R T  M I N M X 3  S E T I  
E PH EPHEFA FFIMAT 
C C N T R L  O E R I V  F I N O X B  GENMA I N P U T  
S E T 1  S O L E N G  T R A J L  
B L K  D T  D I A G I  I N P U T  
B L K  OT CGNT R L  D E R I V  O E T D T  O I A G l  
FNMA? F N P R N T  GENMA [ N I T  I N P U T  
M I I P l  RECT S E T I  S O L k N G T R A J L  
8 L K  D T  D I A G l  F I N D X l 3  FNMAT GENMA 
L A M B H T  S E T 1  S O L E N G  T R A J L  
GENMA S E T I  
D I A G l  I N P U T  M I N M X 3  
B L K  D T  D I A G l  EPH I N P U T  L A M B R T  
C O N 1  R L  D E R I V  D E T O T  F I N O X B  F N M A T  
MOO I F  R E C T  S E T  I S O L E N G  
E L K  DT  D E R I V  GENMA R E C T  T B D P  
D I A G l  I N P U T  
GENMA S E T I  S O L E N G  
I N P U T  M I N M X 3  
B L K  D T  I N P U T  T R A J L  
D I A G l  F N M A T  GENMA S E T I  T R A J C  
CONTRL D E R I V  EPHEM F I N O X B  F N M A T  
E P H E M  I N T  
B L K  D l  I N P U T  M I N Y X 3  
E L K  D T  EPH 1 NP U T  
FNMAT INPUT M IN!b!X3 
8 L K  DT I K P U T  L A M B R T  S E T I  
SAMM S E T I  
C O N T R L  O E R I V  D E T O T  GENMA M O D I F  
T R A J L  
C O N T R L  M O O I F  TBOP 
SAMM SUOFG T B O P  
GENMA L A M B R T  S E T I  
8CK O f  PNMAT INPUT f TMAT W I N M X 3  
T R A J L  
GENHA 
I N I T  
M I  I P 1  
ELCO 
I T M A T  
I N I T  
GENMA 
T R A J C  
l N P U T  
RECT 
SET I 
I NPJT 
I NPLJY 
2 ECT 
' I W X B  
,AWaRT 
I N P J f  
M I  1'1 
.' N T  
T BDP 
COMMON V A Q I  ABLz CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON A M 1  LFNG TH 8 
VAR tABLE TYPE DIM ADOR SUBR OUT I NE 
NEQN 1*4 0 SET I 
G E N M A  
A M A I N 7  
C D M M Q N  VAQ T ABL= CROSS REF5 R E N C E  T A B L E  
COMMON AM 1 L F N G T  H 
V A R  :ABLE 
T 
8 E T A  
011 
O E L T I  
X r 
X I  L 
T VPF 01 AODR 
R * A  8 
R f 8 8 
SUB@ OUT t YE 
AMA 1 NT 
RECT 
T e O P  
D E R I V  
tenD 
TRA J L  
CONTRL 
AMAINT 
RECT 
A M A I N 1  
SET I 
O E R f V  
D I P G I  
FNMAT 
GENMA 
M I  I P l  
CONTRL 
SOLENG 
R F C T  
T R C J L  
A M A I N t  
S E T  I 
DEUIV 
GENMA 
M I  I P l  
CONTRL 
T R A 3 L  
A M A I N T  
O E R I V  
G E N M A  
M I I P t  
SOLENG 
A M A I  N l  
BLKOATA 
COMMON 
COMMON 
VAH 1 ABLE 
SN A L  
CSAL 
SNbL 
CSDL 
CSET 
c s x  
csv 
SNZ 
V A R I  98LF 
ENG 
TVPF 
R *8 
R *8 
R * 8  
RSB 
R * 8  
R * 8  
R * 8  
P * 8  
R * 8  
R * 8  
R *B 
R e 8  
R*B 
R  *Il 
CROSS 
DIM 
2 O 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
2 0 
REFERENCE TABLE 
LENGTH 
AOCIR 
0 
16 0 
320  
4 8 0  
6 4 0  
80 0 
96 0 
1120 
1280 
1440  
160 0 
I t 6  0 
1920 
208 0 
SUBROUT 1 N E  
GENMA 
SOLFNG 
GENMA 
SOLFNG 
GENWA 
SOLENG 
GENMA 
SOLENG 
GENMA 
SOLENG 
GENMA 
SOLENG 
GENMA 
SOLENG 
GfNMB 
SOLENG 
CENMA 
SOLENG 
GENM9 
SC'LENG 
GENMA 
SOtENG 
GFIUMA 
SOLENG 
GENMA 
SOLENG 
GENHA 
SOLENG 
COMMON V A R I  ARLS CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON FNM LENGTH 16 
VAR IABLE TYPF D I M  AOOR SUBROUTT NE 
PTA R * 8  0 FNMAT 
I NPUT 
BLKOAT A 
RTP  R * 8  8 FNMAT 
1 NPUT 
BLKOATA 
COMMON VARTABL"  CROSS RFFERENCE T A B L E  
COMMON HE R L F N G T H  
V A R I A B L E  TYPc 01 M ADO R 
I P S  I * 4  0 
NDEP 1 * 4  
NSL 1 *4 
N 1  NO 1 * 4  
N S L  1 1 * 4  
f F T R G  1 * 4  12 
I POFL I *4 30 2 0 
I V A R  1 *4 100 1 4 0  
I TMA X 1*4  
N T P  I *4 
SUBROUT I NE 
O l A G l  
FNElAf 
1 TMAT 
M! N M X J  
1 NPUT 
SET I 
D f A G l  
FNMAT 
G t N M A  
I TMAT 
M I  NMX3 
I NPUT 
SET r 
GENMA 
S F T  I 
I NPUT 
D I A G I  
FNMAT 
I NPUT 
S E T  I 
0 I A G l  
F N M A T  
GENMA 
I Y PUT 
I T M A T  
I N P U T  
I T M A T  
B L K O A T A  
S E T  1 
O W I V  
GFNMA 
CONTRL 
S E T 1  
01 AG1 
GENMA 
1 N W T  
CO N T R L  
B L K  OAT 4 
SOLENG 
B L K O A T A  
1 N P U T  
S E T  I 
GtNMA 
S E T  I 
.GPNYA 
GtNMA 
T O A J L  
sm I 
COMMON HER (CONTTNUED) 
VAR IABLE TYPE D I M  EDOR SURROUT 1 NE FNMAT 
NJL 1 *4 
N V A R V  I *4 
GENMA 
CONT RL 
SOLENG 
S t  2 SET I 
GENMA 
5 7 2  I NPUt 
COMMON H I M  LFNG TH 240 
VAR I ABLE TYPE D I M  A 0 0  R SUER OUT I NIT 
YCON R * 6  30 0 1 NPUT 
1 TMAT 
COMMON 
COMMON 
V A R I A B L E  
PFG 
wx 
XV AR 
YEPS 
XLPS 
CHNS 
C HN 
POCL 
XQAR 
#)OR 
V A R l 4 A L =  CROSS REFERENCE T A 8 L E  
H I S  LLFNGTH 
SU6Q OUT I NE 
0 1  A G l  
CNMAT 
M I  M M X t  
I NPUT 
M I  NMK3 
SET 1 
GENMA 
I NPUT 
I NPUT 
t T MhT 
M 1  NWX3 
1 NPUT 
M1NMX3 
SFTI  
3 1 A G l  
L A M B R t  
I N I t  
S E T  2 
0 1  A G l  
F NMI\+ 
GEN'4A 
1 NPUr 
I T M A T  
CONTRL 
L A  MeRT 
BLKOATA 
O I A G I  
PNWAT 
I NPUT 
BLKOATA 
G E W A  
COMMOt4 V A R I  ABL' CROSS RFFCRENCE TABLE 
COMMON JHW LENGTH 20 72 
VAR !ABLE TYPF O I Y  ADDR SURROUTINE 
PYX R * 8  7 r 7  0 SET 1 
GEYMA 
CP!4 R t 8  7.30 3 9 2  GEMKA 
COMMON V A R I  AOL' CROSS RFFERENCE TABLE 
COM MOM KAT L E N G T H  16 
VAR XABLE TYPE D I M  A3DR S U B R W T I  NE 
LAMBDA R*R 0 M I  NEX3 
XAMBOA R *O 0 D I A G l  
I NPUT 
KOUNT 1*4 8 D T A G I  
M I  NMX3 
L 1 *4 12 MI NHX3 
COMMON VARIABLE CROSS RFFcRENCE TABLE 
COMMON 'EL LFNG TH 4 
VART ABLE TVPF D I M  P3DR SUBROUTI YE 
I SOL 1 * 4  0 SET1 
GENMA 
SOLENG 
.COMMON VART PBLF CROSS RFFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON b L A N  LENGTH 24 
TBFT R *R 
RHBR R e 8  
DOR HO R * 8  
VAR tABLE TWr  D I M  ADO R SUBR OUT l NE 
T R * 8  0 RECT 
TBDP 
O E R l V  
bETOT 
D l  AG1 
FNMAf 
TRAJC 
CONTRC 
F l  NOX9  
SET I 
MI I P t  
L A  HRRT 
SET I 
D E R I V  
GENMA 
T P A J L  
CONTRL 
SOLENG 
O E R I V  
GENMA 
TRAJL  
COMMON V A R I A O L "  CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON FPAN LENGTH 8 
VAR I A B L E  TYP' O T M  ADbR SUBROUT 1 NE 
XMDKY R*B  0 RECY 
DIACl 
I  NPUT 
MIIPl 
BLKOAT A 
.COMMON VARY ABLF CROSS REFEPENCE TABLE 
COMMON I E P H  LENGTH 4 
VAR IABLE TYPE D I M  PDDR SUBROUTlNE 
NC I * 4  0 EPH 
EPHEM 
NCLL I*4  0 FNMAT 
COMMON V A R I  ABCS CROSS R f  FER €NCE TABLE 
COMMON JLEF LFNG TH 
VAR ZABCE TYPE l 3 l M  PDbR 
KFOL 1 *4 0 
NOY 
NOP64 
NOP63 
NS 
N4 
NS1 
NJJ  
SUBROUT X NE 
RECT 
SFT  I 
O E R I V  
GENMA 
M I I P l  
CONtRL 
SOLENG 
RFCT 
SET1 
O E R I V  
GENMA 
M f  fpr 
SOLENG 
SETt 
GENMA 
1 NPUT 
SOCENG 
1 NPUT 
FXNOXR 
1 NPUT 
F I  NbXR 
SET 1 
GENMA 
SET 1 
G ENMA 
SET? 
GEMMA 
GENYA 
TRAJL 
.COMMON VAP I A R L F  CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON f NPR CENG TH 4320 
VAR I ARL E TYPE P I M  ADD R SUBROUT I NE 
ARCDTA R * 8  7 e 2 0  0 D t A G 1  
1 NPUt 
6LYOATA 
R X  R * 8  4.100 1120 1 YPUT 
BLKDATA 
COMMON VARI  ADLF CROSS RFFERENCF TABLE 
COMMON JFnR LENG TH 
VAR I A B L E  TYPE DIM 
VAL R*8 56 5 
VBL 3C R+R 200 
ADDR 
0 
0 
SUBR OUT I NE 
BLKPATA 
GENMA 
SOLENG 
I NPUT 
SOLEYG 
01 & G I  
I NPUT 
SOLENG 
OIAGl 
FNMAT 
1 NPUT 
SOLENG 
O I A G l  
t N P U t  
SOLENG 
OIAGl 
I NPUT 
SOCENG 
I 'WUT 
SOLEYG 
I NPUT 
SOLFNG 
INIT 
SOLENG 
SOLENG 
D I A C I  
I NPUT 
O I A G 1  
I NPUT 
F1 NOXB 
SOLENG 
SET1 
f NMAT 
GENWA 
TRAJC 
SET1 
PNMAt 
GENMA 
I NPUT 
SOLCNG 
O I A G t  
PNWAT 
SOLENG 
0 I A G t  
FNMAT 
I NPUT 
D t A G t  
FNMAT 
DELP RS8 
ETV R S 8  3 
.COMMON J F R R  (CONTINUFO)  
VAR 1 ABLE TYPF D I M  ADDR SUBROUT I NE 
S NPUT 
X K t  U f  8 4496  DIAGl 
FNMAT 
1 N P U t  
XKS T R S 8  4s 0 4 O f A G i  
FNMA'T 
1 NPUT 
ADS R S B  4 5 1  2 ~ I A G I  
FNMAT 
1 NPUT 
AL 1  R S B  452 0 S F 1  1 
D t A G l  
1 NPUt 
LAMBRT 
AL2  R * R  452 8 SET T 
D I A G I  
FNMAT 
1 NPUT 
LAMBRt  
SET1 
D I A l j t  
FNMAT 
T NPUT 
L A  MBRT 

COMMON VARf68L:  CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON L'F T LENG TH 
VAR I A B L E  TYPE D I M  POOR 
XRL R * 8  6 9 2 0  0 
VCOL - R*B 72.20 1 9 2 0  
S!13ROUTI NE 
RECT 
S f  T 1  
OERIV  
D E t O T  
F N M A t  
W N Y A  
M I  I P l  
CONTRL. 
RECT 
SET1 
D E R I V  
f NMAT 
GENMA 
M t f P t  
CCNTRL 
F 1 NDXB 
O O R I V  
M r r v r  
M 0 0 1 F  
CONTRL 
F I  NOH5 
SOLENG 
CQMMON LEON LENS TH 112 
VAR 1 A W E  TYPE D I M  CODR SUBROUT! N E  
XQO R*R 6 0 T BOP 
O t R I V  
GENMA 
TRAJL 
XROOT R S 8  6 6 8  TBOP 
O E R I V  
f MPOP R * R  96 R E C t  
t b O P  
COM WON LPPR LEN6 T H 4 
COMMON V A R I  ASLE CROSS 2 E F E R E N C E  TABLE 
COMMON NORM LENGTH 104 
VAR IABLE TYPE D I M  PODR SUBROUTINE 
t R F d  R * 8  0 IW 
EPHEM 
DLEPH R*B 8 DERI V 
FPHEM 
FNMAT 
1 NPUT 
CONTRL 
F I  NDXF) 
O E R I V  
R W E  M 
F hMAT 
CONTRL 
FINDXB 
COMMQ!J V A R I A O L '  C R O S S  9 E F E R E N C E  TABLE 
COMMON NFNf L ENG TH 4 
VARIABLE TYPF D I M  AOOR SUBROUT I N E  
NPR I *4 0 1 NPUT 
M r N M X 3  
BLKOATA 
COYMOW VAPIABL.? CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON TBPR LENGf H 4 
VAR I ABLE TYPE D I M  A 0  0 R SUER OUT I NE 
1 T9 I *4  0 TBDP 
M O D I F  
CO NT RL 
, COMMON VAR I APLF CROSS Q=FERFNCE TABLE 
COMMON THAD CFYGTH 1 36 
VAR 1 ABLE 
RETAM1 
01'4 ADDR SUBROUTINE 
0 S4MM 
TRPP 
SUOFG 
8 TRDP 
8 SAMM 
SUBFG 
16 SANM 
t E O P  
SUBFG 
24  S A Y M  
t 9 O P  
SUBFC 
32 SLYM 
TBDP 
S U W G  
4 0  S A Y M  
SUBFG 
4 8 SAMM 
SURFG 
7 2  SUBFC 
80 SUBFG 
88 SUB'G 
96 SUBFG 
1 0 4  SUBFG 
11 2 SUBFG 
COMMON VAR 1 PBLt' CROSS K'I?FCRENCE T A B L E  
COMMON XMMM LENGTH 972 
VAR IABLE 
B 
9 
Q 
Q M I N  
QMA X 
WTOPT 
MOPTM 
TYPE 
R * R  
R*R 
b l  M ADDR 
120 0 
30 0 
SUBR OUT 1 NE 
BCKOAtA 
S E T  I 
1 TMAT 
M I  N M X 3  
FNMAT 
M I N M X 3  
I TMAT 
M I  N M X 3  
1 T MAT 
M I  N M X 3  
r NPUT 
M I N W X 3  
BLKOATA 
I N f  U T  
M I  N M X 3  
COMMON V A R I  ABC? CROSS REFERENCE T A B L E  
V A R I A B L E  TYPE D I M  
ARRAY R * 8  8.3.12 
C H I N O  R*R 
I N T V  R * 8  72 
I N  1 X R * l j  3 
X N l  X R * R  3 
1 N 2 X  R*R 3 
XNPX R e 8  3 
KSQQ R * 8  12 
XSOQ R e 8  
KM R *8  
M O I S T  R*B 
X O I  ST R * 8  
PRVOT 
P D T  
L E N G T H  
AD 0 R 
0 
2304 
2312 
288 8 
2888 
291 2 
291 2 
2936 
2936 
3032 
31 28 
31 28 
31 36 
3232 
3328 
3336 
334 4 
SUBROUT I NE 
OETDT 
I NPUT 
B L K D A T A  
I N I T  
D E T O T  
T R A J L  
I N1 T 
D E R I V  
C O N T P L  
FNMAT 
F I  NDXB 
CONTRL 
FNMAT 
F I  NDXR 
RFCT 
1 NPUT 
M I I P !  
CO NT R L  
B L K D A T  9 
S E T 1  
D I A G l  
FNMAT 
I N f T  
RECT 
D E R I V  
E L C O  
D E R I V  
CONTRL 
m L K 6 A T A  
EPHEM 
GEhYA 
F I  N b X B  
SOLENG 
IN1  T 
M O D I F  
CONTRL 
B L K D A T  4 
I N I T  
R E C T  
MOOIF 
CONTRL 
f NPUT 
CONTRL 
B L K D A T  4 
f N f T  
O C R f  V 
I N 1  T 
OETOT 
VAR IAaLE TYPE DIM P 9 D R  
PC I N  R * 8  335 2 
RO R * 8  336 0 
REKY R * 8  
RRM R * 8  
RRE R*P  
RREU R*R 
R C I N D  R * 3  
RAT 10 R * 8  
TSCL R S 8  
THTS  R * 8  
T P 1  R*R 
T I  MEL R * 8  
THE t R * 8  
VELRCS R * 8  
SURR OUT I NE 
I N I T  
DETDT 
eccn 
D f A G l  
CNMAT 
1 NPUT 
BLKOAtA 
ELCO 
RECT 
O f  AG1 
EPHEM 
I NPUT 
M I I D 1  
BLKDATA 
MOOIF 
CONTRL 
BLKDATA 
I NPUf 
CONTRL 
BLKOAT A 
CONTRL 
ALKOATA 
D E R I V  
TRAJL 
R E C t  
CONTRL 
O f  AGl  
I NPUT 
M I  I P l  
BLKDATA 
1 NPUf  
COhYRL 
BLKDATA 
I N I T  
SET I 
CONTRC 
EPHEM 
T  NPUT 
BLKCATA 
ECCO 
TeOP 
OERTV 
C a N t R L  
I NPUT 
C O M R L  
BLKDATA 
. COMMON VARf ABL4 CROSS PEFFRENCE T A B L E  
COMMON fNTEG LFNGTH 348 
QAR I A B L E  1 YPE D I M  bDD R 
CAY I *4  0 
YEAR I *4 R 
!DUMMY I *4  12 
SUBROUT I N E  
LAMBRT 
LAMBFT 
I N I T  
RECT 
t O N T P L  
t Nt T 
T R A 3 L  
CONTRL 
ELCO 
I N I T  
RECT 
SET1  
O E R I V  
m t n t  
D I A G l  
FNMAT 
GENMA 
M I I f = l  
CONf  RL 
F I  NDX5 
SOLENG 
BLKDAT A 
1NI f  
Of A G l  
1 N W T  
BLKDATA 
D I A G I  
FNMAT 
I N P U T  
BLKDATA 
I NPUT 
BCKDATA 
€LC0 
RETCT 
DETOT 
O I A S l  
1 NPUT 
ITMAT 
M I  1Pl 
T R A J L  
BLKDATA 
FNMAT 
GENMA 
CONf RC 
P I  N D X 9  
CAMBRT 
CLCO 
RCCt 
IREFNO 1*4 2 0 
I R E F N B  
MONTH 
NOPT 

.COMMON V A R I  ABL' CROSS RFFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON NOMLL L FNG TH 4 
VAR I A B L E  TYPE DIM ADOR SUBROUTINE 
N O W  1*4 0 SETS 
O I A G l  
F N M A f  
CENMA 
TRAJL 
COMMON VARIABLE CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
COVMON NORML LENGTH 96000 
VAR TABLE TYPE 0 1  M ADDR SUBROUT I NE 
T B ~ L  RIB 12000 o I NT 
EPHEM 
COMMON VAP I P B L E C W O S S  RFFERENCE TABLE 
COMMON RSCAL LPNGTH 80 
VAR IARLE TYPF OIM ADDR SUBROUT I Nf! 
RLO R * 9  0 SET t 
L AMBRT 
BLKDATA 
RPHAT R * 6  8 SET 1 
L A  MBRT 
HCR R*O 32  SET 1 
R W M L  R l R  56  SET1 . 
LAMBRT 
COMMON VARf  ARLC CROSS REFERENCE T A B L E  
COMMON S A M L I  LFMGTH 400 
VAR !ABLE t Y P F  b1W ADDR S U B R O U t f N C  
ROTE R I R  3 0 SAMM 
ROOT6 R * 8  3 24  SAMM 
R TB R *8 3 4 8  SAW4 
ROTB R * 8  3 72  SAMM 
AIJ a*@ 3 # 3  96 SAMM 
813 
set t 
R  *a 3,3 168 SAMW 
C t d  R*R 3 # 3 
SeT t 
24  0 SAMM 
013 
SET t 
RW6 393 312 SAMM 
SET t 
364 S I Y M  
392 SAMK 
.COMMON VAR 1 ABLE CROSS PFFERENCE TAB1.L 
COMMON STEVc LFNGTH 12.3 
XRIDT R * 8  6 
VAR SABLE TVPE 9 I M  EOOR SUBROUT I NE 
PEL ' R *8 0 R E C ~  
OETOt  
MOOIF 
TRAJL 
K SO R*@ 8 lLC t 
CONTRL 
X SO R e 8  8 TROP 
olEn1v 
GENMA 
TPA JL 
nect 
TBOP 
RECf  
TRDP 
R E C f  
team 
CONTRL 
RECT 
TeoP 
R E C t  
TRDP 
O E R I V  
RecT 
TBOP 
O E R l V  
RBCt 
TeOP 
DEQSV 
COMMON V A R I  ABL5CCROSS REFERFNCF TABLE 
L ENG TH 
VAR IABLE TYP" D IM CDDR SUBROUTINE 
VPOO R * R  0 SET f 
LAMRRT 
IT0 1 *4 8 SET1 
GENMA 
I T 0  1 I *4 1 2  SET I 
GFNMA 

COMMON VAR I AEILF CROSS REFERENCF TABLE 
COMMON CONVRT LFNGTH 16 
V A R I A B L E  TYPF DIM ADO W SUBROUT I NE 
APSCON - R * 8  0 RECT 
SOLENG 
COMMON V A P f A P L ?  CROSS RFFFRENCE TABLE 
COMMON M I N F P S  LENGTH 240 
VAR I ABLE TYPF DIM COOR SUBROUTrNE 
EPS R *8 30 0 I NPUT 
M I  N I X 3  
COMMON V A R I A B L S  CROSS REFSRENCE TABLE 
COMMON MINSEC LENGTH 4 
VARIABLE TYPE 51 M ADDR SUBROUT I N E  
I TF 1 *4 0 I N P U t  
T RA JL. 
z 8LKOAT4 
COMMON V A R I A B L E  CQ0SS REFFQENCF TABLE 
COMMON OCRALL LENGTH 6 4  
VAR IABLE 
SA I 
EC I 
CNI 
OM1 
SO I 
TP I 
EMUDO 
SUBROUT 1 NE 
E PH 
I NPUT 
ELKDATA 
FPH 
I NPUT 
€OH 
1 NPUT 
EPH 
I NPUT 
EPH 
I NPUT 
EPH 
1 NPUT 
EPH 
INPUT 
COMMON VARY ABLE CROSS REFSRENCE TABLE 
COMMON PER APS LENG t H  52 
V A R I A S L E  TYPF D T Y  PDDR SUBROUT T NE 
RDOT R * 8  3 0 FNMAT 
M I N M X 3  
RM R*B 2 4  I NPUT 
M I  NMX3 
R P  R e 8  3 2  I NPUT 
M I  NMX3 
EMU R*B 4 0  I NPUT 
M f N M X 3  
f PER 1 *4 4 8 I NPUT 
M I  NMX3 
'> 
VI. SUBROUTINE DESCRJPTIONS 
In thls sectlon are presented detailed descrlptlons of every subroutine of 
the ASTOP program. The descrlptlons are given in alphabetic order of the sub- 
routlne name. Entry points are not described separately, but are  included In the 
descrlptlon of the primary subrout lne. Each descrlptlon 1s comprlsed of the follow- 
lng sectlons: 
Name of subroutlne. 
List of calling arguments. 
Llst of sub-programs referenced by the subroutine belng descrlbed. 
Llst of commons referenced by the subroutlne. 
Entry polnts ln the subroutlne. 
Llst of sub-programs referencing the subroutine belng descrlbed. 
Detailed dlscusston of pertinent equations and logh. 
Descrlption of prlntout and messages generated by the subroutine. 
List of any documents referenced In the Dlscusslon. 
Table of external varlables used by the subroutlne. 
Detailed flow chart. 
Items 8 and 9 are  included If applicable. 
The table of external varlables include for each varlable llsted the Fortran 
name, the use of the varlable, the name of the common array, If any, In whlch the 
varlable appears, and a deflnltlon of the varlable. The varlables included In thls 
table include only those referenced wlthln the subroutlne whlch are available for 
uee in other routines; e. g. , common varlables or varlables contx.;ned ln argument 
llste. Temporary varlables whlch are evaluated In, and not transmitted out of, 
the subroutlne are not llsted. For any array included ln the table, the dimension of 
the array l e  enclosed in parentheses beslde the Fortran name. The use of the varlable 
is  indicated by one or more cf six aiphabetic codes, which are  defined as follows: 
A - the variable appears in the argument list of a sub-program called - 
by the subroutine. 
E - the variable Is equivalenced to a common variable; the name of the 
common variable is enclosed in parentheses under the name of the 
common. 
R - the variable is a program input variable; this code appears only in 
the description of subroutine INPUT. 
S - the value of the variable is changed and stored within the subroutine. 
U - the value of the variable is usod within the subroutine; Le., the 
variable name appears on the right hand side of an equation or in 
an IF test. 
X - the variable name appears in the argument list of the subroutine. 
If the variable represents a variable used in the Discussion section of the subroutine 
description, the mathematical symbol of the variable is included in the definition of 
the variable. 
The flow charts included in the subroutine description were prepared by the 
proprietary system Autoflow-II at the Goddard Space Flight Center. These charts 
arp arranged such that the logic flow proceeds down each column and continues at 
the top of the next column to the right. Usually 3 o r  4 columns will comprise a 
page. Each page is numbered in the upper right hand corner. Within each column 
there normally will exlst several blocks of code. These blocks are numbered 
sequentially from 01 through the logic on each page. Thus, any specific block 
of code is identified by a page number and block number. The block number appearP 
at  the upper right of a block. A number ehown at the upper left of a block is the 
statement number appearing in the subroutine listing. A transfer to a remote block 
is usually indicated by a circle with a number of form xxx.yy inscribed. 
Oucaslonally, the number in the circle appears with xxx directly above yy. In 
either case, xxx represents the page number and yy denotes the block number on 
that page to which control is traneferred. At the end of each page, except the last, 
+' a transfer to the top of the next page is indicated with the syrrbol xxx.yy. A t  
the point to which the transfer occurs, a horizontal arrow is shown entering the 
logic flow with a number to the left defining the page and block number from which 
the transfer took place. A standard convention is employed to indicate selected 
operations. For example, a diamond denotes an IF test, algebraic code is enclosed 
in rectangles, a rectangle -inscribed in another rectangle denotes the start of a DO 
loop or a CONTINUE statement, and a rectangle with a border on both sides denotes 
the call of a subroutlne. Within the left border on a call to a subroutine is the page 
and block number of the start of that routine. The last page(s) of the flow chart 
contains a listing of the non-executable statements in the subroutine, These state- 
ments include type, dtmension,common, equivalence, data and format statements. 
Name : 
-
AMAINT 
Calling Arguments: INDS 
Referenced Sub-programs: DERIV 
Referenced Commons : AMI, AM1 
Entry Points : None 
Referencing Sub-programs : CONTRL, TRAJL 
Discussion: This subroutine performs the numerical integration of a set of second 
order different ial equations. The solution consists of the first  and second integrals 
of the second derivatives. The current second derivatives are  stored in the array 
DZXI, the first derivatives are placed in XID, and the integrated variables are  in 
XI. Each of these arrays are  dimensioned 80 which represents the maximum 
number of equations that may be integrated. The actual number of equations being 
integrated Is specified through the common variable NEQN. If a subset of the equa- 
tions to be integrated are  first order differential equations, the solutions to this 
subset are efficiently obtained by avoiding the evaluation of the second integrel. 
Only the first integral is obtained and stored in the appropriate elements of XID 
and also in the corresponding elements of XI. Whether a specific equation is to 
be treated as  a first or second order differential equation is LndlcateZ -;;;in the 
common variable array IFST, which is also dimensioned 80. A value of zero in 
a specific element of IFST indicates that the corresponding element of D2XI is to 
be treated as  a second derivative, and a first and mcond integral are  to be evaluated. 
A non-zero value, however, lndlcates that the corresponding element of D2XI is to 
be treated as  a first derivative, and only a flrst lntegral Ls to be evaluated and 
stored in both XID and XI. 
The differential equations are  integrated using standard, slxth-order back- 
ward-difference predictor formulas. Thle technique requires that a table of 
eecond derlvatlvee be maintained for the current tlme and the preceding slx Inte- 
gration polnts for each variable to be integrated. Lst the vector of variables to 
be integrated be denoted ?I, with it. f i rs t  and second derivatives being 2 and X. 
Then denote 
. . * a  
X i  = X(ti); i = 1,---,7 
a s  the tabular values of the second derivatives a t  the integration times t , where i 
and h i s  the constant integration interval. A l ~ o ,  let decreasing values of the 
subscript i represent the more recent integration points such that t i s  the 1 
current time, t is  the preceding integration point, etr.  The v a i u ~ s  of X and 2 
X at  previous points a r e  not required, but a r e  available a t  the current time t 1' 
The problem is  to evaluate X and ]i: for the time t + h. The formulas for this 1 
purpose a r e  
where S and S a r e  two vectors of dimension NEQN, defined a s  fc-lows: 1. 2 7 'I 
and k, a and f l  a re  a set of constants which may k &rived from the stL i 1 
backward difference formulas. The values of these constants a r e  
Ow the integration to time tl + h 1s completed, tbe derlvatlve routine DERIV 
.. 
1s called to evaluate X(t T h). The tabular second derlvatlves a r e  then shifted 
1 .. .. 
uuch that is  placed in X for 1 = 7-2, sequentldly,and X(tl + h) In placed 
* * 
1 
in X1. The table is then ready for the next integratlon step. 
The use of thls numerical integration technique requires the availal~illty 
of the second derivatives for the previous six integratlon points. Obviously, some 
other method is  required to in'tlally construct this table. Additlonally, the above 
a l g o r i t h  assumes continuity in x and 'ji over the interval t to t + h. If 7 1 
this assumption of continuity is  vlol :d, it is  necessary to discard the tables in 
use up to the polnt of discontinuity and once again construct the table to restart  the 
algorithm. For the purpose of developing the new table, this subroutine also con- 
talns a fourth-order Runge-Kutta @-K) integrator. The accurecy required by the 
backwards difference integrator i s  maintained by ths R-K integrator by using an 
lntegratlon interval h1 equal to one quarter of the stbndard interval h. The pro- 
cednre is  to take six integration steps of length h' ur : the R-K integrator. The 
original second derivatives a t  the inltial time (or the time of a dlscontinuit,v I and 
the derlvatives a t  the end of the six steps a r e  loaded into a special derivative array,  
-- 
Xi. Thls table is  then employed by the backward difference integrator to integrate 
eighteen additlonal steps of length hl. At the end of each fourth step, the fourth 
derlvatlves a r e  also loaded into the ar ray  xi such that, a t  the end of the 24 stsps 
of length hl, the complete table of second derivatives for an integration interval 
of h i s  available. The integratlon interval then continues a t  the normal interval. 
It should be noted that only one step of interval h1 is  executed on a single call to 
AMAINT. A se t  of counters are malntalned s o  that the switch from R-K to the 
backward difference fornlulae is  autornatlc. 
The equatlons for the fourth-order Runge-Kutta integratior, of second 
order dlfferentlal equatlons are as follows: 
K1 h1 x [tl, X(tl), k (tQ I 
where K K , K , and K a re  arrays dimensioned NEQN. 1' 2 3 4 
The R-K integrator is  also used for any non-standard integration interval, 
h* < h. The procedure is  to f i rs t  evaluate the integer n which i s  the largest in- 
teger such that 
n hf < h* 
where ht = h/4. A total of n steps of interval ht followed by a single step of 
interval (h* - n ht) a r e  then executed using the R-K algorithm to obtain the de- 
sired point. Unlike the procedure employed when constructing the derivative 
tables, the n+l steps using the R-K formulas a r e  executed with a single call 
to AMAINT. 
. The information a s  to which procedure to use is passed to subroutine 
AMAINT through the calling argument INDS. This integer variable may have the 
value of 1, 2, o r  3. A standard integration step i s  indicated by INDS = 1. For  
this case, the interval may be either h o r  hl, depending on whether the complete 
derivative table is  available, and the integration technique used may be either the 
backward difference or  the R-K algorithm, depending on the number of steps 
taken since the table construction was begun. INDS=2 signifies that a non-standard 
interval h* is  to be integrated. The integration over the total interval is per- 
formed before leaving the subroutine. A value of 3 denotes :hat a new derivative 
table is to  be constructed, and the necessary counters are initialized s o  that the 
construction process is begun. A Fortran variable M K S  i s  initialized to  24 and 
decremented by one following each integration interval of hl, and a variable M S  
is initialized to 6 and decremented by one each integration step of h' by the 
R-K integrator. The R-K integrator is used if NRS > 0, and the integration c CI
interval hf = h/4 is used if MKS > 0. A single integration step is performed 
2 
C 
on a call to AMAINT if INDS is either 1 or 3. 
AMAINT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable 
INDS 
NEQN 
CWLIN 
(240) 
DELTI 
Use 
su 
su 
SUE 
su 
u 
u 
UX 
u 
SUE 
su 
Common 
AM1 
AM1 
AM1 
@E LTI) 
AM1 
AM1 
AM1 
AM1 
A m  
@I) 
AM1 
Description 
Independent variable of integration, t. 
Array of integrated variables, X. 
Integration interval, h or h1 or h*. 
First derivatives of integrated 
variables, 2 . 
Second derivatives of integrated 
variables, X. 
Array of flags defining which equa- 
tions are  first arder differential 
equations. A value of 0 denot.2~ a
second order equation; a value of 1 
denotes a first order equation. 
Indicator flag defining the procedure 
AMAINT is to use. Value of 1 indi- 
cates standard call ; value of 2 de- 
notes non-standard integration 
interval; value of 3 signals the 
need to reconstruct the derivative 
tables. 
Number of equations being integrated. 
Array equivalent to XI, but dimensioned 
to include YKD and DBXI. 
Integration interval, h or h' or h*. 









Name: 
-
AMAL 
Calling Arguments: X, SND, CSD, A 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Refe rencec: Commons : None 
Entry Points: None 
Reiurencing Sub-programs: SETI, 80LENG 
Discussion: This subroutine computes the 3 x 3 transformation that applles 
for the rotation of a unit vector a about a second unit vector i; through a 
given clock angle a to  the position c. Denoting the transiormation matrlx 
as A (6, a), the transformation may be mathematically represented: 
E = A &  a) a. 
Plctorially, the rotation appears a s  En the following sketch: 
Note that thls subroutine computes the transformation matrix A only. The 
resultant vector is evaluated using the subroutine MTVT. The matrlx A 
is evaluated wlth the formula (see Reference). 
where I i s  the 3 x 3 identity matrlx, B represents the 
upon itself, 1. e. , 
outer product of 6 
and C is the croso product operator matrix 
The elements 1 .  , b , and b represent the Cartesian components of 6, 2 3 
Reference: 
6. Pines and B. F. C~ckrcll, llPartlal DerIvatlves of Matrices Representing 
Rigid Body Rotations, MSC Internal Note No. 68-FM-231, September 1968. 
AMAL EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable 
A(3,3) 
X(3) 
CSD 
SND 
Use 
SX 
UX 
UX 
U X  
Common Descrlptlon 
Traneformallon matrlx, A& a).  
Reference unit vector, 6, 
Cosine of clock angle a, cos a. 
Slne of clock angle a, sln a,  


Name: 
-
CONTRL 
Calling Arguments : Nona 
Referenced Sub-programs: AMAINT, GENMA , INT, TBDP 
Referenced Commons: ALAN, AM1, HENRY, HER, HIS, ILEF, INTEG, 
LEFT, NORM, STEVE, TBPR 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : TRAJL 
Discussion: This subroutine monitors the calculation of the nominal trajectory to  
determine when two-body trajectory rectifications and reference switches a re  re- 
quired and to control the integration of the trajectory to precise a r c  end times. 
Upon entry, the current time is  compared to the scheduled end time of the current 
trajectory arc. If this end time is  passed, subroutine TBDP is  called to evaluate 
the interval in the universal anomaly required to integrate to the desired end time. 
Subroutine AMAINT is then called with this interval and the backward integration 
is performed. A call to subroutine GENMA is performed to store pertinent t ra-  
jectory a r c  information and, if perturbation trajectories a r e  being computed 
simultaneously with the nominal, to update the partial derivative matrix to the 
end of the arc. The a r c  counter and next a r c  end time a r e  updated and a flag 
ITRIG is set  to 1 to indicate that an end of a r c  has been encountered. A check 
is then made to  determine if the a r c  just completed is the last a r c  of the trajectory. 
If so, the flag ITRIG is  set to  3 to indicate end-of-trajectory and a return from 
the subroutine is immediately executed. Otherwise, the logic flow continues a s  
if no end-of-arc had been encountered. 
The next step is  to determine if switch of the reference coordinate system 
should be performed. This determination is made on the basis of the distance of 
the spacecraft from the various attracting bodies included in the simulation. With 
each possible attracting body included in the program there is  defined a distance 
which may be considered the radius of the sphere of influence. ,When the space- 
craft is within this sphere, the reference coordinate system is centered a t  the 
corresponding body. Switches in the reference coordinate system a r e  performed 
a t  the end of the integration interval over which the sphere was crossed. No 
attempt is made to iterate the actual crossing point. 
The current reference coordinate system is  identified by the common 
variable IREFNO. When IREFNO = 1 (Earth), the possibility of passing into the 
sphere of the moon is  first  checked; if negative (i. e., the sphere was not crossed) 
the possibility of passing outside the Earth's sphere is  then checked. When 
IREFNO = 2 (Moon) o r  IREFNO > 3 (any planet other than Earth), the only check 
is to see if the sphere of the associated body is exited. When IREFNO = 3 (Sun), 
the possibility of entering the sphere of each planet included in the simulation is 
checked. If the result of any of these checks is  positive, the variable IREFNO is  
changed to the new reference body identification number and two calls to subr~li t ine 
INT a r e  executed to return the position and velocity of the new reference body at 
the current time. Unless the crossing is  from Moon to Earth, from Sun to Earth 
o r  from any planet other than Earth to Sun, the sign of each element of these two 
vectors is immediately reversed. Additionally, if the crossing is  from Earth to 
Sun o r  vice-versa, the units of distance a r e  converted to AU when going to Sun 
reference and to  ER when going to Earth reference. This conversion of units is 
performed not only for the position and velocity vectors just returned from sub- 
routine INT, but also for  the ar ray  of positions and velocities XRL and XRDL, 
respectively, of the spacecraft relative to all perturbing bodies and of the Encke 
terms in position and velocity, XIL and XIDL. The position and velocity vectors 
relative to  the current reference body a r e  upda,ed to the new reference body and 
the factor for  converting between time and universal anomaly derivatlves i s  
corrected for the new reference body using the formula 
where 13 is the universal anomaly, p is the gravitational constant of the new 
reference body and r is  the new two body distance. Also, the planetary mass 
array, ME, is defined In te rms of Earth masses Lf the new IREFNO is  less 
than 3 and in terms of Sun masses otherwise, and the flag ITRIG is set to 1 
to indicate that a special event has occurred over the int\:gration interval beinq 
monltored. A return from CONTRL is then executed. 
If no reference switches were required over the integration interval, a 
final set of checks are made to determine if a rectification of the referencz two- 
body trajectory is appropriate as a result of accumulated deviations from the 
reference trajectory. Such rectifications can be triggered by the occurrence of 
any one of three events: (1) the change in eccentric anomaly on the reference 
two-body orbit since the last rectification exceeding the value of the common 
variable THTS; (2) the square of the ratio of the position deviation from the 
reference two-body over the distance from the reference body exceeding the 
value of the common variable POSRCS; or (3) the square of the ratio of the 
velocity deviation from the reference trajectory over the speed relative to the 
reference body exceeding the value of the common variable VELRCS. The three 
common variables noted are available as inputs to the program. If not input, the 
following default values are used: 
THTS = 1.5  radians 
POSRCS = 1.D-4 
VELRCS = 1.D-4 
If any one of the rectification criteria is satisfied, the integer flag IDUMMy is 
set to indicatethe reason for rectification, the flag ITRIG is set to 1 to indicate 
a special event has occurred during the integration interval, and a return from the 
subroutine is executed. If nore of the rectification criteria is satisfied, the sub- 
routine is exited with the flags IDUMKY = 4 and ITRIG = 2 except for the case 
when an end of arc had been encountered for which ITRIG will possess a value of 
1. 
CONTRL EXTER 'JAL VARIABLES TABLL 
Variable Use 
UA 
S 
u 
UE 
UE 
u 
S 
SUA 
- 
Common 
- 
ALAN 
HENRY 
STEVE 
AM1 
ow 
LEFT 
(XR L) 
HIS 
AM1 
INTEG 
Description 
Current time In hours from s tar t  
of the trajectory, t. 
Planetary mass array in Earth masses 
if IR EFNO < 3 and in Sun masses 
otherwise. 
Tlme of last rectification, in hours. 
from s tar t  of trajectory. 
Positlonaf dev~ation of n. j .  t:iiiil tra- 
jectory from reference two-body 
trajectory. 
Position vector o; spacecraft relative 
to current reference body. Same a s  
XRL but limited to nominal trajectory 
only. 
Array of variables available for use 
a s  independent variables in the 
boundary value problem. Only the 
a r c  end times a r e  used in this 
routine. 
Time interval in hours from last 
rectification to desired print point. 
Value is stored just prior to call 
to TBDP. Upon return from 
TBDP, DTI contains universal 
anomaly integration interval from 
current time to  desired print point. 
Index of ar ray  ITBL. Values range 
from 1-8 and correspond to  Sun, 
Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Saturn, 
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, res- 
pectively. 
CONTRL EXTERNAL VAR 'ABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
KSQ 
ME I 
(12) 
NTP 
RRE 
RRM 
TP1 
X W 3 )  
XIL(80) 
Use 
S 
S 
U 
SU 
u 
u 
su 
UE 
SUE 
Common 
TBPR 
STEVE 
HENRY 
HER 
H E M Y  
HENRY 
HENRY 
AM1 
@DL)  
AM1 
Description 
Flag se t  to 1 immediately preceding 
call to TBDP to force that routine to 
compute the correct universal anomaly 
integration interval required to inte- 
grate backward to  desired a r c  end 
time. Reset to zero after call to 
TBDP. 
Gravitational constant of current 
reference body, in ~ ~ ~ / h r ~  for 
IREFNO 2 and ~ ~ ~ / h r ~  for 
lREFNO 2 3. 
Array of planetary masses in units 
of Earth masses. Index i s  IREFNO, 
Counter incremented along the tra- 
jectory and equal to the current a r c  
number. 
Distance from Earth in ER beyond 
which the reference is switched from 
Earth to Sun. 
Distance from Moon in ER beyond 
which the reference is switched 
from Moon to Earth o r  vice-versa. 
Time in hours from the star t  of the 
trajectory to the next scheduled a r c  
completion. 
Velocity deviation of nominal tra- 
jectory from reference two body 
trajectory. 
Second integrals of Encke terms of 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
I 
CONTRL EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
XRL 
(6320) 
INlX (3) 
INZX (3) 
ITBL(22 
KWQ 
(12) 
NCTl 
NEQL 
NTPS 
Use 
SUE 
SUA 
SUA 
UA 
UA 
S 
U 
u 
Common 
LEFT 
HENRY 
HENRY 
NORM 
HENRY 
HER 
ILEF 
HER 
Description 
Position vectors of spacecraft from 
reference body on nominal and per- 
turbation trajectories. Dlmenslon 
of 6 provides for magnitude, square 
and cube of distance plus the three 
Cartesian components. 
Array of planetary position coordi- 
nates returned from ephemeris 
interpolation routine INT. 
Array of planetary velocity coordi- 
nates returned from ephemeris 
interpolation routine INT. 
Table of values defining relative lo- 
cations of the first ephemeris 
coordinates for each planetary body. 
Ephemeris data a r e  stored in the ar ray  
TBBL of common NOR AIL. Fi rs t  11 
elements of ITBL define position location; 
last 11 define velocity location. Index 
is IJK. 
Array of planetary gravitational 
constants. Index is IREFNO. Units 
a r e  E R ~  hr2 for Earth and Moon and d 
~ ~ ~ / h r  for all  other bodies. 
Index defining the relative location 
of a r c  thrust/coast triggers within variable 
a r m y  TBJN. Set equal to 10 (f?TP-1) + 2. 
Total number of trajectories being 
integrated simultaneously. 
Integer equal to the total number of 
trajectory a r c s  minus 1. 
CONTRL EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable u s e  
SU 
u 
u 
u 
UE 
UE 
SUE 
SUE 
UE 
Common 
ALAN 
HENRY 
HENRY 
HENRY 
LEFT 
LEFT 
(VCOL) 
AM1 
LEFT 
LEFT 
P D L )  
Description 
Factor for converting from derivatives 
with respect t o  universal anomajy, @, 
to time derivatives, Equal to B = 
,/Fir, where p is  the gravitational 
constant of the reference body and r 
is the two-body reference trajectory 
distance. 
Distance from Earth, in AU, within 
which the reference is switched from 
Sun to  Earth. 
Change in the two body reference tra- 
jectory eccentric anomaly, in radians, 
since the last rectification. 
Maximum change, in radians, of 
eccentric anomaly permitted without 
rectification. 
Array of spacecraft position vectors 
relative to  all perturbing bodies on 
nominal and perturbed trajectories. 
Includes Cartesian coordinates plus 
magnitude, square and aube of distance, 
Same as  VCOL except limited to 
nominal trajectory only. 
F i rs t  integral of Ewke terms of 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
Velocity vectors of spacecraft relative 
to reference body on nominal and 
perturbation trajectories. Dimension 
of 6 provides for  magnitude, square 
and cube of velocity plus the three 
Cartesian components. 
Same a s  XRDL but limited to nominal 
trajectory only, 
CONTRL EXTERNAL VARLABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
DLEPH 
lTR IG 
MDIST 
NPLAN 
RATIO 
IDUMMY 
SREFNO 
POSRCS 
VELRCS 
Use 
._ 
U 
su 
u 
u 
SU 
S 
SU A 
u 
U 
Common 
NORM 
INTEG 
HENRY 
INTEG 
HENFtY 
INTEG 
INTEG 
HENRY 
HENRY 
Description 
Time interval, In hours, between 
tabular entries in ephemeris table. 
Flzg initialized to 2 on entry and 
subsequently set to 3 if end of tra- 
jectory is reached and to 1 if an end 
of a r c  o r  rectification point Is  reached, 
Conversion factor ior  converting be- 
tween ER and AU. 
Number of perturbing bodies included 
in the trajectory simulation. 
Variable containing the value of the 
position o r  velocity deviation squared 
o r  eccentric anomaly change causing 
a rectification. 
Flag initialized to 4 on entry and 
subsequently set to 1, 2, o r  3 if 
rectification due to velocity deviation, 
position deviation or  eccentric 
anomaly change is required. 
Reference body ID number as follows: 
1 Earth 5 Mars 9 Neptune 
2 not available 6 Jupiter 10 Pluto 
3 Sun 7 Saturn 
4 Venus 8 Uranus 
Rectification criterion for position 
deviation squared. 
Rectification criterion for velocity 
devlat!on squared. 
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Name: 
-
DCUBIC 
Calling Arguments: C, R ,  NRE 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons : None 
Entry Points : None 
Referencing Sub-programs : SAMM 
Discussion: DCUBIC is a general routine for the solution of the cubic equation 
of the form 
The approach used is the straightforward application of the solution to cubic equa- 
tions contained in many references, including the one below. If there exist three 
real roots to the equation, they a r e  returned in the ar ray  R. If there is  one real 
root and two conjugate imaginary roots, the real root is returned in the f irs t  ele- 
ment of R,  the real portion of the imaginary roots is returned in the second ele- 
ment, and the imaginary portion of the imaginary roots is  returned in the third 
element of R. The number of real roots a r e  returned in NRE. 
i fie i 
f -- 
I 
Reference: 
C. R. C. Standard Math Tables, Chemical Rubber Co., Inc. 1 3 ~ ~  Student Edition, 
1964, pp. 366-367. 
Var lable 
. DCUBIC EXTERNAL VARIADLES TABLE 
Use 
UX 
Description 
Array of equation coefficients c i ,  
i = 1, 2, 3. 
Array containing roots of the cubic 
equation, as defined in the dis- 
cussion above. 
Number of real roots to the cubic 
equation. 


Name ; 
-
Calling Argument: 
DERIV 
None 
Referenced Sub-programs: INT, RADII, SOLENG, TBDP 
Referenced Commons : ALAd, AM1, HENRY, HER, ILEF, INTEG, LEFT, 
LEOI;, NORM, STEVE 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: AMAINT, TRAJL 
Discusslon: DERIV evaluates derlvatives for  numerical integration. The q u a -  
tlons of motlon of the spacecraft In the gravitational field of n attracting bodies 
and subject to other perturbing nccelerations such a s  thrust and radlatlon pressure, 
a r e  glven by, 
.. 
where R V  is  the total acceleratlon actlng on the rehlcle, pi is the gravltational 
constant of the lth attractlng body, R is  the posltion of tho vchlcle relative to 
vi 
the lth body, and F represents the non-gravitational perturbing acceleratlon J 
such a s  thrust and solar pressure. These equations a r e  put into observable form 
by them to a reference body c. The equations of motion of the reference 
body are:  
Subtraction of Equatlon (2) from Equation (1) result8 in the equation6 of motion 
of the vehicle with respect to the reference body c. 
This permits uniform computation of the perturbations, regardless of reference 
origin. It should be noted the perturbation arising from the mass of the reference 
plane:: corresponds to the Encke acceleration, 
R i s  obtained from the ephemeris interpolation routine INT and stored in the 
c i  
COMP array. RVi i s  stored in the VCOL array. 
If Equation (3) Is integrated directly by some numerical schtme, there 
results, after a number of step-by-step integrations, an accumulation of e r r o r  
which leads to inaccurate results. To avoid this loss in precision, it is  con- 
venient to write Equation (3) in the form: 
The velocity and displacement vectors can be written as: 
The reference body (the one in whose sphere of influence the vehicle travels) 
Is chosen s o  a s  to minlmlze the perturbations. 
In this method R~ is  taken as: 
Equatlona (7) constitute the equations of motion of the Kepler problem and a r e  
~ o l v e d  by ~ubroutlne TBDP. 
The terms accountlng for the Encke term and the planetary perturbations 
appearing on the right hand slde of Equation (8) lnvolve numerous terms of the 
R 
where R and R may dlffer only by small amounts. For the form - - - 3 3 0 
ro 
Encke term, for instance, R - R = AR whlch 1s small, and for the planetary 
0 
perturbatlone, the dlfference 1s R whlch often i s  small also. 
vc 
A computation scheme, which avoids loss of precision due to the sub- 
traction of nearly q u a 1  terms and which also 1s correct when R is  not small, 
VC 
1s employed. Deflnlng the varlable u as: 
A 
0 
where AR = R - Ro, then the dlfference terms on the right hand aide of (8) may 
be evaluated 
- 
0 
VCOL and COMP a r e  the storage blocks from whlch t b  planetary pertur- 
batlons a r e  computed. Both sonslat of several 6-vectors whose components are 
2 in, y, r ,  r3, r, r 1, nspectlrely. The VCOL block 1. dwbly dlmensloned and 
contalua the same vectors, regardless of reference. The pwltlon vectors contained 
In tbe VCOL (I, J) block are:  
1 - 6  vehlcle with respect to Earth 
7 - 1 2  vehlcb with respect to Moon 
13 - 18 vehicle wlth respect to  Sun 
I 
- 
Vector 
vehicle with respect to Venus 
vehicle with respect to Mars 
vehicle with respect to Jupiter 
vehicle with respect to Saturn 
vehicle with respect to Uranus 
vehicle with respect to Neptune 
vehicle with respect to Pluto 
vehicle with respect to Mercury 
for all J. Vectors for J = 1 correspond to the nominal trajectory while J = 2 
to J = NEQL corresponds td certurbation trajecotires. The format of the COMP 
block is identical to the VCOL format. The contents of the COMP depend on the 
reference origin. The COMP vectors contain the reference body with respect t o  
the perturbing bodies. Since these vectors a r e  the same for nominal and reference 
trajectories, the ar ray  is singly dimensioned. In this array,  one of the vectors 
would be the reference with respect to itself. This vector i s  filled with the un- 
perturbed vehicle position (derived from the two-body problem) with respect to 
the reference. 
The method presented yields accurate trajectories using relatively little 
computer time. All significant solar system bodies may be included without undue 
complications. All perturbing bodies whose identification number is not greater 
than the integer NPLAN a r e  included in the simulation. Since the perturbations 
only a r e  integrated, the allowable integration interval is  fairly large over most of 
the path. Even in the vicinity of Earth o r  another planet a relatively large interval 
(compared to  other schemes) may be used without limiting the stability and accuracy 
of the solutions. The perturbations a r e  kept small in two ways. First,  the two- 
body orbit is  rectified whenever the perturbations exceed a specified maximum value 
compared to the corresponding unperturbed values. T3is limits e r r o r  build-up 
with respect to particular reference body. Second, the reference body of the 
two-body problem is changcd from Earth, to Sun, to planet accordingly, a s  that 
reference body would contribute the largest perturbing force otherwise. This 
method is referred to a s  a modified Encke formulation and will handle circular 
orbits and zero inclination, which a r e  normally singular regions for the standard 
Encke formulation. The problem is  defined in te rms of parameters which have 
real physical significance (namely, the position and velocity vectors) which a r e  
directly relatable to measurable quantities, 
The computation of the non-gravitational contributions is performed in 
subroutine SOLENG. The total accelerations a r e  then converted to second deri- 
vatives with respect to the universal variable f l  through the equations 
where the prime denotes derivatives with respect to 8. 
DERIV EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable Use 
u 
u 
u 
u 
U 
Common 
ALAN 
HENRY 
ILEF 
HER 
Description 
Time in hours from start  of trajectory. 
Array of planetary gravitational con- 
stants, in EB3/hr2 for IREFNO s 2, 
~ ~ ~ / h r ~  for IREFNO 2 3. Index is 
IREFNO. 
Number of equations integrated on 
each nominal trajectory. 
Counter incremented along the tra- 
jectory and equal to the current a r c  
number. 
Second integrals of Encke terms of 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
DERIV EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE ( cont) 
Variable 
XRL 
is: 20) 
BETA 
INTV 
(72) 
Use 
- 
u 
SUA 
SU A 
u 
u 
SU A 
u 
su 
Common 
a 
STEVE 
LEFT 
LEON 
STEVE 
AM1 
HENRY 
ILEF 
ALAN 
Description I 
Position vector on reference two-hody 
trajectory at  last rectification point. 
Contents include [x, y, z, r3, r, r2]. 
Position vectors of spacecraft from 
reference body on nominal and per- 
turbation trajectories. Dimension 
of 6 provides for magnitude, square 
and cube of distance plus the three 
Cartesian cornponects. 
Position vector on reference two-body 
trajectory at  current time. Contents 
include k, y, z, r3, r, r21 . 
Gravitational constant of current 
reference body, in EX3/hr2 for 
IREFNO 2 and ~ ~ ~ / h r ~  for 
IREFNO 2 3. 
Universal variable, accumulated from 
last rectification point. 
Array of planetary heliocentric posi- 
tion vectors returned from subroutine 
INT. The three Cartesian coordinates 
of the bodies are stored sequentially in 
the following order: Earth, Jupiter, 
Mars, Venus, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, 
Pluto. Only the first 24 locations are 
currently used by the program. 
Number of trajectories being Lnte- 
grated simultaneously. 
Factor for converting between time 
derivatives aqd universal anomaly 
derivatives, 6 ,  
DERIV EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variables 
THET 
Use 
S 
UA 
u 
SU A 
u 
SU 
su 
u 
SU 
Common 
- - 
HENRY 
LEFT 
AM1 
LEFT 
NORM 
ALAN 
AM1 
HEMY 
HENRY 
- -- 
Description 
Change in eccentric anomaly along 
reference two-body trajectory, 
measured in radians from last 
rectification. 
Array of spacecraft position vectors 
relative to all perturbing bodies on 
nominal and perturbed trajectories. 
Includes Cartesian coordinates plus 
magnitude, square and cube of 
distance. 
First integral of Encke terms of 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
Velocity vectors of spacecraft relative 
to reference body on nominal and 
perturbation trajectories. Dimension 
of 6 provides for magnitude, square 
and cube of velocity plus the three 
Cartesian components. 
Time interval, in hours, between 
tabular entries in ephemeris table. 
Factor used in converting between 
second derivatives with respect to 
time and universal anomaly, defined 
q d i i  . 
Array of second derivatives repre- 
senting the Encke perturbations for 
the nominal and perturbation 
trajectories. 
Conversion factor for converting be- 
tween ER and AU. 
Value of universal anomaly on 
previous pass through subroutine 
DERIV. 
- -- -. - 
DERIV EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
RCIND 
SQTMU 
XRIDT 
(6 
XRODT 
(6) 
IREFNO 
Use Common 
HENRY 
STEVE 
STEVE 
LEON 
INTEG 
INTEG 
Description 
Rectification indicator. Value of 1 
denotes that a rectification of the 
reference two-body trajectory was 
just performed. 
Velocity vector on reference two-body 
trajectory at last rectification point. 
2 Contents include E, j ,  i, v3, v, v 1. 
Velocity vector on reference two-body 
trajectory at current time. Contents 
include k, j ,  ;, v3, v, v2]. 
Reference body ID number as follows: 
1 Earth 5 Mars 9 Neptune 
2 not available 6 Jupiter 10 Pluto 
3 Sun 7 Saturn 
4 Venus 8 Uranus 
Number of position coordinates to be 
returned from the ephemeris interpo- 
latlon subroutine INT. 
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Name: 
-
DETDT 
Calllng Argument: None 
Referenced Sub-programs: None 
Referenced Commons : ALAN, HENRY, INTEG, LEFT, STEVE 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: 'TRAJL 
Discussion: This subroutine is used to  define the integration and print intervals 
throughout the trajectory. The values of the intervals to be used a r e  stored in 
the ar ray  ARRAY (8,3,12) a s  a function of distance from the several planetary 
bodies. ARRAY contains, for each body, up to eight distances with which a r e  
associated seven integration intervals and seven print intervals. Denoting the 
distance for the current reference body as r i = 1, 2, ---, 8, and the in- i' 
stantaneous distance of the spacecraft from the reference body a s  r, a com- 
parison of r and r. is made to determine the index j such that 
1 
The,. +he integration interval, &3, and the print interval, Ap, a r e  assigned 
A 6  = ARRAY (j, 2, IREFNO) 
Ap = ARRAY (j, 3, IREFNO) 
If r < rl o r  r > r a warning message is printed and the subroutine is  exited 8' 
without modifying either the integration o r  print interval. If r is between rl 
and r the new integration interval is  compared with the previous value and, 8' 
if unequal, the integration interval change indicator CHIND is set  to  1. Similarly, 
the new print interval is compared to the previoua value and, if unequal, the print 
interval change indicator is  set  to  1. 
Messages and Printout: If r < r the following message 1s printed: 1' 
RVE LESS THAN MIN. 
IREFNO = (13) TIME = (D24. 15) R = 024.15) . 
The three variables printed a re  the reference body number, the current time 
in hnurs from the star t  of the trajectory, and the current distance from the 
referewe body in ER if IREFNO < 3 and in AU otherwise. 
If r > r8, the following is printed: 
RVE EXCEEDS MAX, 
lREFNO = (13) TIME = 024.15) R = (D24.15) . 
Variable 
T 
(6) 
PDT 
DELT 
PCIN 
DETDT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Use Common 
ALAN 
LEFT 
W L )  
HENRY 
STEVE 
HENRY 
- -- 
Description 
Current time in hours from start  of 
trajectory. 
Position of spacecraft relative to 
reference body. The six elements 
contain ix, y, z, r3, r, r21. 
Print interval, Ap, in hours. (Not 
presently activated in the program). 
Integration interval of universal 
variable, A 8.  
Print interval change indicator, Set 
to 1. if the new print interval differs 
from the previous interval. 
DETDT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE ( cont) 
Variable 
ARRAY 
(8,3,12) 
CHIND 
IREFNO 
Use 
u 
S 
u 
Common 
HENRY 
HENRY 
INTEG 
Descrlption 
Array containing tables of the integra- 
tion and print (not used) intervals a s  a 
function of distance from the several 
solar system bodies. The third sub- 
script indexes the tables according to 
the celestial body; the reference body 
indicator IREFNO is  used a s  the index 
for this subscript. The second sub- 
script defines the specific tabular 
parameter ; 1 corresponds to distance, 
2 to integration interval and 3 to 
print interval (not used). The f irs t  
subscript indexes the tabular parameters. 
Integration interval change indicator. 
Set to 1. if the new integration inter- 
val differs from the previous interval. 
Reference body ID number a s  follows: 
1 Earth 5 Mars 9 Neptune 
2 not available 6 Jupiter 10 Pluto 
3 Sun 7 Saturn 
4 Venus 8 Uranus 
Y
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Name: 
-
DIAG1 
Calling Argument: None 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons: - ALAN, AM1, CONRAD, FRAN, HENRY, HER, 
HIS, INPR, INTEG, JERR, KAT, LAMB, LPPR, 
NOMLL 
Entry Points: SUMMRY 
Referencing Sub-programs: FNIUT, SET1 
Discussion: Subroutine DUG1 performs the printing of the trajectory summary 
at each iteration. The printout consists of a complete set of independent and 
dependent parameters for the mission, a spacecraft mass breakdown, and the 
partial derivative matrix. On the first  call to the routine on each case, the 
headings for the independent and dependent parameters a r e  initialized for the 
case. On all calls to the routine the current time is  compared to the end time 
of the f irs t  arc,  and if the current time is  less,  a return from the subroutine 
is immediately performed. A return is also performed if the current trajectory 
is not a nominal (i. e . , a partial derivative matrix based on this trajectory has 
not been generated), providing the flag NOPT(6O) is  zero. Otherwise, the logic 
proceeds to print the trajectory summary print after converting all  angles from 
radians to degrees. The masses a r e  printed in kilograms. The initial mass, 
m is equated to the launch vehicle payload which i s  assumed to be a function 
0 * 
of launch excess speed, i. e, , 
where a a and a a r e  coefficients representative of the specific launch 1' 2 3 
vehlcle of interest, v i s  the circular satellite speed a t  185 km altitude 
0 
above the earth and v is the excess speed. The propulsion system mass 
a, 
m is 
PP 
where ar is  the specific propulsion system mass  in kg/watt and p is the 
PS 0 
reference power in watts, The propellant mass m is  evaluated a s  the 
P 
difference between the initial spacecraft mass and the final integrated mass 
prior to any re t ro  maneuver. The tankage and structure masses, m and t 
m respectively, a r e  defined 
8' 
m = k m  , 
t t P  
m = k  m 
s s 0 '  
where k and k a r e  input scaling coefficients. The retro stage propellant 
t s 
and structure a r e  
m = k  m 
rt r r p '  
where Av is the magnitude of the incremental velocity r ~ q u i r e d  to brake the 
spacecraft a t  periapse of the incoming hyperbola to the desired periapse speed 
on the desired capture orbit, c is the jet exhaust speed of the re t ro  stage 
r 
and k is an input scaling coefficient, The net spacecraft mass is  defined a s  
r 
the mass  remaining after subtracting from the initial mass all  of the above mass 
components. 
A call to SUMMRY results in the printing of the case summary page, 
consisting of an identification of the launch and target planets; a statement de- 
fining the steering mode; a listing of the launch vehicle, efficiency law, photon 
absorption and specific ar ray  area  coefficients; a spacecraft mass breakdown; 
a printout of the angles defining the orientation of the unit vector along the 
normal to the arrays and the unit constraint vector s (see SOLENG); a line of 
propulsion system parameters including reference power, reference thrust in 
newtons, exhaust speed, overall efficiency, unit thruster power Ap, and solar 
a r ray  area; a trajectory schedule; a line of departure and arrival conditions; and 
a line of retro and target orbit conditict.,~ (for orbiter missions only). 
Messages and Printout: For each trajectory selected a s  a nominal and for w?ich a 
partial derivative matrix is  evaluated, the iteration summary is  printed starting 
a t  the top of a new page for each iteration. Following a statement of the iteration 
number is written a block of parameters preceded with the heading "INDEPENDENT 
PARAMETERS. The block contains all  parameters, each appropriately titled, 
that are available for selection a s  independent parameters of the boundary value 
problem regardless of whether they a re  actually so  designated. Those which a r e  
employed a s  independent parameters in the specific case being considered a r e  
indicated with a double asterisk beside the title. The length of the block i s  variable 
because that depends on the number of trajectory a rcs  in the problem. The f irs t  
line of the block contains seven parameters representing the initial state of the 
spacecraft (three co.nponents each of the initial position and velocity plus the 
initial mass). The second row contains the jet exhaust speed, c,  and the refer- 
ence power p the angles a! and 0 defining the orientation of :, the angles 
0' 
'6 and c defining the orientation of s, the initial time t and the time of the 
0' 
end of the f irs t  (coasting) arc. The next line(s) contains the three thrust angles 
and the end time for each of the a rcs  (exclusive of the first) comprising the tra- 
jectory. Each line contains information for two arcs. Following the a r c  data 
are the four parameters defining changes in the initial orientatior of the launch 
parking orbit and the speed of departure from that orbit. These parameters a r e  
titled 'DL OMSv1, W L  OMLn, 'DL INCfl, and '!DL VPOll and represent changes from 
the previous nominal in argument of perigee, longitude of ascending node, in- 
clination to the equator, and speed at periapse of the launch hyperbola, respectively. 
The final parameter in the independent parameters block i s  the speed a t  periapse 
of the launch hyperbola. 
The nextblock of data consists of the 20 parameters which a r e  presently 
available a s  end conditions. These parameters a r e  all appropriately titled and 
a r e  preceded by the heading "DEPENDENT PARAMETERS. " Again, those para- 
meters which a r e  specified a s  end conditions of the case a r e  indicated with a 
double asterisk beside the title. The parameters comprising the 20 available 
end conditions a r e  the final spacecraft mass;  the net spacecraft mass;  the 
reference thrust; the final heliocentric distance and speed; the final heliocentric 
osculatlng semi-major axis, flight path angle, eccentricity, apocenter distance 
and pericenter distance; the target centered final distance and speed; the final 
planetocentric osculating semi-major axis, flight path angle, eccentricity, apo- 
center distance and pericenter distance; and the three final planetocentric ecliptic 
Cartesian components 7f distance. 
Following the block of dependent parameters is a line stating the reference 
system In whlch the integration terminated, the value of the inhibitor used by the 
iterator, and a trajectory counter. This counter is  the cumulative number of tra- 
jectories integrated exclusive of the nominal trajectories. This is  followed by a 
spacecraft mass breakdown. This includes the initial mass, the low thrust pro- 
pulsion, propellant, and tankage masses, the structural mass, the retro propellant 
and structure, and the net spacecraft mass. Finally, the iteration summary print 
Is concluded with the partial derivative matrix, Each row of this matrix represents 
the partials of one of the specified end conditions with respect to al l  of the indicated 
independent parameters. The order of the partials reading across a given row is  
the same as that in which independent parameters appear in the first  block of data 
of the iteration summary. Likewise, the order reading down the matrtx i s  that 
of the dependent parameters a s  they appear in the second data block. Additional 
self-explanatory messages from the iterator may follow the partial derivative 
matrix. An example of the iteration summary printout is  presented in Table 1. 
After indicating the launch planet and target of the case mission, the case 
summary contains a statement a s  to whether the program is operating in the con- 
strained or  unconstrained mode for the case. If in the constrained mode, a 
message is printed specifying the reference to which s is constrained. For the 
case In which the reference is a s tar ,  the Input unit vector defining the location 
of the s tar  is printed. This is followed with a line of data specifying several of 
the input coefficients used for the case. Included a r e  the coefficients describing 
the capability of the launch vehicle, the low thrust propulsion system efficiency 
coefficients, the photon absorption coefficient c and the specific array area  
a '  
k A spacecraft mass breakdown similar to that printed in the iteration summary 
P* 
i s  then written, followed by the angles a,  B ,  6 ,  and c which define the orienta- 
tion of the and s vectors in the body fixed coordinate system. The next line 
of data contains a number of low thrust propulsion system parameters including 
the reference power, the reference thrust, the jet exhaust speed, the efficiency, 
the unit thruster power Ap, and the ar ray  area. A trajectory schedule is then 
printed, giving pertinent information from the ARCDTA array  relative to each 
arc. The first  line of the block contains the end times of all arcs. Below this 
a r e  written six lines of data containing the three thrust angles, the power diverted 
for non-propulsive uses p , the maximum allowable half-cone angle $J 
x max 
(applicable only for constrained mode cases), and the thrust mode indicator 'ION" 
or  "OFFf1 daining the operational status of the propulsion system for the arc. 
These six quantities a r e  positioned in separate columns for each arc,  and the 
columns a r e  located below 2nd midway between the two times defining the star t  
and end of the arc. If there a r e  more than eight arcs,  the iormat is  repeated 
until all a rcs  are  accounted for. No information is printed for the first  a r c  since 
no thrust is  permitted on the arc. After the trajectory schedule a re  written the 
date, the hyperbolic excess speed, and the energy parameter c3 a t  departure of 
the launch planet and upon arrival a t  the target. If no re t ro  maneuver is required, 
the departure and arrival conditions complete the case s u m m ~ i ~  printout. If a 
retro maneuver is performed, however, then related parameters are printed on 
a single line. These include the retro stage propellant and structure, the perlapse 
and apoapse distances of the final orbit, the specific impulse of the retro etage, 
the orbital velocity at periapse of the capture orbit, and the incremental velocity 
imparted by the retro state. All units are  explicitly indicated on the case summary 
page. An example of the case summary printout is shown in Table 2. 
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Variable 
t 
T 
BL 
CA 
CR 
ER(3) 
I 0  
RD 
AL1, 
AL2, 
4 L3 
APS 
CHN(100) 
DSQ 
ETA 
DUG1 EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
ALAN 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
INTEG 
HENRY 
.?ERR 
JERR 
HIS 
JERR 
JERR 
Description 
Time in hours from start of trajectory. 
Efficiency coefficient, b. 
Photon absorption coefficient. Ratio 
of number of photons absorbed by solar 
a r ray  to total number of photons 
incident, 
Je t  exhaust speed of retro stage, in 
m/sec. 
- 
Unit constraint vector, s. 
Logical unit on which standard print- 
out i s  written. 
Factor for converting from radians 
to degrees, (= 57.295779513). 
Coefficients al, a and ag, respectively, 
defining launch ve % icle performance 
capability a s  a function of launch excess 
speed. AL1 and AL3 a r e  in units af kg 
and AL2 is  in units of m/sec. 
Specific propulsion system mass, 
aps , in kg/watt. 
Array of variables availabl? for use 
as independent variables in the 
boundary value problem. 
Efficiency coefficient, d2, in units of 
m 2 / ~ e c 2 .  
Overall propulsion system efficiency, 
2 2 2 Q = b c /(c +d ), where c i s  electric 
propuiion system jet exhaust speed. 
DIAGl EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE ( cont) 
Use 
- 
su 
U 
u 
3 
SU 
U 
U 
u 
U 
su 
u 
u 
- - 
Common 
LPPR 
HER 
HER 
HIS 
CONRAD 
AM1 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
HIS 
JERR 
HER 
Initialization flag. Non-zero value 
implies that printout headings for in- 
dependent parameters have been 
initialized. 
Number of dependent variables in the 
two point boundary value problem. 
Number of independent variables in 
the two point boundary value problem. 
Partial derivative matrix of dependent 
variables with respect to independent 
variables. 
Hyperbolic excess speed upon arrival 
a t  the target planet. 
XIL(4), containing the final spacecraft 
mass, i s  the only element used. 
2 Specific array area,  k , in m /watt. 
P 
Retro stage structure factor, k . 
r 
Electric propulsion tankage factor, k t ' 
Array of variables available for use a s  
independent variables. Same a s  CHN 
except units a r e  changed to those used 
for printout. 
Unit thruster power, Ap, ixi watts. 
Array containing the ~ndizes af the 
CHN array  for those variables uf 
the input BX a r ray  having non-zero 
triggers. 
D U G 1  EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable 
NOMT 
NOPT(72) 
NTPS 
POFL(30) 
REKM 
TSCL 
VOR B 
XJLD 
XKST 
XsQQ (12) 
IPOFL(30) 
KOUNT 
XMDKM 
Use 
u 
U 
u 
u 
u 
u 
U 
U 
u 
U 
u 
u 
U 
Common 
NOMLL 
INTEG 
HER 
HIS 
HENRY 
HENRY 
CONRAD 
LAMB 
JERR 
HENRY 
HER 
KAT 
FRAN 
Description 
Nominal trajectory flag. Value of 0 
implies the current trajectory is a 
nominal and partial derivatives a r e  
to be generated. 
Array of program option flags. 
Total number of trajectory a rcs  
minus 1. 
Array of dependent parameter values 
for  the current trajectory. 
Number of kilometers in an equatorial 
Earth radius. 
Number of seconds in one hour (= 3600). 
Speed in target planet capture orbit 
a t  point of insertion, in m/sec. 
Julian date of launch - 2440000. 
Structural scaling factor k . 
s 
Array of planetary gravitational 
constants. 
Array containing the indices af the 
BY a r ray  for those variables having 
non-zero triggers. 
Counter of the non-nominal t ra-  
jectories. 
Number of Earth radii in one AU. 
DUG1 EXTERNAL VARLF&BLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
P 
ARCDTA 
( 7 , W  
DELVEL 
IREFNB 
IREFNO 
IREFNT 
XAMBDA 
Use 
- 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
U 
Common 
INPR 
CONRAD 
INTEG 
INTEG 
INTEG 
KAT 
Description 
Array containing input data for each 
trajectory a rc  a s  follows, where I 
denotes the a r c  number. 
ARCDTA(1, I) - a r c  end time in hours. 
ARCDTA(2, I) - trigger indicating 
whether the propulsion 
system is  on (+I. ) or  
off (-1. ) over the arc. 
ARCDTA (3, I) - thrust angle XI o r  
THETA, in degrees. 
ARCDTA(4, I) - thrust angle NU o r  
PSI, in degrees. 
ARCDTA (5, I) - thrust angle ZETA or  
PHI, in degrees. 
ARCDTA(6, I) - maximum permissibl; 
value for PSI. 
ARCDTA(7, I) - housekeeping power 
in watts. 
Retro stage velocity increment, Av. 
Identification number of launch planet. 
Code is same a s  for IREFNO. 
Reference body ID number a s  follows: 
1 Earth 5 Mars 9 Neptune 
2 not available G Jupiter 10 Pluto 
3 Sun 7 Saturn 
4 Venus 8 Uranus 
Identification number of target planet. 
Code is  same as  for  IREFNO. 
Inhibitor, A ,  used by iterator. 
(See MINMX3). 
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Name: 
-
ELCO 
Calling Argument: T, POSIT, VELOC, XMU, IPT 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons: HENRY, MTEG 
Entry Points : None 
Referencing Sub-programs: MIIPl 
Discussion: This subroutine computes a se t  of osculating orbital elements of 
the spacecraft trajectory relative to the current reference frame of integration. 
The principal inputs to the routine a r e  the current time t, the position vector 
R, the velocity vector and the gravitational constant of the reference body 
p.  The input units a r e  time in hours and distance in Earth radii if in Earth o r  
moon reference and in AU otherwise. All angles a r e  output in degrees, the 
mean motion is in radians per  hour, the semi-major axis i s  in Earth radii, 
except when outside Earth or  moon reference and NOPT(33) i s  non-zero, the 
units a r e  AU. Apocenter and pericenter distances a r e  in kilometers, except 
when semi-major axis is  expressed in AU, in which case these distances a r e  
'also in AU. All output times a r e  in hours. 
The angular momentum H is evaluated 
with magnitude 
Also the distance r and square of the speed a r e  evaluated 
along with 
to obtain the Inverse of the eeml-major axis 
If this latter quantlty is zero, a message is prlnted lndlcatlng the osculating 
orblt 1s parabolic and control 1s returned to the calllng subroutine. 
1 For elllptlc orblts (i.e., ; > O), form the functions 
e = ,/(e cos E)" (e sin E ) ~  , 
where e is eccentricity, E 1s eccentric anomaly and M 1s the mean anomaly. 
For hyperbolic orblts, the hyperboltc anomaly F 1s employed with the corres- 
ponding equations 
2 
r v  
e cosh F = - 
P -1,  
e s l n h ~  = $ ?  , 
(e C O S ~  F ) ~  - (e slnh F)' , 
F = log (cosh F + slnh F), 
M = eelnhF-F. 
Formfng the coeff tc tents 
the unit vector in the direction of pericenter is  defined 
The unit angular momentum is evaluated 
the mean motion is 
and the time of pericenter passage is 
t = t - ~ / n .  
P 
The lncltnation I, longitude of ascending node 0, and argument of perlcenter 
(4 are  then evaluated through the following sequence of operations: 
f ; *  r/sini t f s i n i > ~  
sin 0- I0  i f s i n i = O  @ 
sin 1 if sin t > 0 ,  COB 0'
1 i if sin i = 0 ,  
P 
(;* I;)/sin i if sin i > 0 ,  
sin o= 
if sin i = 0 ,  
P 
where r, f ,  are unit vectors along the x, y; z axes, respectively, of the 
reference frame in which the vectors R and R are input into the aubroutine. 
The true anomaly f is evaluated 
I R X ;  1 
f=sign (t-t  )tano1 (+) , 
P R *  r 
P 
providing the eccentricity exceeds For eccentricities below thie value 
the true anomaly is equated to the change in eccentric anomaly along the 
reference two body trajectory since the last rectification and is given the sign 
of ( t - t  ). 
P 
In the flnd portton of the subrouttne, the apocenter distance ra, the peri- 
center distance, r and the period ? are evaluated: 
P ' 
and all oeculatlng elements are stored in the arrays PBLOC and PBLOCl in the 
desired output unlts. The PBLOC array contains twelve parameters and two 
unit vectore stored tn the following order: 
The last twelve elements of the PBLOC array  a re  not modified in ELCO. The 
PBLOCl a r ray  contains two elements, time t and true anomaly f in that order. 
If the print flag TPT is  zero, PBLOCl and the f irs t  1 8  elements of 
PBLOC a r e  printed in a format which identifies each element. 
calling subroutine is  then executed. 
1 Messages and printouts: The computation of - 0 leads to the 
a 
A return to the 
message 
PAMBOLIC ORBIT OSCULATING ELEMENTS SUPPRESSED 
followed by an immediate return from the subroutine. A zero value of the input 
flag IPT results in the printing of the following block of information: 
OSCULATING ELEMENTS AT TIME T = TRUE ANOM = 
SEM MAJ AXIS = ECCENT. = PERICENT, = 
APOCENT. = INCLINATION= ARG PERIC. = 
PERIOD = MEAN MOT. = RA ASC NODE = 
- 
M ANOMALY = E ANOMALY = T PERIC. = 
UNIT PERICENTER POSITION VECTOR = 
UNIT ANGULAR MOMENTUM VECTOR = 
All values a r e  printed with the format 1PD24.15. 
ELCO EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable 
T 
I 0  
RD 
IPT 
XMU 
NOPY (7 2 
REKM 
THET 
MDIST 
PBLOC 
(30 
P06IT (3) 
-
Use 
- 
X 
u 
u 
X 
X 
u 
U 
U 
I? 
SU 
UX 
UX 
U 
SU 
Common 
INTEG 
HENRY 
INTEG 
HENRY 
HENRY 
HENRY 
INTEG 
Description 
-- - 
Current time, t. 
Logical unit of printer output. 
Radians-to-degrees conversion factor. 
Print flag indicating whether osculating 
elements are  to be printed. 
Gravitational constant of reference 
body, P .  
Array of option selector flags. 
Number of kilometers in one Earth 
radius. 
Change in eccentric anomaly since 
last rectification. 
Factor for converting from AU to 
Earth radii. 
Array in which osculating elements 
a re  stored in the following order: 
a . e . r p , r a , ~ , ~ , ~ . n . f L  M. Ear F,  
t ,; ,ii. 
P P 
Input position vector, R. 
Input velocity vector, R. 
Reference body identification number. 
Array containing time t and the true 
anomaly f ,  In that order. 
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Name: 
-- 
EPH 
Calling Arguments: N, TT, X, XD 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons : IEPH, LAMB, ODBALL 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : EPHEM, FNMAT 
Discussion: Subroutine EPH is an analytical ephemeris routine which computes 
the heliocentric position and velocity of a planet in the mean equinox and ecliptic 
frame of date. Mean elements a r e  evaluated a s  quadratic functions of time for 
eccentricity e, inclination i, longitude of node $2, longitude of periapse fl, 
and mean longitude 8. The sixth element, the semi-major axis a ,  i s  assumed 
constant in time. Coefficients and constants a r e  stored in data arrays for each of 
the nine planets of the solar system. The values currently in use a r e  listed in the 
table. The gravitational constant 1 for each planet is also stored. Provisions 
a r e  also available for inputting constant elements fo r  an arbitrary body, referred 
to  as Oddball. 
The mean elements a r e  evaluated with the formulas, 
2 
e = e l + e  7 + e  7 , 2 3 
where the subscripted characters denote stored coefficients for a given celestial 
body, 7 is the 'date on which the position and velocity are  to be evaluated 
measured in Julian centuries from January 0.5, 1900, 7' i s  the same date 
but measured from January 0.5, 1965, and mod signifies that 8 is evaluated 
modulo 2n (i. e. , 0 s 8 s 2n radians). 
The constant elements for Oddball a re  Input in terms of the semi- 
major axis, the eccentricity, the inclination, the longitude of ascending node, 
the argument of perihelion, o, and the Julian date of perihelion passage, t 
P' 
The eccentricity, inclination, and longitude of ascending node a r e  immediately 
stored in the locations for e I, and R , respectively. Il is equated to 1' 1 1 
$2 + o; 7 '  i s  set to the current date minus the date of perihelion passage; 
1 
and 
The coefficients e2, e3, i2, i3, 0 , 42 , Il , n and 8 a r e  set to zero, 2 3 2 3 3 
and the quadratic equations defined above are then used to evaluate the current 
osculating elements for the arbitrary body. 
The mean anomaly M is evaluated, 
from which the eccentric anomaly E is calculated by solving the equation 
iteratively using Newton's method. A total of 200 iterations are permitted 
-15 to converge on E to  a tolerance of 10 radians. If this number of ttera- 
tions i s  reached, a message is printed and the current value of E is used for 
all subsequent calculations, The argument of perigee U 1s evaluated 
and the position vector is obtained in the orbit plane coordinates 
where 
ponent 
x =a(cos E - e), 0 
x is  the component along the perihelion vector and y is the com- w W 
along the semi-latus rectum, positive in the sense of motion a t  perihelion. 
The transformation matrix A that rotates the position vector in orbit 
plane coordinates to the ecliptic system used by ASTOP is then evaluated. This 
matrix is 
(cos n c o s  w- sin Osin wcos i) (-cos n s i n  w- sin Ocos wcos i) 
A = (sin Ocos LO+ cos n s i n  wcos i) (-sin Ps in  w+ cos Ocos wcos I) 1 
cos '&sin i J L sin wsin i 
s o  that the planetary position vector is defined 
1, the planetary velocity is If the common variable NC is not equal to 
evaluated prior to  returning to  the calling program. The velocity is  first  evaluated 
in orbit plane coordinates a s  follows: 
0 
x u r -  
a @  - e cos E) sin E ,  
Y ,' 
a @  -e cos E) cos E , 
20 3 2 
where p is  the sun's gravitational constant (=1.32718~10 m /sec ), and 
8 
then in ecliptic coordinates: 
. 
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Messages and Printout: ~f the Newton's iteration for eccentric anomaly fails, 
the following message is printed: 
Variable 
N 
X(3) 
NC 
TT 
D ( 3 )  
C NI 
ECI 
OM1 
EPH 
-
Use 
MDC EPH ERROR 
XTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Common 
IE PH 
ODBA LL 
ODBA LL 
ODBALL 
Planet identif icat ion number 
N = 1 - Mercury 6 - Saturn 
2 - Venus 7 - Uranus 
3 - Earth 8 - Neptune 
4 - Mare 9 - Pluto 
5 - Jupiter 10 - Oddball 
Ecliptic posit !.on vector, R, of planet, 
in AU. 
Flag defining whether planet's velocity 
i s  to  be evaluated. 
NC # 1 - position only is  computed 
NC = 1 - position and velocity a r e  
computed 
Time, in days, measured from the 
input Julian launch date. 
Ecliptic velocity vector, R, of planet, 
in units of Earth mean orbital speed. 
Ecliptic inclination i :)f CXldball, in 
radians. 
Eccentricity e of Oddball's orbit. 
Longitude of ascending node 0 of 
Oddball's orbit on eclipt ic plane, in 
rad lane. 
EPH EXTERNAL VAREBLES TABLE (cont) 
Var table 
SAI 
SO1 
TPI 
XJLD 
EMIJDD 
- - -  
Use 
- 
u 
u 
u 
U 
U 
- 
Common 
ODBALL 
ODBALL 
ODBALL 
LAMB 
ODBA LL 
Descr tption 
Semi-major axis a of Oddball's orbit, 
in AU. 
Argument of perihelion U of Oddball's 
orbit, in radians. 
Julian date (minus 2400000) of peri- 
helion passage t of Oddball. 
P 
Julian date (minus 2440000) of input 
launch date. 
Gravitational constant p of Oddball, 
in m3/sec2. 
i - 
0 
Y  
- 
0 
u 
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Name: 
-
EPHEM 
Calling Arguments: None 
Referenced Sub-programs : E PH 
Referenced Commons : HENRY, IEPH, NORM, NORML 
Entry Points: 
- 
None 
Referencing Sub-programs: INIT 
Discussion: This subroutine generates tables of ephemeris data for the eight 
planets from Venus outward to Pluto. This subroutine, a s  presently coded, 
restricts the program to missions having one of these eight planets a s  the launch 
planet and one a s  the final target, The ephemeris data consist of up to 250 
entries for each position and velocity coordinate lor  each of the eight planets. 
The data points a r e  equally spaced in time, starting 24 hours prior to the 
input Julian launch date XJLD. The time interval between points is  defined by 
the variable DLE PH. 
Upon entry to  EPHEM, the flag NC i s  set to  1 to assure that all  calls 
to  subroutine EPH results in the computation of planetary velocity vectors a s  
well as positim vectors. An internal flag is then tested to see  if EPHEM has been 
entered previously during the current run, If so, a return to  the calling routine 
INIT is  immediately executed. This assures that the ephemeris tables a r e  loaded 
only once each run. If there wos no previous entry to  the subroutine, the internal 
flag i s  set  for future calls to  EPHEM, and the logic to generate the ephemeris 
tables continues. 
A constant is evaluated to convert velocity units from Earth mean orbital 
speed (as returned by subroutine EPH) to  A~/day .  The integer array ITBL, which 
defines the starting location of position and velocity data for each planet in the 
ephemeris table TBBL, is initialized, the initial time point T for the ephemeris 
table is set  at -24 hours (relative to the input launch date) and sti. red in the 
common variable TREF, and the ephemeris table entry counter IT is  in i t iaked 
to zero. A loop is then cntcred which results in the scoring of the desired data 
in TBBL. The loop begins by incrementing the counter IT by 1, convcrtily the 
current time from the launch date to days, and calling subroutine EPH a toWa7 ?f 
eight times to obtain the heliocentric ecliptic position and velocity vectors of the 
eight planets, The position vectors of all  planets a t  the current time a r e  t ~ r n p ( ~ -  
rarily stored in the internal a r ray  XNTV and the velocities a r e  stored in XNX. 
The signs of the three position and three velocity components of the Earth cc r e  
changed s o  that the ar ray  actually contains the position and velocity of the svn 
relative to Earth and the position and velocity of all other planets relative to  the 
sun. This is the format expected by ASTOP. The ephemeris data a r e  then stored 
in the appropriate 1ocatii.n~ of the permanent ar ray  TBBL after converting the 
. units of the velocity coordinates. The current time is then incremented DLEPH 
hours and control is  transferred to the top of loop. This loop is cycled until 
either the current time exceeds an input time limit TIMEL or  the limit of 250 
time points was entered in the table. In the latter case, a message is  printed 
to inform the user to check the input TIMEL on future runs to see if the number 
of ephemeris computations may be reduced. TIMEL should be approximately 
equal to the flight time plus 96 hours, if the flight time is  less  than 1000 days, 
and add an additional 96 hours to  the flight time for each additional 1000 days of 
flight time or  fraction thereof. 
When computed, the TBBL array  has the following format: 
TBBL(1) -TBBL(250) - x component of sun position w. r. t. Earth for all  time pointa 
TBEL(251)-TEEL(500) - p component 01 S U I ~  position w. r. t .  Earth for all time points 
TBBL(501)-TBBL(750) - z component of sun position w. r. t. Earth for all  time points 
TBBL(751)-TBBL(1500) - x, y, z components of Jupiter position w. r. t. sun for all  time points 
TBBL(1501)-TBBL(2250)-x, y, z components of Mars position w. r. t. sun for all  time points 
TBBL(2251)-TBBL(3000)-x, y, z components of Venus position w. r. t. sun for al l  time points 
TBBL(3001)-TBBL(3750)-x, y, z components of Saturn position w. r. t. sun for all  time points 
m TBBL(3751)-TBBL(4500)-x, y, z components of Uranus position w. r. t. sun for all  time points I 
el 
d 
TBBL(4501)-TBBL(5250)-x, y, z components of Neptune position w. r. i. sun for all  time points 
- 
a TBBL(5251)-TBBL(G000)-x, y, z components of Pluto position w. r. t. sun for all  time points w 
Veloclty components a r e  stored 6000 words after the corresponding poqf+im 
components. 
Messages and P r i n t ~ u t  If t.he full 250 time points a r e  used in constructing the 
ephemeris table TBBL, the following rnewxgo is  printed fcr  : ifarmation purposes: 
EPHEMERIS TABLE FILLED. CHECK INPUT PARAMETER TIMEL 
ON FUTURE RUNS FOR POSSIBLE REDUCTION IN EPHEMERIS 
COMPUTATIONS. 
Variable 
EPHEM EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Use Common Description 
Flag defining whether planetary 
velocity is to be computed by sub- 
routine EPH. 
NC # 1 - compute planetary position onlj 
NC = 1 - compute planetary position and 
velocity. 
Time, in days, from !np2t launch date. 
Array of planet ID numbers which 
correlates the planet ID number used 
by EPH with the order data a r e  stored 
in TBBL. 
Velocity vector returned by subroutine 
EPH. Only f irs t  24 locations a r e  used 
EPHEM EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (ccnt) 
Variable 
ITBL(22) 
REKM 
TBBL 
(l2000) 
TREF 
XNTV(72) 
D LE PH 
Use 
s 
u 
s 
S 
UA 
u 
Common 
NORM 
HENRY 
NORML 
NORM 
NORM 
Description 
Table defining the starting locations 
for the storage of position data and 
velocity data in TBBL for each planet. 
The values assigned a r e  the starting 
locations minus 1, and a r e  a s  follows: 
ITBL(1) = 0 - Sun's position 
ITBL(2) = 750 - Jupiter position 
ITBL(3) = 1500 - Mars position 
ITBL(4) = 2250 - Venus position 
ITBL(5) = 3000 - Saturn position 
ITBL(6) = 3750 - Uranus position 
ITBL(7) = 4500 - Neptune position 
ITBL(8) = 5250 - Pluto position 
ITBL(12) = 6000 - Sun's velocity 
ITBL(13) = 6750 - Jupiter velocity 
ITBL(14) = 7500 - Mars velocity 
ITBL(15) = 8250 - Venus velocity 
ITBL(16) = 9000 - Saturn velocity 
ITBL(17) = 9750 - Uranus velocity 
ITBL(18) = 10500 - Neptune velocity 
ITBL(19) = 11250 - Pluto velocity 
Number of kilometers in one Earth 
radius. 
Array of planetary ephemeris data. 
See Discussion f ~ r  format. Only 
f irs t  12000 words a r e  used. 
Beginning time, in hours from the 
input launch date, of the ephemeris 
data table TBBL. 
Position vector returned by subroutine 
EPH. Only f irs t  24 locations are used. 
Time interval, in hours, between 
entries In ephemeris data table. 
EPHEM EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable Use Common 
IME L U HENRY 
XDIST U HENRY 
Description I 
Time limit, in hours from the input 
launch date, beyond which the con- 
struction of the ephemeris data 
table i s  discontinued. 
Number of Earth radii in one AU. I 
0 0 0  
0 . 0 1: :: 1 : : : .  . 0 - 0  k o  I  
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Name: 
-
FINDXB 
Calling Arguments: L 
Referenced Sub-programs : INT 
Referenced Commons : ALAN, HENRY, ILEF, INTEG, JERR, LEFT, 
NORM 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: SOLENG 
Discussion: Subroutine FINDXB defines the instantaneous direction of the body 
fixed unit vector when operating in the constrained mode. If the flag NOP64 
is 1, is  directed from the spacecraft to the celestial body identified by NOP63; 
if NOP64 is 3, s is  directed parallel to the heliocentric velocity vector; L. 
NOP64 is  2, a return from the routine is immediately executed s o  that the input 
is  preserved. 
The computation of s for the case in which it i s  directed toward a pres- 
cribed celestial body consists simply of unitizing the negative of the appropriate 
positton vector in the VCOL array. For the case in which is directed along 
the heliocentric veloclty, the computation depends on the current reference frame 
of biegratlon. If the sun is  the current reference body, then the velocity Hc re- 
lative to the current reference body, contained in the ar ray  XRDL, is  used directly 
after dividing by the magnitude. If the reference body is Earth, then 
. 
where REs i s  the heliocentric velocity of the Earth, obtalned by reversing the 
veloclty of the sun relative to  Earth, iSE. ier obtained by interpolating 
within the ephemerls data using subroutine INT, and applying a conversion factor 
to achleve the correct units. If the reference body 1s the moon*, then 
*ASTOP presently does not support the capability of mom reference. However, 
- 
tbls subroutine handles the option should it  be included in ASTOP later. 
where is the veloctty of the moon relative to Earth, obtained by interpo- ME 
lating within the ephemeris data table. For any other available reference body 
a 
where RBS is the veloclty of the reference body relative to the sun, obtained by 
interpolating within the ephemerie data table. 
FINDXB EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Var Lable r ER (3) 
WK 
ITBL 
(22) 
VCOL 
( 72.20) 
XNIX 
(3) 
Use 
- 
UX 
SUA 
su 
su 
u 
U 
su 
Common 
ALAN 
JERR 
INTEG 
NORM 
LEFT 
HENRY 
Description 
Integer index defining the speclf ic 
perturbation or nominal trajectory 
for which the computations for 
are to be made. 
T lme in hours from the start of the 
trajectory. 
Unit constraint vector, . 
Index of the VCOL array relating data 
to specific celestial bodies. 
Array of indexes ident Eying location 
of ephemeris data by planet. (See 
EPHEM). 
Array of epacecraft position vector6 
relative to each celeetkl body for the 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
Used for temporary etorage of a vector. 
FINDXB EXTERNAL VARIABLES T, 
Variable 
XN2X 
(3 
XRDL 
( 6 , W  
DLEPH 
NOP63 
NOP64 
XDBT 
IREFNO 
Use 
- 
SUA 
u 
UA 
u 
u 
U 
u 
Common 
HENRY 
LEFT 
NORM 
ILEF 
ILEF 
HENRY 
INTEG 
K C  (cont) 
Description 
Array used to receive velocity vector 
from subroutlne INT. 
Array of velocity vectors oi' spacecraft 
relative t o  the current reference body 
for nomlnal and all  perturbation tra- 
jectcrles. 
Tlme interval In hours between entries 
of ephemerls data. 
Integer flag deflnlng celestial body to 
which is  to be dlrected. Options a r e  
the same a s  for the launch reference 
body number IREFNB. 
Integer flag defining the steering con- 
stralnt mode. 
=1 - 1s directed toward the celestial 
body defined by NOP63. 
- 
=2 - s 1s dlrected along an input 
inertlal vector. 
=3 - ; is  dlrected along the hellocentric 
velocity vector. 
Number of Earth radii in one AU. 
Reference body ID number a s  follows: 
1 Earth 5 Mars 9 Neptune 
2 not available 6 Jupiter 10 Pluto 
3 Sun 7 Saturn 
4 Venus 8 Uranus 



Name: 
-
F; . -AT 
I Calling Arguments: None 
Referenced Sub-programs : DIAG1, EPH, INT, RADII 
Referenced Cqmrnons : ALAN, AM1, CONRAD, FNM, HENRY, HER, HIS 
IEPH, INTEG, JERR, LEFT, NOMLL, NORM, 
PERAPS, XMMM 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : !; EKMA 
Discussion: Subroutine FNMAT if called at the end of each trajectory to evaluate 
the specified end conditions and, if required, the partial derivatives of the end 
conditions and performance index with respect t o  the independent parameters. 
Upon entry, the reference body of integration is checked and, if not the sun o r  
the specified target body, a message is printed and execution is terminated. 
The particular iterator being used to perform the parameter optimization, 
and to  solve the boundary value problem, permits the selection of the performance 
index of the problem from the same list of functions available for specification 
a s  final conditions. Regardless of whether a function i s  specified a s  the perfor- 
mance index o r  a final condition that is to  be satisfied, the iterator requires a s  
inputs the value of the function on the current nominal trajectory and the partial 
derivatives of the function with respect to  all  the independent parameters of the 
problem. 
We permit any specific final condition, f, to  be, in its most general 
form, an explicit function of the final state, y the final time, tf ,  the space- f' 
craft design or  propulsion system parameters, 8 ,  and/or the initial state, yo 
Then, denoting the independent parameters of the problem as y, the desired 
partial derivatives of f a r e  
where @ (0, 4 )  is  the transition matrix over the entlre trajectory which is  
developed in the calling subroutine GENMA. Clearly the partials a tf/a y, 
aB/ay, and a y  / a y  will be either -?rr :. one since t 6, and yo a r e  
0 f' 
potential independent parameters. Consequerdly, the only derivatives that a r e  
as  yet undefined a r e  those of f with respect to  yf, tf, B ,  and yo. Of course, 
these depend on the specific form of f and, in order to write them down, it is 
imperative to list  the final conditions to be made available for optional use. 
This list of conditions, along with the concomitant partial derivatives, follows. 
Mass: The mass-related functions that shall be available for end conditions 
-
include the final mass, m and the net spacecraft mass, m (frequently referred f' n 
to  a s  payload). For the purpose of this program, the total spacecraft mass, mo, 
Is  assumed to consist of the power plant m propellant m tankage mt, 
PP' P' 
structure m net spacecraft m and when applicable, re t ro  state propellant 
st' n' 
m and structure m i. e., 
r~ r t ;  
m = m  + m  + m  + m  + m  + m  + m  
o pp p t st r p  rt n 
where a 1' a2 and a a r e  performance coefficients representative of the specified 3 
launch vehicle, and 
with ct be hg the speclfic mass of the pr~pulsion system; k k and kr a re  
P s t' s t  
structural scaling factors; Av is the retro maneuver velocity increment; and c 
r 
is the jet exhaust speed of the retro stage engine. Of course, m(t ) is  the final f 
spacecraft mass just prior to any retro maneuver. For capture missions, im- 
pulsive thrust is  assumed for tho re t ro  maneuver. Of course, there is  no re t ro  
maneuver for flyby missions, Capture orbits will be defined in terms of the peri- 
focal and apofocal distances, r and r relative to the target planet, and tho 
TP Ta' 
retro maneuver will bc assumed to take place at perifocus. Consequently, the in- 
cremental velocity, Av, of the re t ro  maneuver is equal to the difference between 
the speed a t  perifocus of the hyperbolic trajectory on which the spacecraft approaches 
the target planet and a t  perifocus of the desired elliptic orbit. That is ,  we define 
where pT is the gravitational constant of the target planet and a is the semi- T 
major axis of the planetocentric hyperbolic approach trajectory a s  evaluated at 
the final time. Of course, on any specific trial trajectory in the iteration, the 
planetocentric distance at the end of the trajectory may not be the perifocal dis- 
tance desired. In fact, depending on the specific condition used to terminate the 
trajectory, the final position may not even be a perifocal point. Thus, prior to 
convergence, the Av will not represent a meaningful quantity, but a s  the iteration 
proceeds to the solution, Av will take on the value desired. The important points 
a r e  that the definition of Av remains consistent throughout the iteration, is  re- 
presentative of each trial trajectory, and converges to the desired quantity when 
the specified end conditions a re  satisfied. 
The flnal mass is  evaluated a s  follows: 
and the required partial derivatives a r e  
Since m(t ) is the final value of one of the state variables, a m(t )/a yf is  a matrix f f 
of seven elements consisting of 6 zeroes and a one. The partials of (i( (t ) I will T f 
be derived in a subsequent paragraph. 
The net spacecraft mass is evaluated 
Rewriting in a more suitable form for differentiating 
then 
where v may be one of the y 's directly o r  related t o  the y 's through the 
Po 0 0 
equation 
Of course, Po is  one of the B's and , , z' a r e  initial state variables Po Po Po 
such that their partials a re  zeroes and ones. 
Thrust: To permit the study of specific thruster systems, it may be de- 
sirable t o  fix thrust level while allowing power level and specific impulse to be 
optimized. Thus, thrust is placed in the list of available end conditions and is  
evaluated by the equation 
where f represents a reference thrust level, which is the actual thrust for  a 
0 
nuclear electric propulsion system but is a maximum thrust a t  1 AU for a solar 
electric system, c is  the jet exhaust speed and Q is  the propulsion system 
efficiency. The required partial derivatives a r e  
w itb 
The derivative of Q with respect to  c comes from the assumed relationship 
between Q and c given in the description of subroutine SOLENG. 
Heliocent-ric Position and Velocity: The flnal heliocentric position and 
velocity may be specified in terms of the Cartesian components of the two vectors 
or  in terms of such position and velocity-related parameters a s  radial distance r, 
speed v, flight path angle y, semi-major axis a ,  eccentricity e, aphelion dis- , , 
tance r and/or perihelion distance r The Cartesian components of position 
a' P' 
and velocity a r e  the state variables of the problem and a r e  immediately available. 
The partial derivatives of the components a r e  also immediately available from the 
matrix @(o, 4.). The other parameters and their derivatives a r e  formed from the 
state variables a s  follows : 
The partials with respect to the independent parameters are then formed according 
to the general equation givcn at the start of this section, with u and ; representing 
a portion of yf. The partials with respect to t 8 ,  and yo are zero. f '  
Planetocentric Position and Velocity: By input option, several planetocentric 
position and velocity-related pnranlctcrs are available as end conditions. These in- 
clude the Cartesian position coordinates x T' Y ~ '  and z the distance r speed T ' T ' 
v flight path angle YT, semi-major axis a eccentricity e apocenter dis- T ' T ' T ' 
tance r , and periccnter distance r 
T' Let PT, b be the heliocentric posi- 
*a P T 
tIon and velocity of the target planet at the final time. Then the planetocentric posi- 
tion and velocity of the spacecraft at the final time arc 
0 . 
with components x , y , z and x T, y *, z T, 
. T T T  
respectively. Since both PT 
- 
. 
and P are functions only of final time, the partial derivatives of R and RT T T 
with respect to any independent parameter ct are 
and 
Consequently, the partlals of iT with respect to cr wlll equal those of except 
when ar is the flnal time; for this latter case, an additional term is added to the 
hellocentrlc partlals to obtain the planetocentrlc partlals. 
Then, employing the standard definitions 
0 
The partial derlvatlves with respect to xT, yT, zT, i T ,  yT, z are identical T 
to those for the hellocentric parameters except a subscrlpt T 1s added to all 
eymbols . 
Due to the large senslt~vltles inherent in targeting on the planetocentric 
perlapse dlatance rT , it is necessary to transform any problem with this end 
P 
condition to one with an alternate set of end conditions whlch are less sensitive. 
The transformation used here 1s described Ln subroutine XYZ and involves 
the deflnttion of a final planetocentric position vector, which, coupled with 
the final velocity, yield8 the desired perlapse dlstance. The partials of these 
transformed end conditions a r e  given above. 
Q) 
After completing the evaluation of all  end conditions and partial derivatives, b I 
If required, a call to DUG1 is made to print the iteration summary, and a return to 3 
X 
GENMA Is executed. C4 
Messages and Printout: If the reference body at the final time is  neither the sun nor 
the specified target body, the following message i s  printed: 
TRAJECTORY TERMINATED IN REFERENCE OTHER THAN SUN OR TARGET 
PLANET. RUN TERMINATED IN SUBROUTINE FNMAT. 
FNMAT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable Use 
S 
SUA 
U 
U 
u 
SU A 
SU A 
SUA 
UE 
U 
Common 
XMMM 
ALAN 
JERR 
JERR 
HENRY 
LEFT 
P L )  
JERR 
-- -  
Description 
Array of dependent variable values for 
the nominal o r  t r ial  trajectory. 
Current time, t ,  in hours from de- 
parture of launch parking orbit. 
Efficiency law coefficient, b. 
Jet exhaust speed of retro stage, c . 
r 
Radians to degrees conversion factor. 
Heliocentric spacecraft position vector 
a t  the final time, R. 
Planetocentric spatecraft position vector 
a t  the final time, RT. 
Final time in days from departure of the 
launch parking orbit. 
Spacecraft position vector relative to  the 
current reference body. 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
a 2' 
- 
~ a r  iable
A L3 
A PS 
CHN (100) 
CP1(7,30) 
ETA 
!4K 
IPS 
NSL 
PFG (30,30) 
(6) 
RTA 
R T P  
VPA 
VTP 
Use 
- 
u 
u 
u 
su 
u 
SU A 
U 
u 
su 
SUA 
u 
U 
6 
su 
Common 
JERR 
JERR 
HIS 
JERR 
JERR 
INTEG 
'IER 
HER 
HIS 
FNM 
FNM 
CONRAD 
CONRAD 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
Specific propulslon system mass, a 
P* 
Array of parametere available a s  inde- 
pendent parameters. (See discussion of 
subroutine INPUT). 
State transition matrix, a. 
Propulsion system efficiency factor, 77. 
Index of ITBL array  defining the reference 
body for which the ephemeris data is 
sought. 
Number of dependent parameter8 specified. 
Number of independent parameters 
specified. 
Partial derivatives of dependent parameters 
with respect t o  independent parameters, 
af /a  Y .  
Heltocentric s p a ~ e c r a f t  velocity vector a t  
the flnal time, R. 
Apoapse distance of specified capture orblt 
abouttargetplanet, r . 
Ta 
Periapse distance of speclfled capture orbit 
about target planet, r T ' 
P 
Hyperbolic excess speed of planetocentric 
approach trajectory. 
Pertapse speed of the planetocentric 
hyperbolic approach trajectory, v T . 
Y 
FNMAT EXTERNAL VAR:ABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
-- 
XKR 
XKT 
D E LIT 
ITBL(22) 
IVAR (10 3) 
NCLL 
NCTl 
NOMT 
NOPT(72) 
POFL(30) 
-- 
Use 
u 
u 
SU 
U 
U 
S 
U 
SU 
u 
SU 
Con1 111 on 
JERR 
JERR 
CONRAD 
NORM 
HER 
IEPH 
HER 
NOMLL 
WTEG 
HIS 
Description 
Retro stage tankage factor, kr' 
Electric propulsion stage tankage 
factor, kt . 
Increnrental speed required to insert 
spacecraft into elliptic capture orbit at 
perlapse, Av. 
Table defining the starting locations for 
the storage of position data and velocity 
data for each planet in the TBBL array. 
(See discussion of subroutlnc EPHEM). 
Array of indices defining the correlation 
between entries in the independent variable 
arrays and the CIIN array, 
Flag indicating whether planetary velocity 
is to bc evaluated by subroutine EPII. 
=1 - compute planctary position and 
velocity 
#1 - computo planetary position only. 
Index of tho location of the thrust/coast 
trlgger of the current arc in the TBIN 
array, 
Flag indicating whether parturbation 
trajectories are currently being inte- 
grated. 
0 - perturbation trajectorlee are being 
integrated. 
1 - nominal or trial trajectory only. 
Array of program option flags. 
Array of values of the end conditione. 
Wex 18 the same re that of the lnput 
arrav BY, 
'NMAT EXTERNAL VART.'rBLES TABLE (cont) 
Var iable 
RDoT(3) 
TBIN(122) 
XKST 
XN1X (3) 
XN2X(3) 
XRDT (6) 
XsgQW) 
DLEPH 
IPOFL(30) 
XMASS 
IREFNO 
IREFNT 
Use 
s 
u 
U 
UA 
UA 
UE 
u 
U A 
u 
UE 
U 
u 
Common 
PERA PS 
JER'I 
JERR 
HENT Y 
HENRY 
LEFT 
P D L )  
HENRY 
NORM 
HER 
AM1 
(XIL) 
INTEG 
INTEG 
Description 
Planetocentric velocity vector a t  final 
time. 
Array of trajectory a r c  information. 
Bee description of subroutine INf-'(JT,. 
Spacecraft structural factor k 
s t '  
Position vector of planet returned 
from subroutine INT. 
Velocity vector of planet returned 
from subroutine INT. 
Spacecraft velocity vector relative 
to the current reference body. 
Array of grhvitational constants of the 
sun, moon and planetti. 
Time interval between entries in the 
ephemeris tables. 
Array of indices correlating the entries 
in the Q a r ray  2nd the POFL or  input 
BY arrays. 
Currcnt mass of the spacecraft on the 
nominal o r  trial trajectory. 
Identification number of the current 
reference body. Possible values s r e  
1 - Ear'h 6 - Jupiter 
2 - not available 7 - Saturn 
3 - eun R - Uranus 
4 - Venue 9 - Neptune 
5 - Mars 10 - Pluto 
Identification number of the spoctfled 
target body. Options a r e  the same a s  for 
IREFNO. 
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Name: 
-
FNPRNT 
Calling; Arguments: None 
Referenced Sub-programs : SUMMRY, TRAJL 
Referenced Commons : lNTEG 
Entry Points : None 
Referencing Sub-programs: ITMAT 
- 
Discussion: Subroutine FNPRNT Initiates the detalled prlnt of the final trajectory 
and the case summary page. On entry the input option flag NOPT(G0) is stored in 
a temporary location and then set  to 1 which results In the detailed trajectory 
prlnt. Subroutine TRAJL is then called to integrate the final trajectory for prlnt- 
lng. NOPT(6O) Is then reset to its input value and subroutine SUMMRY is called 
to print the case summary page. A return to the calling program is  then executed. 
FNPRNT EXTERNAL VABiABLES TABLE 
-
Common Descr [ptlon 
PRDCMlING PAOF: BLANK NOT FITXED 
- 
[NTEG 
- - 
Array of input option flags. NOPT(6O) 
is  used in PNPRNT. When set  to 1, 
NOPT(G0) causes the detailed printing 
of tho nominal trajectory. 


Calling Argument: None 
Referenced Fub-progi ams: FNMAT, MIIPl 
Referenced Commons: - AL4N, AAII, AM1, ENG, EYNRY, HER, HIS, ILEF, 
INTEG, JERR,  JHW, LEFT, LEON,MEL, NOMLL, 
STEVE, VPLLL 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Pub-programs - : C ONTRL 
Discussion: - Subroutine GENhL: is called from CONTRL when the end of the 
current trajcctory a r c  i s  detected. The purpose of GENMA is  to accumulate the 
state transiti,m matrix for the nominal trajectory from launch to the current 
t i ne .  The state transition matrix is generated by dividing the numerical 
differences in the state on perturbed and nominal trajectories by the magnitude 
of the perturbation. The desired partial d6:ivatives a r e  those of the final posi- 
tion, velocity, and mass  with respect to each independent parameter which is to 
"2 optimiz2d. With these available, the p ~ r t i a l s  c-f most functions and end condi- 
+,ens of interest can be formed. Note that this definition is a generalization of the 
usual definition of state transition matrix. As commonly defined, state transition 
mati.ix includes partials of state with respect only to staic a t  an ear l ier  time. 
Here partials with respect to a l l  independent parameters a r e  included. 
A straightforward approach to the evaluation of the transition matrix in- 
volves the integration of a perturbation trajectory for  each independent parameter 
to  be optimized. For  a specific case involving n independent parameters,  a s  
many a s  n+l trajectories jn perturbed plus 1 nominal) could be required to  
produce the desired matrix. Eecause it will, in general, be necessary t o  generate 
several matrices before convergence is attas?ed, it i s  clear that a large number 
of trajectories must be integrated to yield a solution. It s o  happens, however, that 
because of the particular form of the problem, it is possible to generate the transi- 
tion matrix with fewer than the standard number of perturbation trajectories. This 
I[ PRE?CEl)ING PAGE BT,ANK NOT FILMED 279 
circumstance arises because the orientation angles for each a rc  of the trajectory 
a r e  treated a s  individual control parameters which directly affect the motion of 
the spacecraft only over a portion of the trajectory. For example, consider a 
trajectory consisting of two arcs. Let yi, i = 0.1.2, represent the state a t  the 
end of the ith a r c  (0 denotes the star t  of the first  a rc)  which occurs a t  time ti, 
let a and a2 represent the control over the first  and second arc,  respectively, 1 
and let /3 represent the propulsion system and spacecraft design parameters. The 
particular matrix that we seek may be written 
Here y is meant to include the time t the speed v o r  any of the launch park- 0 0 PO 
ing orbit orientation angles i, 0, or w that a r e  declared a s  independent variables. 
Alternatively, it will include on17 initial state variables that a re  not fixed. To obtain 
this matrix, we begin by integrating the nominal and perturbation trajectories over 
the f irs t  a rc ,  stopping the integration at t and forming the '-ransition matrix for 1 
that arc,  i.e., 
where the partials a r e  formed by simple finite differencing. This matrix is stored 
in the locations allotted for the final matrix (9 (0,2), and the integration of the 
nominal trajectory is  continued over the next arc. The perturbation trajectories 
a r e  not continued, however. Rather, a new set  i s  begun a t  time t and integrated 1 
over the interval t to  t There is  a perturbation trajectory over the second a r c  1 2' 
for each state variable, for  each propulsion system and spacecraft design para- 
meter, and for each control parameter in effect over that arc,  but none for any 
control parameters of a previous arc. At the end of the arc ,  one forms the 
partials 
* z 
where (ay /a@) are  the partials in the state at t due to variations in the pro- w 
2 2 C3 
pulsion system and spacecraft design parameters over the second a r c  only. Then, 
form @ (0,2) through the operations 
1 
Of course, the extension to more a r c s  is straightforward. In general, we seek 
the matrix cP (0, i) given by 
with 
Once the transition matrix is  formed for the first  a rc ,  each subsequent a r c  will 
add to the matrix a number of columns equal to the number of control parameters 
in effect over that arc. The number of rows remains constant and is  equal to the 
numkcr of state variables. 
It should be noted at this point that over the first a r c  of the trajectory, per- 
turbation trajectories need be run only for those particular state variables for which 
the initial values will be permitted to vary independently and for any other indcpendent 
parameters. On all subsequent arcs ,  however, it is necessary to generate pertur- 
ba4ion trajectories for  the current independent parameters and for all state variables. 
Thus, since there a re  seven state variables, the matrix (ay./ay. ) will be 7x7 for 
1 1-1 
i22 and will be 7xn1 for i=l where m is  the number of independent variations 
permitted in the statc at the start of the first  arc. If any propulsion system or  space- 
craft design ?arameters a r e  to be optimized, but do not enter into the problem in the 
first  a rc ,  it is  convenient to enter a coluinn of zeroes for  each such parameter in the 
transition matrix so  that the general form of the matrix is  established immediately, 
and the above formula for 9 (0, i) is always applicable for i22. A s  an example, con- 
sider the problem of a solar-electric propulsion mission comrnenc ing from the vicinity 
of a low altitude orbit about Earth. Suppose the initial geocentric speed is  to be 
optimized a s  are  the power level and jet exhaust speed of the low-thrust propulsion 
system and three spacecraft orientation angles over each arc. The f irs t  a r c  consists 
of coasting on the geocentric hyperbolic trajectory to a specificd time t a t  which 1 
the low-thrust system is  turned on. The only independent parameter for optimization 
over this f i rs t  a r c  is the geocentric speed a t  the star t  of the arc. Consequently, one 
perturbation trajectory over the f irs t  a r c  must be generated, and the transition 
matrix will be 7x3. The first  column is associated with the initial geocentric speed, 
ar,d the last two columns a re  zeroes which a r e  entered in anticipation of future effects 
of variations in the propulsion system parameters, power and jet exhaust speed. It 
may be argued that the inilial mass is  also varying due to  its dependence on the 
velocity, but it is  precisely because the variation is not independent that a perturba- 
tion trajectory for the initial mass is not required, Over the second arc ,  a total of 
twelve perturbation trajectories a re  required -- seven for the state, two for the 
propulsion system parameters, power and jet exhaust speed, and three fo r  the 
orientatim angles. Following the procedure indicated above, three columns (asso- 
ciated with the three orientation angles) will be added to  the transition matrix such 
that, a t  the end of the second arc ,  the matrix is 7x6. The continuation of this 
procedure to subsequent a rcs  is then clear. 
It was implicitly assunled above that the time at the end of each a r c  is  
fixed. If an a r c  end time is left open for optimization, then a column must be 
added to the transition matrix. It is - not necessary to integrate a perturbation 
trajectory for this a r c  end time a s  the partials a r e  available in closed form. For 
example, denote t. a s  the end time of the ith a r c  and let y. represent the state 
1 1 
at  t.. Then, if t .  is to be optimized, form the column matrix 
1 1 
where the minus and plus signs indicate the limits of the time derivative of y. 
1 
evaluated just before and just aftcr the end of the arc ,  respectively. If i i s  the 
. + 
last arc,  the y = 0. This column is  added to  the transition matrix and subse- i 
quently is treated in the identical manner a s  the partials with respect to the con- 
trol parameters, ai, for the ith arc. Note that if the time derivative of a 
state variable (such a s  position) i s  continuous from one a r c  to  the next, the partial 
i s  zero. However, for velocity and mass, the switching on o r  off of an engine, or 
the change of a thrust angle, can result in a finite partial derivative. 
In addition to forming the state transition matrix, GENMA also performs 
other functions required a t  the end of each arc. If NOPT(G0) is non-zero, sub- 
routine MIiPl  is  called to print the trajectory point; the position and velocity 
vectors, a s  well a s  the Encke integrals 5 and 6, are  reset to the nominal values 
plus perturbations a s  appropriate on all perturbation trajectories; the values of 
the spacecraft, propulsion system and orientation parameters for  the next a r c  a r e  
stored in the VBLOC a r ray  for the nomipal and perturbation trajectories and the 
sines and cosines of the angles a re  formed and stored; and, a t  the e2d of the final 
trajectory arc ,  subroutine FNMAT is called to evaluate the partial derivatives of 
the specified end conditions and the performance index with r,?spect to all independent 
parameters, 
GENMA EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
- 
Variable 
A L P  (20) 
Use 
_1 
UE 
UE 
U E  
SU 
u 
su 
su 
U E  
U E  
u 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
HER 
HER 
ILEF 
ILEF 
JERR 
(VBLjOC) 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
HIS 
Description 
Array of spacecraft orientation angles 
v i or Q i  for the next a r c  on nominal 
and perturbation trajectories. 
Array of spacecraft orientation angles 
6 or  8 for the next a rc  on nominal 
and perturbation trajectories. 
Array of spacecraft orientation angles 
C o r  @ i for the next a r c  on nominal 
and perturbation trajectories. 
Number of spacecraft orientation angles 
on the next a r c  that a re  included in the 
list of independent parameters. 
Counter of the number of the six space- 
craft parameters c ,  po, a, 0, d and 
c that a r e  included in the list of inde- 
pendent parameters. 
Number of initial s tats  related variables 
that a re  included in the list of independent 
parameters. 
Index equal to 4(i-2) + 1 where i is  the 
next a r c  number. 
Array of angles ai between unit array 
normal vector and its projection in 
the body fixed I-J ?lane for the next 
a r c  on nominal and perturbation tra- 
jectories. 
Array of angles B.i between projection 
of ii in the body ilxed I-J plane and 
the thrust vector for the next a r c  on 
xiominal and perturbation trajectories. 
Array of values of the variables avail- 
able a s  independent parameters. (See 
description in subroutine INPUT), 
GENMA EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
C P H  (7,30) 
CSX(20) 
csz (20) 
DEL(20) 
ETJ (20) 
IJ K 
ITD 
NJJ 
NJL 
Use 
SU 
su 
S 
s 
S 
UE 
UE 
su 
1J 
su 
U 
u 
JHW 
JERH 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
INTEG 
VPLLL 
ILEF 
HER 
ILEF 
Description 
State transition matrix, @ . Same a s  
CP1. 
State transition matrix, @ . 
cos v or cos II i i '  
cos e. or cos @ 
L i ' 
Array of angles 6 between the unit 
vector E and its projection in the body 
fixed I-J plane for the next a r c  on 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
Array of angles ci between the pro- 
j e c t i ~ n  of s in the body-fixed I-J 
plane and the thrust vector for the next 
a r c  on nominal and perturbation tra- 
jectories. 
Temporary storage of index limit. 
Flag indicating whelher time of de- 
parture from launch parking orbit is 
an independent variable. 
0 - not an independent variable 
1 - is an independent variable 
Number of columns currently in the 
state transition matrix. 
Number of independent parameters 
which a r e  functions of the initial posi- 
tion o r  velocity. 
Number of equations numerically in- 
tegrated on each trajectory, sum of 
first  and second order equations. 
GENMA EXTERNAL VARIAi3LF:S TABLE (cont) 
Varible 
- 
NSL 
MS1 
NTP 
PM(7,7) 
SNV(20) 
SNX(20) 
SNZ (20) 
XIL(80) 
XRL(G, 20) 
XRO(6) 
XSQ 
CSAL(20) 
CSDL(2O) 
CSET (20) 
IPAT 
Use 
- 
u 
su 
u 
su 
s 
S 
s 
su 
su 
u 
U 
S 
S 
S 
su 
Comr; 
HER 
ILEF 
HER 
J H W  
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
AM1 
LE F'I 
LEO> 
ST ETJ 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
HER 
Description 
Number of independent parameters. 
Current trajectory a r c  nu nber .  
Partial  derivatives of the state at the 
end of the a r c  with respect to state 
a t  the s t a r t  of the a rc ,  ayi/ayi-l. 
s i n v i  or  sin @i. 
sin ti or  sin Bi. 
s in  ti or  sin gi.  
Second integral of the Encke perturba- 
tions, on nominal and perturbation 
trajectories. 
Array of spacecraft position vcctors 
relative to  the current reference body on 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
Spacecraft position vector relative to the 
current reference body on the two-body 
reference trajectory. 
Gravitational constant of the current 
reference body. 
cos & i ' 
cos 6 i' 
cos € i' 
Flag indicating whether a r c  end time 
is an independent parameter. 
1 - a r c  end time is fixed. 
2 - a r c  end time is variable. 
GENMA EXTERNAL VARIADLES TAELE (cont) 
Variable 
ISOL 
ITDl 
IVAR (100) 
NCTl 
NEQL 
NEQN 
NOMT 
NOPT(72) 
NSLl 
NT PS 
Common 
ME L 
VPLLL 
HER 
HER 
ILEF 
AM1 
NOMLL 
INTEG 
HEP 
HER 
A LAN 
Description 
Flag indicating whcther trajectory a r c  
is thrust o r  coast, 
1 - thrust a rc  
2 - coast a r c  
Flag indicating whether speed of dc- 
parturc from a fixed pirking orbit is  
an indcpendcnt paramcier . 
0 - departure specd is fixed 
1 - departure specd is  variable. 
Array of indiccs correlating entries in 
the CHN array  to corresponding entries 
in the indcpcndcnt parameter arrays. 
Index of the thrust/coast flag of the 
next a r c  in the TBIN array. 
Total number of trajeclories currently 
being integra t,ed simultaneously . 
NQN x NEQL 
Flag indicating whc ther perturbation 
trajectories a r c  currently being inte- 
grated. 
0 - nominal and pcrturbation trajectorie 
1 - t r ial  or nominal trajectory only. 
Array of program option flags. 
Counter equal to NEqL. 
Total number of t r ~  jcctory a rcs  minus 
1. 
. 
8 ,  used in converting between time 
and universal anomaly derivatives. 
GENMA EXTERNAL 'JARIA..RLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
SNAL(20) 
I TBIN (122) 
XDDR (7) 
XIDL(80) 
XRDL(G, 20) 
XVAR (30) 
CSBET (20 j 
DORHO 
D2XIL(80) 
NOP65 
SNBET (20) 
Use 
- 
S 
s 
S 
u 
u 
SU 
su 
u 
S 
U 
u 
SU 
S 
Conlmon 
- 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
JERR 
HIS 
A M 1  
LEFT 
HIS 
ENG 
ALAN 
ILEF 
ENG 
sin a i ' 
sin 6 [. 
sin c . .  
1 
Array of trajc?!ory a r c  information. 
(See description in subroutine INPUT). 
State variable perturbation step size. 
F i r s t  ir~tcgral of the Encke perturbation 
on the nominal and perturbation tra- 
jectories. 
Ar ray  of spacecraft velocity vcctors 
relative to the rcfcrence body on the 
nominal and pcrturbation trajectories, 
Perturbation step s izes  for  indcpendent 
parameters.  
Factor uscd in converting between time 
and universal anomaly second dcrivatives, 
Encke perturbations on the nominal and 
perturbation trajectories. 
Flag indicating whether the constrained 
o r  unconstrained steering mode is 
invoked. 
1 - unconstrained mode 
2 - constrained mode with $,, = 0 
3 - constrained  node with $n,ax 0. 
i 
sin bi. 
GENhlA EXTERNAL VARIADLES TARLE -(cont) 
Variable 
XDIST 
IREFNO 
Use 
- 
SUE 
u 
u 
Common 
JERR 
HENRY 
INTEG 
- 
Description 
Array containing the values of all 
spacecraft and or ientntton variables 
available a s  independent parameters. 
Includes values for nominal and per- 
turbation trajectories on next arc. 
Conversion factor equal !o the number 
of ER in one AU. 
Identification number of the current 
reference body. The possible values 
are: 
1 - Earth G - Jupitcr 
2 - not available 7 - Saturn 
3 - sun 8 - Uranus 
4 - Vcnufi 9 - Neptune 
5 - Mars 10 - Pluto 














Name: 
-
IN IT 
Callhg Armments : None 
Referenced Sub-programs : E PHEM, SETI 
Referenced Commons : AIAN, HENRY, HIS, INTEG, JERR 
Entry Pointe: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : TRA J L 
Discussion: This subroutine initializes selected variables at the star t  of each 
nominal trajectory. The values of those variables initialized to integer o r  real  
constants a r e  shown in parentheses in the descriptions of tho external variables 
below. Other initiatizations include setting the current reference body ID to 
that of the input launch body, the time of the f irs t  print point to  the end of the 
first  trajectory a r c  (CHN(lS)), and an index limit, NPLAN3, is  set to 3(NPLAN-2). 
Additionally, the planetary mass ar ray  ME is  initialized t o  units of Earth masses 
if IREFNO is  1 or 2 and t o  units of sun masses, otherwise. If NPLAN, the 
number of planets included in the shula t lon ,  is greater than 1, ddltional inHIn''- 
zation of propulsion system parameters is  accomplit?xid by calling subrtw4 '
SETI and the ephemeris data table is  constructed by calling EPHEM. A ri 
to  tho calling program is  then executed. 
INIT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable Use 
- 
S 
s 
- 
Common 
HENRY 
HENRY 
Description 
-- - - - - - - - -  -- 
Array of planetary gravitational constants. 
(l2*0. DO) 
Array of planetary masses, relative to 
Earth mass  ff IREFNO is  1 or  2 and 
to  the sun mass otherwise. 
INIT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
CIJN 
1100) 
ETI' (3) 
MEI(12) 
PDT 
T P l  
PC1N 
CHIND 
ITR IG 
NPLAN 
PRVDT 
IDUMMY 
Use 
I 
U 
s 
u 
s 
D 
S 
S 
s 
S 
u 
S 
S 
Common 
HIS 
JERR 
HENRY 
HENRY 
HENRY 
HENRY 
HENRY 
HENHY 
INTEG 
INTEG 
HENRY 
INTEG 
D e ~ c r  lpt lon 
Array of variables available for use 
a s  independent varlables ln the 
b0unda.y value problem. Only the 
a r c  end times a r e  used in thls routine. 
Unit vector along nominal thrust *rector 
in body coordinates, (1. DO, 0. DO, 0. DO) 
Array of planetary masses in terms of 
Earth masses. 
Standard print interval, in hours. (0. DO) 
Tlme of next print polnt, ln hours. 
Array of poeilion vectors of celestial 
bodies. (72*O.DO) 
Print Interval change indicator. (' . DO) 
Integration interval change indicator , 
(0. DO) 
Flag indicating whether an end-of-arc, 
a reference switch or  a trajectory 
rectiflcatlon was required on the 
last cornputt Interval. (0) 
Number of planets Lncluded in slmula- 
tion. 
Integration interval on previous step. 
(1033 ) 
Flag indicating reason that a trajectory 
rectiflcatlon i s  requlred. (4) 
INIT EXTERNAL VARIAELES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
IREFNB 
IREFNO 
NPLAN3 
Use 
u 
S 
S 
Common 
INTEG 
INTEG 
Description 
Launch body identification number 
1 - Earth 6 - Jupiter 
2 - Not used 7 - Saturu 
3 - Sun 8 - Uranus 
4 - Venus 9 - Neptune 
5 - Mars 10 - Pluto 
Current reference body identification 
number. Same numbering system as 
for IREFNB above. 
INTEG Index limit defined as 3(NPLAN-2). 
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Name- 
-
INPUT 
Calling Argument: None 
Referenced Sub-programs : MODIF 
Referenced Commons: . FNM, FRAN, HlCNRY, HER, HIM, HIS, ILEF, 
INPR, TNTEG, JERR, KAT, LAMB, LPPR, 
MINEPS, MTNSEC, NORM, NPNT, ODBALL, 
PERAPS, RADPRE, RSCAL, XMMM 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : MAIN 
Discussion: Subroutine INPUT reads the namelist input data for each case and 
performs selected a r r a y  and variable initialization. On the f i r s t  case  only, the 
following input variables a r e  initialized: MOPT, D P  and ALS a r e  s e t  t o  zero, 
YAMIIIIA i s  set to  2-28, and ENPLAN is  set  to six. In addition, certain elements 
of the input a r r a y  ARRAY are :nitialized such that the integration interval i s  s e t  
to  0.00390625 (in units of the universal anomaly IJ )  in all reference coordinate 
systems. Pr ior  t o  reading the namelist inputs, the variables MOPTM and IPER 
are initialized to  zero  on all cases. 
The inputs are read in under the namelist name MINPUT. l.f an  end-of- 
file i s  encountered while reading the inputs, the run i s  immediately terminated. 
After completing the reading of one c'ase of input data, all namelist input variables 
a r e  immediately printed using the standard namelist print feature of the FORTRAN 
language. The working value of the i terator Inhibitor, XAMBDA, i s  then equated 
in  She input value Y 4MBDA. 
The input a r r a y  BX is  inspected to  determine the number and identity of 
the independent variables of the case to  be run. Fo r  each independent variable for  
which the trigger i s  s e t  non-zero, an independent variable counter i s  incremented 
by one, and the perturbation s tep size,  the maximum. step size,  and the weight for  
cne variable, all obtained from the input a r r a y  BX, a r e  stored in the a r r ays  XVAR, 
XEPS, and WX. Data a r e  stored sequentially in these ar rays  in the order of the 
second subscript of the BX array. A table of indices of the three arrays i s  also 
constructed which correlates each entry to a specific word in the CHN array. 
This table is  stored in the ar ray  IVAR. The order of data in CHN is uniquely 
related to that of the second subscript of EX, but is not one-to-one. Specifically, 
for BX(1, J) and CHN(K), the relationship between J and K i s  a s  follows: 
Finally, a tolerance representing a minimum step in the independent variable be- 
low which convergence is  assumed is  stored in the a r ray  EPS. All input variables 
in the BX array  which a r e  in units of degrees a r e  converted to radians prior to  
storing in the condensed arrays. While cycling through the input BX array,  the 
counter WARY is accumulated which defines the number of independent variables 
which a r e  functions of the initial position and velocity. 
A similar inspection is then performed on the input BY array  to  identify 
ths' dependent variables, o r  end conditions, of the problem by cycling through BY 
with respect to its second subscript (see Inputs). If the trigger associated with a 
specific end condition i s  zero, all other information relating to that end condition 
is ignored. If the trigger is  non-zero, then the desired value of the end condition 
i s  stored in the YCON array,  the tolerance to  which the end condition must be 
satisfied is stored in the YEPS array, the second subscript of the BY array,  de- 
fining the identity of the end condition, is  stored in the IPOFL array, and the de- 
pendent variable counter NDEP is  incremented by one. TIle current value of the 
second subscript is  compared t o  the input MOPT and, if equal, the common vari- 
able MOPTM is equated to the current value of NDEP. If the trigger BYfl, 17), 
associated with target planet pericenter distance, is non-zero, special steps a r e  
taken because per!center distance is  a very sensitive end condition and a poor 
choice a s  a dependent variable. Instead of attempting to drive the solution to 
~3 
I 
the desired pericenter distance, the program automatically transforms to a b 5 
different set of end conditions which produces the same desired result, but which a r, 
is much less  sensitive. The pericenter distance trigger i s  set to zero and, in its 
place, the triggers associated with the Cartesian coordinates of the final position 
In target reference a re  set  to 1. These triggers a r e  BY (1, l b ) ,  BY(1,19), and 
BY(1.20). The desired values of the Cartesian coordinates a r e  evaluated internally 
for each trajectory using the specified pericenter distance and a specified final 
distance, input in BY(2,ll). A flag IPER is set to  1 to indicate that the trans- 
formation has been performed. 
The next function performed by INPUT is to transfer trajectory a r c  in- 
formation from the doubly suLcripted input ar ray  ARCDTA to the singly sub- 
scripted a r ray  TBIN after converting the angle @ from degrees to  radians. 
max 
In the first  word of TBIN is  stored the end time of the f irs t  arc.  In words 2-11 
of TBIN is stored information pertaining to the second arc,  the third a r c  data a r e  
stored in words 12-21, and so  on. The information from ARCDTA for the second 
a r c  i s  stored a s  follows in TBIN: 
trigger defining whether a r c  is thrust o r  coast 
s /c  orientation angle 4 or 8 
s/c orientation angle U or @ 
s /c  orientation angle C or 8 
maximum permissible value of @ 
housekeeping power, 
a r c  end time 
The index of a specific element of TBIN for subsequent a r c s  is  obtained by add- 
ing 10 for each a r c  to the index of the same element for the second a r c  a s  given 
above. The thrust/coast trigger of each a r c  for which the end time Is treated a s  
an Independent variable of the boundary vdue  problem is set  to k2, where the 
sign is  the same a s  that lnput for  the trigger. The end time tf of the last a r c  
is  used to define the time interval DLEPH of the ephemeris tables, a s  follows: 
DLEPH = 96(t/24000) 
where both tf and DLEPH a re  expressed in hours. 
The input program option flags a r e  printed and several variables a r e  
Initial!zed from input paramters , including NOP63, NOP64, NOP65, a R E ,  NPLAN 
and NTPS. "he last, NTPS, is set  to one less  than the number of trajectory arcs. 
If NTPS is  greater than 12, the program is  immediately terminated because 
several arrays a re  dimensioned to accomodate no more than 13 trajectory arcs. 
Additionally, the launch vehicle performance coefficient AL2 is  converted from 
units of m/sec to ~ ~ / h r ,  and the angles ALPHA, BTA, DLTA, and EPSLON 
a r e  converted from degrees to radians. The s tar t  time of each a r c  and the three 
spacecraft orientation angles associated with that a r c  a r e  transferred from the 
TBM array  to tho CHN array. For the second arc ,  the data a r e  stored a s  
follows : 
CHN(15) - a r c  start time 
CHN(16) - s/c orientation angle 6 o r  8 
CHN(17) - s/c orientation angle U o r  I) 
CHN(18) - s/c orientation angle (: o r  0 
The angles a r e  in degrees in the TBIN array  and a r e  converted to radians prior 
to storing in CHN. The four parameters for the third a r c  a r e  stored in CHN be- 
ginning in the 19th word, the fourth a r c  in the 23rd word, and s o  w. After 
storing the data for the last arc,  the final time is  then stored in the next word of 
CHN. 
The solar a r ray  area  a Is evaluated with the formula 
where k i s  the specific ar ray  area per unit reference power, po is  the input 
P 
---- 
reference power and Aa is an input constant. The triggers IFTRG and ITC are 
set to 1 and 0, respectively, and subroutine MODIF is called to perform addi- 
tlonal initialization. If the Lnput option flag NOPT(56) is zero, a return from INPUT 
is  executed. If NOPT(56) is non-zero, the input ephemeris osculating elements 
OMI, SOI, and CNI are  converted to radians prior to executing the return. 
' I i r  Note: NOPT(56) should not be entered non-zero as the subroutine EPHEM is not -presently capable of handling the ephemeris data for an arbitrary body. 
Messages and Printouts: The only print from subroutine INPUT is that of the input 
namelist MINPUT in standard namelist format, and the formatted print of the pro- 
gram option flag array NOPT. The format is as follows: 
where the value c f  the NOPT flag is  printed in place of the underscore. 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Solar array power law coefficients, ai. 
Efficiency law coefficient, b. 
Array of independent variable informa- 
tion. For each available independent 
parameter, four pieces of information 
a re  required by the iterator. The first 
eubscript, I, relatee to these four I 
Variable 
JAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
-. 
Use 
RU 
Common 
INPR 
...- 
Description 
items; the second subscript, J, relates 
to the individual independent parameters. 
The four items are: 
I - Description 
1 Trigger defining whether variable is 
to be treated as an independent para- 
meter. 
2 Perturbation step size used to com- 
pute partial derivatives. 
3 Maximum change in value of para- 
meter allowed in a single iteration, 
4 Weighting factor. 
The index J uniquely identifies the in- 
aependent variable as follows: 
Var iable 
to-time of departure from Earth 
parking orbit, in hours. 
A u -increment in initial argument 
of perigee, in degrees. 
An-increment in initial longitude 
of ascending node, in degrees. 
A i-increment in launch parking 
orblt inclination, in degrees. 
-increment in geocentric speed 
in krn/sec. 
v -geocentric speed at launch, in 
Po degrees. 
Cartesian coordinates of spacecraft 
posltlon at launch from Earth park- 
ing orblt, in ER. 
10-12 Cartesian coordinates of spacecraft 
velocity at launch from Earth park- 
ing orblt, in ~ ~ / h r .  
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Use 
RU 
RU 
Common 
IN PR 
Descrlptlon 
14 c-Jet exhaust speed of electric 
propulslon system, in m/sec. 
15 -reference power, in watts. 
0 
16-17 a, 8-angles defining direction of 
relatlve to body fixed coordinate 
system, ln degrees. 
18-19 6 ,  6 -angies defining dlrectlon of 
relatlvo to body flxed coordinate 
system, in degrees, 
20 End tlme of first arc, ln hours. 
4(1-2) Orlentatlon angle (' or 6 for lth 
+ 2 1  arc, ln degrees, 
4(1-2) Orlentatlon angle U or 4) for lth 
+22 arc, in depees. 
4(1-2) Orientation angle ( or @ for lth 
+23 arc, in degrees, 
4(1-2) End tlme of lth arc, ln hours. 
+ 24 
Array of dependent variable lnformat ion. 
For each P illable dependent variable, 
corresponding to a speciflc value of the 
second subscript, L, the itemtor re- 
quires three lnput quantltles, one 
assoclated with each value of the first 
subscript, K. The three quantltles are: 
K - Descr lptlon 
1 Trlgger Lndicatlng whether the 
assoclated variable le to be treated 
as an end condltlon of the problem. 
2 Deelred value of the end condltlon. 
3 Convergencetolerance. 
The possible end condltlone and thelr 
codes are as follows: 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (contl 
Var iable Use 
- 
RU 
Common 
-- - 
Description 
Variable 
Initial mass less electric propulsion 
system propellant and retro pro- 
pellant, in kg. 
Net spacecraft mass, in kg. 
Reference thrust T 1, ln newtons. 
Heliocentric dlstsnce r ,  in AU. 
Hellocentrlc speed, v, in AU/hr. 
Heliocentric seml-rnajor axis, a, 
in AU. 
Heliocentric fllght path angle, Y ,  
in degrees. 
Hellocentrlc eccentrlcity, e. 
Heliocentric apoapse distance, ra, 
in AU. 
Hellocentrlc perlapse distance, rp, 
in AU. 
Planetocentrlc dlstance, rT, in AU. 
Planetocentrlc speed, vT, lo ~ ~ / h r .  
Planetocentrlc seml-major axis, aT, 
in AU. 
Planetocentrlc fllght path angle, YT, 
In degrees. 
Planotocentrlc eccentricity, eT. 
Planetocentric apoap~e distance, rTa, 
ln AU. 
Planetocentrk perlapee distance, r~ , 
ln AU. When this perameter is P 
flagged ae an end condltlon, its trigger 
le automallcally resot to zero as is 
that of rT (L 1 11). and the trigger8 
of the Cartesian coordinate6 
(I, - 18 - 20) are set to one. The 
I N P U T  EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Use - 
RU 
R 
RE 
R 
RU 
R 
U 
U 
RUE 
5 
s 
s 
JERR 
INTEG 
INTEG 
HIS 
(CHN (9)) 
PERAPS 
PERAPS 
HIS 
deslred values of rT and the tole- 
rances of the Cartesian coordhates 
must be input. IPER 1s set inter- 
nally to re-evaluate the deslred 
values of the Carteslan coordinates 
on each trajectory. 
18-20 Carteslan coordinates of vehicle 
posltlon with respect to the target, 
irr  AU. 
21-30 Not used. Available for expat:sion. 
Coefficient of absorption, ca, of the 
solar arrays. 
Jet exhaust speed, c, of electric pro- 
pulsion stage, in m/sec, 
Jet exhaust speed, cr, of the retro stage, 
ln m/sec. 
Input incremental solar array area, Aa, 2 lnm . 
Carteslan components of the constralnod 
i vector. 
Loglcal unit on whlch lnput data 1s read. 
Logical unit on which princlpal program 
output 1s written. 
Solar array reference power, po, ln 
watts. 
Desired flnal dlstance from target 
planet, in AU. 
Desired pr iapse  dlstance of target 
approach trajectory, in AU. 
Independent varlable welght array, W X* 
NPUT EXTERNA 1, VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Var iable 
(cont) 
CNI 
Dsg 
ECI 
SUE 
RSU 
R 
R 
fITS 
ODBA LL 
JERR 
ODBALL 
Description 
The n?:A several words arc grouped in 
sets of four, with each st4 pertaining to 
a trajectory arc. Let i denote the tra- 
jectory arc number, with 2 5 1 13, 
then the data stored in the next sevc.ra1 
locations of CHN are as follows: 
4(1-2) - e/c orientation angle 4 or 6 
+ 16 
4(i-2) - s/c orientation angle U or 11: 
4.17 
4(i-2) - s/c orientation angle (: or 9 
+ 18 
4(1-2) - 8i.c end time 
+19 
The last flvo words in CHN are as follows: 
increment in initial argunlont of 
perlapse, AU. 
increment in initial longituric of 
ascending node, An. 
increment in equatorial inclina- 
tion, Ale 
increment in speed at poriapse, 
Av porn 
speed at departure from Earth 
pa;king >iGit, v 
PO' 
Eclil~tic incllnatlon of input celestial 
body, in degrees. (Not presently avail- 
able). 
2 
Efficiency law coeiflcent, d , In 
m2/sec2. 
Orbital eccentrlclty of input celeetlal 
body. (Not presently available). 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
ALI 
A L2 
A L3 
A PS 
BTA 
CHN (100) 
Use 
- 
R 
RSU 
R 
R 
RSUE 
SUE 
- Common 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
HIS 
(CHN(12)) 
HIS 
Description 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
a in kg. 1' 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
a in m/sec. 2' 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
a in kg. 3' 
Specific propulsion system mass, a 
in kg/wa tt . PS' 
Angle B between the projection of n 
in the I - J body fixed plane and the I- 
axis, positive in the direction of J, in 
deg. 
Array containing the values, in internal 
units, of all variables available a s  in- 
dependent variables. The variables 
associated with each index value are: 
1-3 - initial spacecraft position vector 
4-6 - initial spacecraft velocity vector 
7 - initial spacecraft mass 
8 - jet exhaust speed of electric pro- 
pulsion system 
9 - reference power 
10 - angle a! defining orientation of 
- 
n 
11 - initial time 
12 - angle Bdefining orientation of i 
13 - angle 6 defining orientation of s 
14 - angle (F defining orientation of 
15 - time at  end of first trajectory 
a rc  
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLZS TABLE (cont) 
Use 
S 
s 
S 
R 
R 
R 
RE 
S 
R 
R 
R 
RSU 
PERAPS 
MINEPS 
LPPR 
MINSEC 
NPNT 
ODBA LL 
HIS 
(CHN(1)) 
HENRY 
FNM 
FNM 
ODBA LL 
ODBALL 
Description 
Gravitational constant of target planet, 
in ~ u ~ / h r ~ ,  except when the target is  
Earth the units arc in ~ ~ ~ / h r ~ ,  
Array of minimum independent variable 
step  size^ below which convergence is 
assumed. 
Flag used to indicate whether headings 
for trajectory summary print have been 
initialized. 
Time, in seconds, to be reserved for 
calculating the final trajectory. 
Flag used to indicate whether partial 
der i~nt ive  matrix is to be printed. 
Longitude of ascending node of input 
celestial body, in degrees. (Not 
presently available). 
Cartesian coordinates of the initial 
spacecraft position in geocentric ecliptic 
coordinates, in ER. 
Radial distance from Earth at which the 
reference coordinate system is  switched 
between Earth and sun, in ER. 
Apocenter distance of capture orbit 
about target planet, in planetary radii. 
Pericenter distance of capture orbit 
about target planet, in planetary radii. 
Semi-major axis of input celestial body 
orbit, in AU. (Not presently available). 
Argument of periapse of input celestial 
body, in degrees. (Not presently 
available. 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Var isble 
TPI  
VEL(3) 
XKP 
XKR 
XKS 
XKT 
DELP 
DLTA 
IPER 
IVAR(100) 
KSQQ (1 2) 
Use 
- 
R 
RE 
RU 
R 
R 
R 
R 
RUE 
S 
su 
U 
7 
-- -- 
Common 
ODBALL 
- HIS 
(CHN (4)) 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
JEAR 
HIS 
(CHNC13)) 
PERAPS 
HER 
HENRY 
Description 
Julian date of perihelion passage (with 
leading 244 omitted) of input celestial 
body. (Not presently available). 
Cartesian coordinates of the initial 
spacecraft velocity in geocentric 
ecliptic coordinates, in ~ ~ / h r .  
Specific a r ea  of solar arrays,  kp, in 
m2/watt. 
Tankage factor of the r e t ro  stage, k . 
r 
Solar pressure,  ks, acting on a flat 
plate at  a distance of 1 AU from the 
sun assuming al l  photons a r e  absorbed, 
in newtons/m2. 
Tankage factor of the electric propulsion 
system, k t ' 
Reference power of an individual thruster,  
in watts. 
Angle between s and its projection in 
the I-J body fixed plane, in degrees. 
Flag which, when non-zero, indicates 
that an internal transformation was 
performed to  change from an end condi- 
tion specifying periapse distance to a 
se t  of 3 end conditions specifying final 
position. 
Array  of indexes which relates entr ies  
in the independent variable a r r ays  
W A R ,  XEPS, EPS, and WX to  entr ies  
in the a r r a y  CHN. 
Array  of planetary gravitational con- 
stants, in ~ ~ ~ / h r ~  except fo, Earth 
and moon (KSQQ(1) and KSQQ(2)) which 
are in units of ~ ~ ~ / h r ~ .  
INPUT EXTERNAL V.4RIABJ.ES TABLE (cont) 
Var iable 
MOPT 
NDEP 
NIND 
NOPT (72) 
Use 
)i 
RTJ 
su 
su 
RU 
Common 
HER 
HER 
INTEG 
Description 
Index defining which of the available end 
conditions is  to be the performance hdex 
of the direct optimization procedwe. The 
correlation with specific end conditioris 
is  the same a s  the second subscript of .le 
BY array.  
Number of dependent variables for thl. 
current case. 
Number of independent variables for  the 
current case. 
Array of program option flags. The 
flags 2-13 and 40-46 control the prht ing  
of spacecraft position, in km, or velocity, 
in krn/sec, relative to various reference 
frames, except a s  noted: 
position relative to current 
reference body. 
velocity relative to current 
reference body. 
position relative to Earth 
position relative to moon (not 
available ). 
moon position relative to Earth, 
in km (not available). 
position relative to sun. 
position relative to Venus. 
pcsitioa relative to Mars. 
position relative to Jupiter. 
position deviation from reference 
two-body, in krn. 
velocity deviation from reference 
two-body, in km/sec. 
non-two body accelerations on 
s/c, i n  km/sec2. 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
" 
Var [able 
N OPT (7 2) 
(oont) 
Description 
40 & 41 -position relative to Saturn. 
40 & 42 -position relative tv T l r a w ~ .  
40 & 43 -position relat lve to Neptune. 
40 & 44 -position relative to Pluto. 
40 &45 -position relative to  E-M bary- 
center (not available). 
40 & 46 -position relative to Mercury 
(not available). 
Other fiags used in the program are:  
Index 
-
16 
33 
56 
57 
5 8 
60 
6 3 
64 
65 
Purpose 
Rectification print 
Changes units of semi-major 
axis in printout of osculating 
elements. 
Signifies orbital elements of 
target a r e  input. (Not presently 
ava ilablc). 
Indicates a re t ro  maneuver is 
required. 
Iterator commences in optimize 
mode. 
The printmt flagged by the NOPT 
flags described above is provided 
for all trajectories rather than 
just the final. 
ID number of planet toward which 
ii is directed. 
Indicates type of constraint placed 
- 
on s 
Deflnes constrained o r  unconstrainec 
mode. 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABJ.ES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
NOPT (72) 
(cont) 
NPWR 
NTPS 
RBRE 
REKM 
Use 
RU 
RU 
su 
RU 
R 
SU 
Common 
INTEG 
HER 
HER 
LAMB 
HENRY 
JERR 
-- - - - --  
Description 
- 
6 G Indicates solar or nuclear electric 
propulsion system. 
6 8 Forces arrays to be oriented nor- 
mal to sun; ignores fixed s/c- 
array orientation constraint. 
Number of terms in the series expression 
for the power curve. 
Index equal to the number of trajcctory 
arcs  minus 1. 
Radial distance from Earth at  which the 
reference coordinate system is switchcd 
between Earth and sun, in ER. 
Conversion factor, equal to the number 
of lrilometers on one ER. 
Array of trajectory a r c  information. The 
first location contains the cnd time of Ihc 
f irst  arc ,  in hours, Thereafter, ten 
sequential array locations a r e  reserved 
for each trajectory arc. Data a r e  storcd 
in the same sequence for all trajectory 
arcs  after the first arc. The order is 
a s  shown below for tile second arc. 
Index 
-
Variable 
2 ~hrust /coas t  flag. 
3 Orientation angle 6 or  8, in 
degrees. 
4 Orientation angle v or  $, in 
degrees. 
5 Orientation angle I: or @ ,  in 
degrees. 
6 in radians. 
7 Housekeeping power, p,, in watts. 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE - (cont) 
Variable 
TBIN (122) 
(cont) 
THTS 
TSC L 
XDAR (7 
XJLD 
XKST 
XVAR (30) 
Use 
_I 
su 
R 
R 
R 
S 
R 
R 
S 
s 
- 
Common 
JERR 
HENRY 
HENRY 
HIS 
HIS 
LAMB 
JERR 
HIS 
HIM 
Description 
8-10 Not used. 
11 Arc end time, in hours. 
Data for the third a r c  a r e  stored in 
locations 12-21, and so  on. After 
the a rc  end time of the last a rc ,  the 
number 1. is  stored in the next 
location. 
Eccentric anonialy change criteria for 
rectifying the reference two-body tra- 
jectory, in radians. 
Time conversion factor for input/output. 
Defaulted t o  3600. 
Perturbation step sizcs for position, 
velocity and mass to be used at s tar t  of 
each trajectory a r c  for generating state 
transition matrix. Units a re  AU, A ~ / h r  
and kg. 
Array of maximum changes permitted 
in independent parameters. Angles a re  
in radians; all other units a r e  the same 
a s  those of the BX array. 
Julian date of launch with leading 244 
omitted. 
Structure factor of the spacecraft, kst . 
Array of perturbation step sizes, of the 
independent variables, used to compute 
partial derivatives. Angles a re  in radians ; 
all other units a r e  the same a s  those of 
the BX array. 
Array of desired values of dependent 
variables. Units a r e  the same a s  those 
of the BY array. 
-% - -~ - - . .. . .-.- --. 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
YEPS(3O) 
ALPHA 
DLEPH 
EMUDD 
IFTRG 
IPOFL(30) 
ITMAX 
MOPTM 
NARCS 
NOPT63 
NOPT64 
NOPT65 
NPLAN 
Use 
s 
RSUE 
s 
R 
S 
S 
R 
S 
RU 
S 
S 
S 
S 
Common 
- 
HIS 
HIS 
NORM 
ODBALL 
HER 
HER 
HER 
YMMM 
ILEF 
ILEF 
ILEF 
INTEG 
Description 
Array of allowable tolerances to which 
end conditions must be satisfied. Units 
a r e  the same a s  those of the BY array. 
Angle a between and its projection 
in the body fixed I-J plane, in degrees. 
Positive in the sense of K. 
Time interval, in hours, between 
successive entries in the ephemeris 
tables. 
Gravitational constant of the input 
celestial body, in ~ ~ ~ / h r ~ .  (Not 
presently available. ) 
First  trajectory flag. A value of 1 
indicates the current trajectory is the 
f irs t  trajectory of a case. 
Array of illdices correlating elements 
of the dependent variable arrays YCON 
and YEPS to associated elements of the 
BY array. 
Maximum ntlmber of iterations permitted 
in MINMX3 ,in either the select o r  
optimize made. 
Index of the YCON a r ray  defining the 
performance index. 
Total number of trajectory arcs. 
NOPT (63). 
NOPT (64). 
NOPT (65). 
Integer equal to the input variable 
ENPLAN. 
INPUT EXSXRNAL VARIARIXS TABLE (cont) 
Var iable 
NVARY 
1 MEL 
WTOPT 
XMDKM 
ARCDTA 
(7,201 
ENPLAN 
Use j Common 
HER 
PRNRY 
XMMM 
FRAN 
INPR 
Description 
Number of independent variables that a r e  
functions of the initial position or  velocity. 
Maximum time, in hours from launch, for 
which ephemeris data is stored in the 
tables. 
Weighting parameter associated with the 
performance index. Used only when the 
iterator is in the optimize mode. In- 
creasing the magnitude of WTOPT results 
in the iterator placing more importance 
on improving the performance index and 
less  on meeting the specified end condi- 
tions. 
Conversion factor for distance. Defaulted 
to the number of kilometers in one AU. 
Array of data pertaining to the various 
trajectory arcs.  The second subscript 
corresponds to  the a r c  number. The data 
associated with the 7 values of the first  
subscript a r e  a s  follows: 
1 - a r c  end time, in hours. 
2 - thrust/coast flag 
3 - orientation angle 5 o r  8, in 
degrees. 
4 - orientation angle V o r  q ,  in 
degrees. 
5 - orientation angle < o r  9, in 
degrees. 
6 - #max, in degrees. 
7 - housekeeping power, px, in watts. 
Defines which planets a r e  included In the 
trajectory simulation. All bodies whose 
ID number (see IREFNB below) is less  
than or equal to ENPLAN a r e  included in 
the simulation. 
INPUT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Var table 
EPSLON 
IREFNB 
IREFNT 
POSR CS 
VELRCS 
XAMBDA 
YAMBDA 
Use 
IiSUE 
R 
R 
R 
R 
S 
RU 
Common 
INTEG 
INTEG 
HENRY 
HENRY 
KAT 
Angle €, in degrees, between the pro- 
jection of s in the body fixed I-J plane 
and the I-axis, positive in the sense of 
J. 
Identification number of the launch 
planet, 
1 - Earth 5 - M a r s  9-Neptt;f::: 
2 - not available G - Jupiter 10 - Pluto 
3 - Sun 7 - Saturn 
4 - Venus 8 - Uranus 
Identification number of the target planet. 
Same options a s  for IREFNB. 
Rectification criterion for position 
deviation from the reference two-body 
trajectory. 
Rectification criterion for velocity 
deviation from the reference two-body 
trajectory. 
Iterator inhibitor, X . 
Starting value of itsrator Inhibitor. If 
not input, a value of 2-28 is  used. 









Name: INT 
Calling Arguments : NN, X, J Z ,  ANS, DTL, IR1 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons : NORM, NORML 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: CONTRL, DERIV, FINDXB, FNMAT 
Discussion: This subroutine is  a multi-function, variable order Lagrange inter- 
polation routine. It assumes the functions to be interpolated a r e  stored in the 
ar ray  TBBL at a constant interval DTL in the independent variable. It assumes 
that a total of 250 tabular points a r e  stored for  cach function. The number of 
functions to  be interpolated is NN. The tabulations of these N N  functions a re  
stored in contiguous 250 word segments of TBBL, the first  segment starting in 
location J Z  + 1. The number of points employed in the interpolation is given by 
IR1, which is one greater than the order of the interpolation. The current value 
of the independent variable is X, and the interpolated values a re  output in the ar ray  
AN$. Provisions a r e  made to avoid interpolation if the current value of the inde- 
pendent variable is at a tabular point, in which case the tabular values of the 
functions a r e  used. 
In ASTOP, the order of interpolation used is  always five; i. e. , El1 is  
always 6. Providing the current value of the independent variable is not near 
either end of the 250 point tabular entries, the six points used for interpolation 
a r e  selected such that three points lie on each side of the current value. If three 
points on either side a r e  not available because the current time lies near one end, 
then the first  six points o r  last six points of the table, whichever i s  appropriate, 
a r e  used, If the current value of the independent variable lies outside the range 
of the tables, a return to the calling program is  executed. Denoting the tabular 
values of the function to be interpolated as y i = 1-6; the corresponding values i ' 
I PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIUdED 
of the independent .variable a s  x and the current value of the independent I' 
variable a s  x, then the interpolated value of the function, y, is  evaluated 
Y1 5y2 loy3  loy4 
- - -  + - - -  5Y5 '6 +- - -  (x-xl) (x-x2) (x-xg) (x-xq) (x-x ) (x-x,) 
5 
Y = 1 5 10 10 5 1 
- - -  + - - -  + - - -  (x-xl) (x-.,I (x-x,) (x-x4) (x-x& (x-x& 
Variable 
X 
JZ 
NN 
A NS (NN) 
DTL 
IR1 
TBBL 
(12000) 
TREF 
INT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Use Common 
NORRlL 
NORM 
Description 
Current value of independent variable. 
Starting location minus 1 of the tabular 
values in TBBL of the first  funccion to 
be interpolated. 
Number of functions to  be interpolated. 
Array of interpolated values. 
Interval between tabulated points. 
Number of pcints used in interpolation, 
3 srni * 7 .  
Table of dependent variable values. 
Value of independent variable associated 
with the first  entries in TBBL for all 
dependent variables. 




Name: 
-
ITMAT 
Calling Argument: None 
Refcronced Commons: HER, HIM, HIS, INTEG, YMhlhl 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : MAIN 
Discussion: This sl~broutine performs the final initialization required before 
- 
entering the ite. .itor, and then activates the iterator RlMRIX3 and the printing 
of the f ind  trajectory. The arrays initialized a re  MSET, B, QRlIN and QhIAX. 
The i t e ~ a t o r  is then called. Upon return from MINRIX3, an e r r o r  flag is checked 
. and if an e r r o r  condition was detected, a message i s  printed and the case is ter- 
minated. If there were no e r r o r  conditions, a convergence indicator is checked. 
If convergence is indicated, a message is  printcd. In either c a w ,  a call to 
FNPRNT is  then exccuted to print thc final trajectory. A return to MAIN is  then 
executed. 
Messages and Printout: If convergence is  Indicated upon return from MINMX3, 
the following message is printed: 
CASE CONVERGED 
prlor to printing the final trajectory. If an e r r o r  condition was detected in 
MINMX3, the message 
ERROR CONDITION RETURNED FROM MINMX3. R U N  TERMINATED IN 
SUBROUTINE ITMAT 
Le printed. 
IPS 
NSL 
WAR (100) 
XMMM 
INTEG 
HIS 
HER 
HER 
HER 
INTEG 
XMMM 
XMMM 
ITMAT 
Array of independent variable values, 
obtained from the CIIN array. 
EX I'ERNA Il VARTAII1,ES TAI31,E 
I Dcscriptlon 
Logical unit used for printout. 
Array of variables available as  inde- 
pendent parameters of the boundary 
value problem. Detai led description 
provided in subroutine INPUT. 
Number of dependent varlables. 
Number of independent variables. 
Array of indexes relating the independent 
variables in B to thc corresponding 
elements of CHN. 
Array of counters and triggers uscd by 
MINMX3. The five elements are: 
1 - number of independent variables, NSL 
2 - number of dependent variables, IPS 
3 - maxtmum number of iterations pcr- 
mittcd in the solect mode, ITRlAX 
4 - flag indicating whether iterator 
commences in select or optimize 
mode, NOPT (5 8) 
5 - maxtmum number of iterations pcr- 
mlttcd in the opttmlzo made, ITMAX 
Array of program option flags. 
Array of upper allowablo Illnits of 
dependent varlables on converged 
trajectory. 
Array of lawer allowablo limlts of 
dependent varlablcs on converged 
trajectory. 
1ThZhT EXTERNAX. VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
_.- 
Variable 
XCONVG 
XERROR 
Use 
3 
U 
u 
U 
UA 
UA 
- 
Common 
HIM 
HIS 
HER 
- 
Descr lption 
Array of deafred values of dependent 
variables. 
Array of allowable end condltton 
tolerances. 
Maximum number of iterations 
permitted. 
Trajectory convsrgence indicator, 
MINMX3 error conditlon IndIcc tor. 


Name: 
-
Calling Argument: 
Referenced Sub-programs : 
Referenced Commons : - 
LAMERT 
None 
PDATE 
ALAN, HENRY, HIS, INTEG, JERR, LAMB, RSCAL, 
VPLLL 
Entrv Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: 
Discussion: LAMBRT performs additional case initialization a s  an extension of 
subroutine MODIF. Subroutine PDATE is called to determine the calendar date 
of launch from the input Julian date and the current time, t ,  ie set to zero. The 
. speed v at departure from the Earth's parking orbit is calculated from the in- 
PO 
put velocity and stored in the CHN and CHNS arrays (location 100 in each). The 
radial distance at departure from the launch parking orbit Is computed from the 
input position vector. A unit vector along the initial geocentric velocity is com- 
puted and stored in the ar ray  RDPML. The launch vehicle payload mL is com- 
puted using the formula 
-vp0'a2 
m4= ale - a  3 
where a 1' a2' and a a r e  the input launch vehicle coefficients. This mass i s  3 
equated to the initial spacecraft mass and stored in CHN(7). The initial geocentric 
position vector is stored in the ar ray  RPHAT and CHN(11), the initial time in hours 
from the input Julian date, i s  set to zero. 
WXBRT FXTERNAI, VARIABLES TARLE 
Variable 
A L1 
A L2 
A L3 
CHN(l00) 
DAY 
R LP 
CHNS(l00) 
HOUR 
TBET 
VPOO 
XJLD 
XJLM 
YEAR 
MONTH 
RDPML(3) 
R PHAT (3 1 
Common 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
HIS 
IXTEG 
RSCAL 
HIS 
ALAN 
VPLLL 
LAMB 
INTEG 
INTEG 
RSCA L 
RSCA L 
Laurlch vehicle coefficient, a In kg. 1' 
Launch vehicle coefficient, a in ~ ~ / h r .  2' 
Launch vehicle coefficient, a in kg. 3' 
Array of avs ilable independent variables. 
Day of the month of launch. 
Radial distance from Earth a t  launch, 
in ER. 
Same a s  CHN, with units changed for 
printout purposes. 
Hour of the day of launch. 
Current time in hours from launch. 
Geocentric speed at departure of 
parking orbit, in ~ ~ / h r .  
Julian date of launch with leading 244 
omitted. 
Julian date of launch with leading 24 
omitted. 
Calendar year of launch. 
Calendar month of launch. 
Unit vector along initial geocentric 
velocity. 
Initial geocentric position vector, in 
ER . 
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MAIN 
Calling Ar~wnlcnts : Not nppllcnblc 
Rcfcrenccd Sub-procrnn~s : INTIIT, ITRIAT 
Refcronccd - C o n ~ n ~ o n s  : None 
Entry Potrts: Not applicable 
Referencing Sub-progrnms: Not :~pplicnblc 
D l ~ c u s s i o n :  - Thc only purposes of tbc MAIN program are  to c d l  subrouth~cs 
INI'IJT and IThlAT, in that order. Upon returning from ITRIAT, cxccution is 
torminatcd. 


Name: MIIPl 
Calling Arguments: None 
Referenced Sub-programs : ELCO 
Referenced Corn mons : ALAN, AM1, FRAN, HENRY, ILEF, INTEG, LEFT 
Entry Points : None 
Referencing Sub-programs: GENMA, TRAJL 
Discussion : Subroutine MIIPl y i n t s  spacecraft position, velocity, and/or accelera- 
tion vectors relative to selected planets and calls ELCO to print osculating orbital 
elements. This print is executed at the current time point. If MIlPl is called while 
integrating the nominal and perturbation trajectories simultaneously, the print is 
executed at the current time point for each of the trajectories. 
Upon entry to the routine the currcnt time is  evaluated in terms of days, 
hours, minutes and seconds from departure of the launch parking orbit. This time 
is  printed and a conversion factor is dcfined to convert distances from the currcnt 
internal units, ER o r  AU, to kilometers. The NOPT flags, 2-13 and 40-46, a r e  
then checked for the desired printout vectors. (See discussion of NOPT array in 
sibroutine INPUT). If the NOPT flag is  non-zero, the corresponding position, 
velocity o r  acceleration vector i s  printed in the form of its Cartesian components 
and its magnitude. After checking all  appropriate NOPT flags, subroutine ELCO 
is called to print the osculating orbital elements at the current time. 
Messages and Printout: The current time is  printed 
TIME IN DAYS, MRS., MINS. , SECS. (18) (I8) g8) (F10.3) 
where the numbers in parentheses denote the Fortran format code of the field 
3 ,  represented by the underline. The following optional lines of printout* a r e  ob- % .  
i taincd, depending on the NOPT flags: 
i . -  
*For the definition of the vector printed, see the definition of the associated 
NOPT flag in subroutine INPUT. 
.*.& 
P .  I"'" - 
ETA= 
- ZETA-  PERT-  
D2ETA= 
- D2ZETA P - APERT = 
If NOPT(40) and N.OD'J'(41) # 0, 
XVPl= YVP1= ZVPl= RVP1= 
If NOPT(40) and NOPT(42) # 0, 
XVP2= YVPS= ZVPZ= RVP2= 
If NOPT(40) and NOPT(43) # 0, 
XVP3= WP3= ZVP3= R VP3= 
If NOPT(40) and NOPT(44) f 0, 
XVP4= YVP4= ZVP4= RVP4- 
If NOPT(4O) and NOPT(45) # 0, 
XVP5= W P5= ZVP5= RVP5= 
If NOPT(40) and NOPT(4G) # 0, 
XVPG= W PG= ZVPG= - RVPG= 
MIIPl EXTERNAI, VARIA13LES TABLE 
Use 
P 
u 
u 
U 
- 
Common 
INTEG 
ILEF 
AM1 
Description 
Logical unit on which standard printout 
is written. 
Number of state equations integrated on 
each trajectory, including socond order 
and first order. 
Second integrals of Encke terms of 
nomlnal and perturbation trajectories. 
Var lable 
NOPT (72) 
REKM 
TBET 
TSCI* 
Use 
- 
U A 
* 
UA 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
U 
u 
UA 
u 
Common 
LEFT 
HENRY 
ILEF 
INTEG 
HENRY 
A LAN 
HENRY 
LEFT 
AM1 
LEFT 
A M1 
Llescription 
Position vectors ~f spacecraft from 
rcfercncc body on nominal rlnd pertur- 
bation trajectories. The di~ncnslon of 
six provides for the magnitude, square 
and cube of the :list:incc as  well a s  thc 
three Cartesian components. 
Array of plnnctary grnvitational 
constants. 
Number of trajectories being integrated 
simultaneously, nomfnal plus perturbcd. 
Array of program opt!sn flags. 
Convcrsion factor for distance, eavsi 
to the number of kilometers in om  I.:li. 
Clirront time In hours from departure 
of the launch parkilig orblt. 
Conver~ion factor for time, defaulted 
to 3600. 
Array of spacecraft position vectors 
relative to all perturbing bodies on 
nominal and perturbcd trajectories. 
Includee Cartesian coordinates plus 
magnltude, squarc and cube of disttlnce. 
First integral of Encke terms of 
nominal and perturbation trajectories. 
Velocity vectors of spacecraft relatlve 
to the rcfcrcnce body on nominal and 
perturbation trajectories. Includcs 
Carteslrrn cmrdinatcs plus magnltude, 
square and cube of speed. 
Array of second dcrlvativcs rcpresent- 
Ing the En-ku perturbations for the 
uomlnal and perturbation trajectories. 
MPRNT 
XMDKM 
IREFNO 
Use I Common I 
- 
Current time, cyual to TUCT. 
Conversion factor for df stance, equn l 
to the number of kliometcrs Ln 1 AU. 
Ider?:lflcntton number of current referrwe 
body. 
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Name,: MMMX3 
Calling Arguments : NSET, XERROR, XCONVG 
Referenced Sub-programs : PMPRNT, SIAIEQ, TRAJ L, XSZ 
Referenced Commons: . HER, HIS, KAT, MINEPS, NPNT,  PERAPS, 
XMMM 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : ITMAT 
Discussion: MINMX3 is the subroutine which drives the two-point boundary value 
problem to a solution. The iterator's underlying mathematical analysis if formu- 
lated a s  follows. Let X denote the vector of independent variables and let Y de- 
. note the vector of dependent variables. The relationship between these two vectors 
i s  given by 
Y = F ( X ) .  
The vector function, F,  is  evaluated by integrating tllc trajectory; that is, given 
a complete set of control parameters and initial conditions, the corresponding 
values of the end conditions Y can be determined. Subroutine TRAJL, supple- 
mented with subroutine XYZ, maps X onto Y and is therefore the software 
package which generates the function F. The problem is  to find the vector X* 
which will result in specified values of the dependent variables Y*, that is, to 
solve 
Y* = F(X*), 
where Y* is  known. This is formulated a s  a minimization problem. The weighted 
sum of the residuals q ie given by t 
where X is the current estimate of the independent variables and W is  a i Y 
diagonal, postttve definite weighting matrix. 
Thc problem Is to choose a new value X to mInimlze q i+l  1 Xi+l 
i s  close to Xi ,  thcn 
where AX = - X and the partlnl derivative matrlx, P, i s  glven by 1 
Evaluating q with this approximation leads to the expression, i+l 
where AY, the residual vector, Is given by 
The problem is then to choose A X  to minimize q i+1' 
For nonlinear functions F,  linear approximations work only if AX is 
small. Therefore, the following constraint is imposcd, 
where W is the input diagonal, positive definttc weighting matrix associated 
X 
with the independent parameters. 
Attaching the cons t ra i~ t  with a positive scalar inhibitor, A ,  the quantity 
to be minimized is given by 
T T 
- (A\' - PAX) w (AY - PAX)  + A  (AX W,$X). 
Y 
Finding the minimum of the function ylelds the solution, 
! 
i 
i - -  
I . .  
. -. 
This equation is sqlved by subroutine SIRIEQ. It can be shown that a s  X incrcascs, 
4 decreases monotonically. Thcrcfore, X can always be chosen large enough to 
satisfy the above inequality. Moreove!:, If .a is sufficiently largc, the ctrrrcction 
is  approximately 
For AX small enough, o r  large enough, we a re  guaranteed that 
It is advantageous to take a s  large a step toward satisfying Y* - F(X*) 
a s  possible. The procedure is  initiated with a relatively small value of A .  The 
idea is to make a corrcction, dcterininc if any improvement i s  made, and, if not, 
cut back on the correction. The following iteration scheme is utilized. Givcn 
X . thc mapping F is executed again to produce Y starting with the values i ' i +l 
Xi+l = Xi + AX, and q i s  calculated. q i s  then compared with q If i+l  i +l i ' 
there i s  no improvement, X is  increased. CX is recalculated and a new mapping 
is  executed. This i s  repeated until an improvcimnt results. When this happens, 
the mapping is  executed again, and the partial derivative matrix i s  computed, A 
is  reducec. by a factor of 64. The iteration continues until the end conditions 
a r e  satisfied within the p r e s c ~  3 c d  tolerance o r  no significant improvement can 
be made o r  the maximum number of iterations is  excccdcd. 
The conctrehts,  Y, are divided into two types, parameters that a r e  
driven to a given value (point constraints) and parameters to be maximized o r  
minimized berformance indices). 
For a well-posed problem, there is  only one performance indtx. For  
each dependent variable, y two values must t e  specified, y and y i ' m in max* 
These values indicate the acceptable range. If a dependent variable i s  a point 
constraint, y 
a"d 'max a r e  chosen close together min 
where y* is  the desired value and 6 is a tolerance utilized for wcighting purposes. 
For the performance index, thc interval is chosen s o  that it cannot possibly be 
nttained if the other constraints a r e  satisfied, For instance, if y is to bc: mini- 
mized, and y 
',,in a r e  taken smaller than attainable, conversely if y is max 
t o  be maximized, y and ymax a r c  taken larger than attainable. In this way 
mln 
the iteration procedure drives thc variable to be optimized in thc correct direction 
until no significant improvement is possible or the input maximum number of Itera- 
tions is exceeded, 
Two modes ~ > f  solution a r e  available, thc select modc and the optimize 
mode. In the select mode, the iterator attcmpts only to satisfy Illc point constraints. 
. The optimize mode adds the performance index to the end conditions and through 
proper wcighting, generates trajectories with an in~proved performance index while 
maintaining satisfaction, o r  near satisfaction,of thc point constraints 
The scale matrices W and W a r e  used to make clcments of the vectors 
X Y 
X and Y con atible for the iteration procedure. The rclativc importance of the 
variables i s  represented in this way. Differing m~gnitudcs a r e  compensated for 
through the weighting matrixes. W is input to the program, W is computcd 
X Y 
internnlly using the input tolerances and importance factor-,. For point constraint 
variables, the elements of W a r e  given by the following relation: 
Y 
where 6 is  the corresponding tolerance. The weighting factor for the perfor- 
Y 
mance index i s  computed from 
v.hore r i s  tho performance index residual and n i s  10-'I when the lterator 
i s  operating in the selcct mode and 256 WTOPT when In the optimize mode. 
This balances the residual in the parameter baing optimlzcd a g a h s t  tho wolghted 
residuals in tho other variables, to  satisfy the constraints a s  thc optimization 
proceeds. 
Messages and Printout: Sevcral diagnostic and information messages a r e  pro- 
vided to inform the usnr  a s  to  the progress matlo by the iterator o r  any problems 
encountered. In all  casss ,  upon exiting the routine, the triijcctory ccurr~ers,  
KOTJNT and L, a r e  printed in the following mcssage: 
TRAJECTORIES WITHOUT PARTIAL DERIVATIVES AND-TRAJECTORIES 
- 
WITH PARTIAL DERIVATIVES REQUIRED FOR TIIlS CASE. 
If the problcm does not involve a performance Index and all point constraints 
a r e  satisfied o r  if a performance index is being optimized and no further improve- 
ment is possible, tho following message ie prlmed: 
THIS CASE IS CONVERGED. 
Upon attainment of convergence in the wlec t  mode i?.nd just prior !o starting 
the optimize mode, the message 
ITERATOR IS NOW IN OPTIMIvE MODE. 
If ihe point constraints can not be satisfied in the selcct mode, one gets 
tho message: 
THIS CASE WILL NOT CONVERGE. 
If the number of Iterations in elthcr the mlec t  o r  optimize inwc exccede 
the input limit ITMAX, the following message is printed: 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED. 
If an e r ro r  condition is detected in TRAJL on the first  trajectory (usually 
resulting from illput e r rors) ,  the fol!owing message is printed: 
FIRST GUESSES WILL NOT RUN TRAJECTORY. 
If an e r ro r  conditicn is detected in TRAJL while generating the nominal 
and perturbation trajectoi-ies, t,he following message is  printed: 
ERROR IN PARTIAL DERlVAI,IVE CALCULATION. 
Any one of the last four messages above will also generate the message: 
ITFXATOR IS GIVING ERROR RETURN. 
and flags an e r ro r  condition to be returned from MINMX3 through the calling argu- 
ment XERROR . 
If an e r ro r  condition occurred in SIMEQ while operating in the optimize 
mot;c and recovmy is not 'likely, the following message: 
MATRIX IN'fERSTON NOT PERFORMED ON LAST ITERATION. 
is printed and the e r r o r  conditi ,n flag XERROR is  set. 
MINMX3 EXTERNAL \'ARIAFT,ES Ta4 BIJE -
-- 
Vart able Common Use 
-- 
SUA 
su 
su 
SUA 
SU A 
Array of independent variable values, 
X. 
XMMM 
Nominal trajectory counter, 'ncremented 
each time a partial derivative matrix is 
evaluated. 
KAT 
XMMM Array of dependent variable values, T. 
; rray of dependent variable weights, W 
Y' 
B ar ray  of preceding tr ial  trajectory. 
hUNMX3 EXTERNAL VARIAR1,T;I'S TAELE (cont) 
Wx(30) 
EMU 
EPS(30) 
IPS 
NPR 
NSL 
PFG(X),3O) 
DXPM(930) 
IPER 
Use 
SUA 
SUA 
S U  A 
SUA 
U A 
UA 
U 
UA 
u 
UA 
U 
U 
U 
SUA 
u 
Common 
PERA PS 
PERAPS 
HIS 
PERAPS 
MINEPS 
I1 ER 
NPNT 
HER 
HIS 
PERA PS 
Description 
Array of independent vsriable changes, 
Ax. 
Number of independent variables. 
Number of dependect variables. 
Array containing the negacive of the 
partial derivative matrix. 
Desired final distance relative to target 
planet. 
Desired periapse distance of osculating 
orbit zt the target planet. 
Array of independent variable weights, W . 
Gravitational constant of target plawt. 
Limiting step size for independent 
variables below which convergence is  
assumed in the optimize mode. 
Number of dependant variables. 
Partial derivative matrix print flirg. 
Number of inde?endent variables. 
Partial derivative n~at r ix ,  P. 
T Array containing the matrix (P W P 
2 Y 
+ A W ) in the first KF locations. The 
X 
next KB locations contain the ar ray  
pTw AY. 
Y 
Flag indicating whcther the transforma- 
tion from periapse distance to Cartcsian 
coordinates was performed. 
NSET (5) 
QMAS(30) 
QMIN (30) 
RDOT(3) 
XEPS(30) 
Y EPS(30) 
KOITNT 
LSOLU 
MOPTM 
QAVRG(30) 
lJ  s c  
- 
ux 
U A 
U A 
A 
U 
A 
su 
SUA 
u 
SUA 
XMMM 
X'hIRSRI 
PERA PS 
HIS 
111s 
KAT 
XMMM 
Array of counters and flags input to 
RIINhIS3 : 
1 - number of indepcntient variables 
2 - number of dependent variables 
3 - maximum number oi iteraiions 
pcrrnitted in thc select mode 
4 - triggcr indicating \vlictl?er to start 
in select (=0)  or  optimize (f 0) mode 
5 - maximutil nun~bcr of iterations pel - 
milled in optimize mode 
Array of uppcr allownb lc values of the 
end conditions. 
Array of lower allowable values of the 
end conditions. 
Velocity relative to the target planet at 
the final time. 
Array of nlasimum independent variable 
step sizes permitted in a single iteration. 
Array of tolerances to which end condi- 
tions must bc satisfied. 
Counter of trial trajectories. 
Er ro r  condition flag returned from 
SIMEQ. 
Index parameter defining which of the 
dependent variables is the pcrforrnance 
index. 
Array of desired values of the end 
conditions. 
mu*i:~ble 
- :. 
WTOPT 
IAMRDA 
LERROR 
XCONVG 
XERROR 
Weight factor iIpl>licd 10 the pcrformmcc 
index in the optimizo mode. 
Inhibitor, A .  
Error flag returned from subroutine 
TRAJL. 
Convcsgcnce indicator returned f i30m 
RIINi\4XS. 
Error flag returncd from hlINAIX3. 
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Name: 
-
MODIF 
Callin? Arguments: 
-
None 
Referenced Sub-programs : LAMBRT 
Referenced Commons : HENRY, LEFT, STEVE, TBPR 
Entry Points : 
- 
None 
Referencing Sub-programs: INPUT 
D iscussion: The principal purpose of subroutine MODIF is  t o  provide a means 
of altering program constants that a r e  not avail ah?^.! through norma! input means. 
MODIF Is called from INPUT after completing all  other reading of inputs and 
initializations. The present code performs the following assignments. The 
masses of the moon, Earth-moon barycenter, Mercury, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, 
and Pluto a r e  ~ e t  to zero; the spacecraft distance from the moon Is set to  zero in 
the VCOL array, the radius of the moon's sphere of influence, RRM, is  set to a 
large negative number, the integration interval i s  set  to a large value and the two- 
body flag ITB is  set to zero. Just prior to  executing a return to the calling pro- 
gram INPUT, a call is made to subroutine LAMBRT. 
MODIF EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Array of planetary masses in units of 
Earth masses for Index values < 3 
(Earth and moon), and in sun masses 
Flag indicating whether time o r  uni- 
versal anomaly is  the independent 
variable input to TBDP. 
MODIF EXTERNAL VARIArJLES TABLE fcont) 
Vsr iable 
- - 
MEI(12) 
RRM 
DELT 
VCOL(72,20) 
- 
Use 
S 
s 
s 
S 
Common Description 
HENRY 
HENRY 
STEVE 
Array af planetary masses, in units of 
Earth masses. 
Radius of the moon's sphere of influence, 
In ER. 
Integration interval of the universal 
anomaly, AB. 
Array of spacecraft position vectors 
relative to all  planets for nominal 
and perturbed trajectories. 


Name: 
-
MTMT 
Calling Arguments: A, B, C 
Referenced Sub-programs: None 
Referenced Commons: None 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: SOLENG 
Discussion: This subroutine computes the product of two 3x3 matrices. The 
ingut matrices a r e  A and B and the product i s  returned In the a r ray  C. The 
equation for each element of C is  
MTMT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable Use Common Description 
A(3.3) UX Input 3x3 array. 
B(3.3) UX Input 3x3 array. . 
c(3.3) SX Output 3x3 a r ray  containing the 
product of A and B. 


Name : 
-
Calling Arguments: 
Referenced Sub-programs: 
Referenced Commons : 
Entry Points: 
Referencing Sub-programs: 
MTVT 
A, B, C 
None 
None 
None 
SETI, SOLENG 
Discussion: This subroutine computes the product of a 3x3 matrix A operating 
on a 3-dimensional vector B. The result is returned in the 3-dimensional a r ray  
C. Each element of C is  calculated 
MTVT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
F W G  P A M  BLANK NOT FILMED 
Variable 
A(3,3) 
B(3) 
c (3) 
Use 
IJX 
UX 
SX 
Common Description 
Input matrix. 
Input vector. 
Ou t~u t  vector containing the 
product of A operating on B. 


Name: 
-
PDATE 
Calling Arguments : TDATE, IY, IM, ID, HOUR 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons: . None 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-pro,pams : LAMBRT 
Discussion: Subroutine PDATE evaluates the calendar date, given the Julian date. 
The procedure is  to f i rs t  subtract the Julian date (with leading 24 omitted) of 
15020.5 from the input date to obtain the number of days from January 1.0, 1900. 
The year of the input date is then determined by entering a loop and accumulating 
the sum of days in all years from 1900 until the sum exceeds the number of days 
f irs t  determined on entry to PDATE. The number of days from the s tar t  of that 
year i s  then determined and used, with the aid of a data table, to define the month 
and day. Any fraction of a day remaining i s  then converted to hours and a return 
to the calling program is  executed. The subroutine will not work correctly for in- 
put dates later than the year 2100. 
Messages and Printout: If a date later than the year 2100 o r  earl ier  than the year  
1900 is  input, the following message is printed: 
PDAT E ERROR 
Var table 
ID 
HOUR 
TDATE 
PDATE EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Use 
SX 
sux 
sm 
SX 
UX 
Common 
- 
PRElCmfiTG PAGE RI,ANK NOT FILMED 413 
Description 
Calendar day of the month. 
Calendar month. 
Calendar year. 
Hour of the day. 
Input Julian date, with leading 24 omitted. 
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Name: 
-
PMPRNT 
Calling Armments: 
- PM, MQ, MB 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons: None 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs : MlNMX3 
Discussion: This subroutine prints the partial derivative matrlx used in tile solution 
of the two point boundary value and parameter optimization problem. The matrix is 
Input in the ar ray  PM; the number of dependent variables is MQ and the number of 
Independent variables is  MB. Denoting the vector of dependent variables a s  Y, 
with elernents y and the vector of independent variables a s  X, with elements x., i' 3 
then the first  line of printout is  ay,/2r: j = 1, ---, MB; the second line is 
1 I' 
a y p x  j = l , - - -  j' , MB; and s o  on. Each line may comprise more than one 
printer line, a s  each printer line will accomoclate a maximum of ten values. If 
there a r e  more than ten independent variables, the format Is repeated. A blank 
line separates the derivatives of two different end conditions. 
Messages and Printout: The format of the printed matrix simply comprises lines 
of up to ten values with field format of 1PD13.5. The lines of printout a r e  single 
spaced for partials of the same dependent variable and double spaced between 
parttals of different dependent variables. 
PMPRNT EXTERNAL VARIARLES TABLE 
I Var table Use Common Description 
- 
UX Number of independent variables. 
uX I I Number of dependent variables. I 
UX I I Partial derivative matrix. I 


Name: 
-
RADII 
Calling Argument: XW 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons: None 
Entry Points : None 
Referencing Sub-programs: DERIV, FNMAT, R ECT 
Discussion: Given any 3-vector R, RADII computes the magnitude, magnitude 
squared, and magnitude cubed of that vector. Denoting the Cartesian components 
of R to be x, y, z and its magnitude to  be r, the contents of XW a r e  x, y, z, 
3 
r , r r2 in elements 1-6, respectively. Upon entering RADII, the contents of 
XW(6) a r e  stored in a temporary locatlon, and the magnitude squared of the in- 
coming vector is  evaluated 
2 2 2  X W ( 6 ) = r 2 = x  + y  + z  
2 If this value equals the saved value of r , theu further computations a r e  by- 
p e s e d ,  a s  it is  assumed that R has not changed and therefore r and r3 need 
not be recomputed. Otherwise, the magnitude of R is cmputed,  
and the magnitude cubed is  obtained, 
3 2 XW(4)pr = r r  . 
RADII EXTERKAL VARIABLES TABLE 
- + 
Variable Use Common Description 
XW(6) SUX A vector and the f irs t  three powere 
of its magnitude. 
J 


Name: 
-- 
RECT 
Cslllng Argument: None 
Referenced Sub-programs : RADII 
Referenced Commons: . ALAN, AM1, CONVET, FRAN, HENRY, ILEF, 
INTEG, LEFT, LEON, STEVE 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-Programs: TRAJI, 
-. 
Discussion: The purpose of this subroutine is to re.?ttfy the two body reference 
trajectory to the current position and velocity and to compute and/or initialize 
eelecied parameters to the new reference. Rectificatlcns of the reference tra- 
, jectory may be initiated for any of a number of reasons, such a6 the ratio of 
deviations in position or velocity from the reference to the corresponding iwo 
body parameter exceeding a specified value, the change in eccentric momaly 
since the last rectification exceeding a specified ialue, the switching from one 
reference body to another, n r  the start of a new trajectory arc, The criteria 1. r 
rectification due to position or velocity deviations is defaulted to a value of 0.01 
for the ratio of the magnitude of the deviation to the magnitude of the correspond- 
lng position or velocity. These defaults may be changed by the input parameters 
POgRCS and/or VELRCS which represent the square of the maxlmurn allowable 
ratlos in position and velocity, raspectlvely, The default value for change In 
eccentric anomaly is 1.5 radians and may be changod with the input parameter 
TUTS. 
The rectificatlon Involves redefining the current two body poeitlon and 
velocity vectors 
% = R  
where R denotes the current position vector in the current reference frame of 
integration, r = I R I  , C( Is the gravitational constant of the reference body, a 
is the semi-major axis, and the subscript k denotes the reference two body tra- 
. 
jectory. The integrated Encke terms 5 and 6 are adjusted as follows 
where the subscript j refers to the ith perturbation trajectory and n denotes 
the nominal trajectory. In addition the universal variable k? is set to zero and 
the gravitational constant is reset in case the reference body of integration just 
changed. The gravitational constant rrray KM is reset in case a switch in 
reference body has occurred which would require a change in units of the KM 
array. The computation is 
KM(L) = pe m@(l) If in Earth or moon reference 
KM(1) = pe  man) if not in Earth or  moon reference 
3 2 p and p are the gravitational constants of the Earth in ER /hr and sun in 8 3 2 6  AU /hr , respectively, mG(I) Ls the mass of the ith body in Earth masses and 
m (I) is  the mass of the Ith body in sun masses. The rectification print is then 
0 
executed unless excluded by the input flag NOPT(l6). Control i s  then returned to 
the calling subroutine. 
Messages and printocts: If NOPT(l6) is input zero, selected information is  printed 
at each rectificatlon poin~. The format is as follows: 
(Reason) RECTIFICATION PRINT (Body) REFERENCE 
PERT OVER UNPERT= TIME= DELTA T= 
The ffreasonu for the rectification is printed a s  one of the following four possibili- 
t ies : 
VEL, POS, TH or  blank 
corresponding to  vdocity, position, change in eccentric anomaly, o r  other, 
respectively. The %bodyn printed is the name of the reference body of integration 
in which the rectification occurred. If the rectification occurred because of a 
reference switch, the name of the new reference body will be printed here. On 
the second line the quantity TIME denotes the time of rectification and DELTA T 
is the integration interval. The quantity denoted as PERT OVER UNPERT will be 
non-zero only if the "reasonf1 for rectification is non-blank. If POS is printed for the 
reason, then the quantity PERT OVER UNPERT is  
if the reason is printed VEL, the quantity is evaluated 
and if the reason is printed TH, the quantity is evaluated 
where F is  the eccentric anomaly and the subscript o refers  to the preceding 
rectification point. All numbers a r e  printed with the format D17.8. 
RECT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable I Use 1 Common 1 Description 
ALAN 
1 INTEG 
I 
HENRY 
Current time, t, in hours from 
departure of the launch parking orbit. 
Logical unit on which principal program 
output is printed. 
Array of gravitationd constants of sun, 
moon and planets. 
RECT EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
P- 1 
ME(W 
TI 
XI(80) 
KSQ 
NQN 
XID (80) 
xRI(6) 
xRL(6,20) 
BETA 
DELT 
KSQQ 0 2 )  
NEQL 
NOPT(72) 
Use ! Common 
su 
S 
SE 
SU 
u 
SE 
SUA 
U 
S 
u 
u 
u 
u 
HENRY 
STEVE 
AM1 
STEVE 
ILEF 
AM1 
STEVE 
LEFT 
AM1 
STElVE 
HENRY 
ILEF 
INTEG 
Description 
Planetary mass array, scaled according 
to the reference. 
Time of rectification, $, in hours from 
departure of the launch parking orbit. 
Position deviation from two body reference 
trcjectory, 6 ,  on nominal and perturbation 
trajectories. 
Gravitational parameter of reference 
planet, p. 
Number of equations being integrated on 
each trajectory, including first and 
second order. 
Velocity deviation from two body reference 
trajectory, 6, on nominal and perturbation 
trajectories. 
Spacecraft position vector at rectification 
relative to reference body of integration, 
%' 
Cartesian position vector of spacecraft 
relative to reference body of integration, 
R, on nominal and perturbed trajectories. 
Universal anomaly, B . 
Normal integration step-size. 
Array of reference body gravitational 
factors for planets, sun and moon. 
Number of trajectories being integrated 
simultaneously, nominal plus perturbed. 
Array of program option flag& 
.*-..A - -4 
RECT EXTERNAL V.4RIABTXS TABLE (cont) 
Var table 
01 AD 
REKM 
NPLAN 
RATIO 
RDOTD 
SQTMU 
TMPDP 
TMZDP 
XMDKM 
XRIDT(6) 
AECON 
IDUMMY 
rREFNO 
- 
Use 
S 
U 
U 
U 
u 
su 
su 
S 
S 
u 
SUA 
E 
u 
U 
- 
Common 
STEVE 
HENRY 
LEFT 
INTEG 
HENRY 
STEVE 
STEVE 
LEON 
STEVE 
FRAN 
STEVE 
C ONT,'RT 
INTEG 
INTEG 
Inverse of seiai-major axis, l /ak 
Conversion factor for distance; eqla' to 
the number of kilometers in 1 EF. 
Spacecraft velocity vector relativo to 
the reference body of integration, :i. 
Includes nominal and perturbation tra- 
jectories. 
Number of planets included in the 
simulation. 
State deviation criteria used in con- 
junction with rectification criteria. 
Square root of reference body gravkt-a 
tional factor, I/; . 
Conversion factor for distance; equal to 
the number of kilometers in 1 AU. 
Spacecraft velocity vector a t  rectifica- 
tion relative to reference body of 
integration, k' 
Factor for converting O units of acsc!- 
2 eration frcm iidsec" to E ~ / h r  o r  
~ u / h r ' .  
Flag equal to 1 ,2 ,3  o r  4 which defines 
whether rectification was required 
because of velocity deviation, position 
deviation, change in eccentricity 
anomaly or  other, respectively. 
Reference body identification number. 
- 





Name: REMTIM 
Calling Arguments: 
Referenced Sub-programs : None 
Referenced Commons: None 
Entry Points: None 
Referencine Sub-programs : TRAJL 
Discussion: REMTIM is  delivered a s  a dummy routine, but should be recoded a s  
appropriate a t  each installation to return to the program the amount of time re- 
maining for the job, The first  argument I should contain the amount of CPU 
time; the second argument J should contain the amount of 1/0 time remaining. 
. In the dummy routine provided, both arguments a r e  set  to 9999. This permits 
ASTOP to execute and effectively ignores the job time-out feature. 
REMTIM EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Var iable Use Common Descr iption 
I SX Job CPU time remaining, in seconds. 
J SX Job 1/0 time remaining, in seconds. 


Name: 
-
Calling Arguments: TBAR, TOBAR, RXTB, RXDTB, RTX, RDTX, 
IOPT 
Referenced Sub-programs : r)CUBIC, SUBFG 
Referenced Commons : SAML1, THAD 
Entry Polnts: None 
Dlscueslon: Subroutine SAMM sohcs the two-body conk equations for position 
R and veloclty i( at a time t, given posltlon R and velocity R at an earlier 
0 0 
tlme t . On optlon, the subroutlne also evaluates the state transltlo3 matrix @ 
0 
Po, t) ;a the transfer from tlme t to t. To commence the procedure, the 
0 
followlng two-body varlables are evaluated 
where a 1s the semi-major axls and 1 is the gravitattonal constant of the refer- 
ence body. If a is greater than zero (1. e, , the conic Le elliptical), the time 
Interval, At = t - to, Is compared to the period of the orbit 
If At > T ,  then At 1s reset to the fractional portlon of the perlod, the integral 
number of revolutions, n, 1s saved, a flag is set to denote the reduction ln At 
hae occurred, and a message Is prlntsd. 
An iteration loop is then entered to determine the increment A 4  in the 
universal anomaly which corresponds to the given tlme lnterval At. The first 
gueee of A 43 is evaluated 
and the corresponding increment squared in eccentric anomaly ie fcrmed 
2 If i 8 I > 1, an improved first guess for A b  Is evaluated by solving the cubic 
0 
equat ion 
for ABo. The loop commences with a call to SUBCG to evaluate the series 
functions GI. The distance r at the tlme t may then be calculated 
and the improved estimate or A 4  becomes 
The iteration is terminated when either of the two tests 
-1 5 is satisfled, where € = 5 x 10 . For elllptlc orbits, provisions are made to 
force j9,+l to remain in the interval 
< 4+1 < 6 ;  6=2n/&. 
If 6,+1 1s 1086 than the lower bawd, it is redefined 
If the iteration has not converged, an iteraticn counter i s  incremented and con- 
trol is transferred to the top of the loop. A maximum of 40 iterations is  per- 
mitted. If this limit is  reached, a message is  printed and the last value of 
A Bi+l is used for all subsequent calculaticns. The flag indicating whether a 
reduction in At was performed for multiple revolutions is  checked and, if 
appropriate, the A 13 is adjusted a s  follows: 
The two-body f and g functions a re  then evaluated 
and the desired position and velocity vectors a r e  
If the transit ion matrix for the transfer is  desired, its computation then begins. 
Otherwise, a return to the calling subroutine is  executed. 
The transition matrix is computed in four partitions a s  follows: 
where 
From the equations above for R and R, 
where I denotes the 3x3 identity matrix. The calculation of the partials of 
f, g, f ,  and 6 with respect to the initial position and velocity is  facilitated by 
first forming the auxiliary functions 
Then the required partial derivatives are evaluated as follows: 
Messages and Printout: If the maximum number of iterations in solving for 
Afl is  exceeded, the following message is printed: 
MAXIMUM ITER. EXCEEDED I, BETA, BETAM1 = (E17.8) (El 7.8) (14) 
where I denotes the number of iterations. BETA i s  A q t l  and BETAYl is 
Afl . The quantities in parentheses define the Fortran field format under which L 
the values are printed. 
If the time interval t - t escecds the period of the elliptic orbit, the 
0 
following messages a rc  printed: 
ERROR TBAR - TOIMIZ TOO LARGE - (Dl?. 8) 
REDUCTION DEN SS % Z  YY DELT IhT 
(D25.16) (~25.16) _~n?5.16) -- - (D25.16) 025.16) (14) 
where DEN is the period in bmrs,  XS is the time interval t - t ck-rcsscd in 
0 
orbital periods, 27; is the whole par1 of SS, SY is fractiolial part of SS, 
DELT is the fractional part of SS expressed in hours, and LSS is the integral 
number of periods (-ZZ). 
Variable Use 
u 
U 
u 
U 
IJ 
su 
su 
-- 
- - 
TIIAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
SAM Ll 
SAM L l  
Description 
Univcrsal :u~ornnly function, GI, 
cvnluatcd i n  SIlII1:G. 
Universal anomaly function, (I,,, 
.d 
evaluated in SUIIIG. 
llnivcrsnl anomaly function, G 3' 
evaluated in StIBl'G. 
llniversal anomaly funcl ion, C4, 
evaluated in S U B F G .  
Universal anomaly function, C 5' 
evaluated in SUBl'G. 
Matrix of partials of the position at  
time t with respect to tho position 
at time t 
0' 
Matrix of partials of the posltion at  
time t with respoct to the velocity 
at lime to. 
SAMM EXTERNAL VARIAET-ES T4ELE (rzont) 
.- ." - -
Variable 
CIJ(3,3) 
DIJ (3,3) 
GGO 
NRE 
R ES (3) 
RTB (3) 
RTX (3) 
SEA (3) 
XMU 
IOKT 
01 AD 
RDTB (3) 
RDTX(3) 
RXTB(3) 
Use 
- 
S 
S 
U 
A 
UA 
SU 
SX 
S A 
u 
UX 
su 
SU 
SX 
UX 
8 --".----.* ,,2;-/---- -,-- - -  
CoAw:: ," ,. Eescript ion 
SA M L l  
THAD 
SAMLl 
SAMLl 
SAMLl 
SAM L l  
. , ;k,tt:.ix of partials of the velocity a t  
lime t with respect to the position 
at time t . 
0 
Matrix of partials of the velocity a t  
time t with respect to the velocity 
at time t 
0. 
Universal anomaly function, 
evaluated in SUBFG. Go' 
Number of real roots to  the cubic 
equation solved in DCUBIC. 
Array of solutions to the cubic equation 
solved in DCUBIC. 
Position vector a t  time t. 
Position vector at time t,  equal to RTB. 
Array of coefficients of the cubic equa- 
tion solved in DCUBIC. 
Gravitational constant ol' central body. 
Flag indicating whether the state transi- 
tion matrix is desired. 
= 1 - matrix is to be evaluated 
f 1 - matrix is not wanted 
Inverse of semi-major axis, l /a.  
Velocity vector at time t. 
Velocity vector a t  time t, equal to  
RDTB. 
Position vector at time t equal to 
ROTB. 0' 
SAMM EXTERNAL VARU.i3LES TABLE (cont) 
Var iable 
ROTB(3) 
TBAR 
RXbTB(3) 
RODTB(3) 
TOBAR 
BETA h l l  
THETA2 
Use 
su 
UX 
UX 
SU 
UX 
su 
SUA 
Common 
SAM Ll 
SAMLl 
THAD 
Description 
Position vector at time t 
0' 
Time t. 
Velocity vector a t  time t equal to 
on RODTB. 
Velocity vector a t  time t 
0. 
Time to. 
Increment in universal anomaly, AP, 
between t and t. 
0 
Square of the difference in eccentric 
anomaly between t and t, €I2. 
0 
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SETI 
Calling Arpment:  None 
Referenced Subprograms : A RIAL, DIAG1, MTVT, SAM M 
Referenced Commons : ALAN, AMI, AM1, HENRY, HER, HIS, ILEk', 
INTEG, JERR,  JIIW, LEFT, MEL, NOMLL, 
RSCAL, SAML1, VPLLL, XMMM 
Entry Points: N 011 (7 
Referencing Sub-programs : INIT 
Discussion: Subroutine SET1 performs the initialization of selected t i  ajectory 
and partial derivative matrix counters, flaps and variables. Upon each entry, 
the counters J N ,  NTP, NCT1, NQN, NS, N4, and NSl, the flag ISOJA, the 
variable TPl ,  and the arrays XIL and XIDL a r e  initialized. On the first entry 
only of a case the counter NJ ; the flags ISP, ITD, ITD1, and ISPT; the variable 
TBET, the last five clements of CliN and CHNS (corresponding to Ao, Ah, 
Ai, Av and v respectively, in each array);  the first  seven elements of 
PO PO' - 
CHNG (corresponding to the initial state); and the unit  vector^ and 4 a r e  
lnitlalized, where 
R i s  the initial geocentric spacecraft position and is along the North Pole. 
0 - 
Thus, 6 Is along the angular momcntum vector ~ n d  C is in the direction of 
the ascending node of the departure hyperbola on the equatcr. Subroutine DlAGl 
ie called to initlallze the headings for the trajectory sr:mmary printout. 
On each entry to SETI, except the firot, the CHN ard CHNS arrays  are 
updated using the independent variable ar ray  8. Also the Initial tlme to IB 
updated and, if operating In the constrained mode, the spacecraft orientation 
angles $. for all a rcs  a r e  compared to the input maxin~am permissible values 
1 
) and, if appropriate, a re  scaled to the maximum permissible values. ( 'ma i 
If any one or  more of the incremental departure orbit parameters AU, A o ,  
4 o r  Av a r e  independent variables, the new initial position and velocity PO 
vectors lire updated and stored in the CHN array. Denoting a s  R *, fi * the 
0 0 
initial position a ~ d  velocity on the last reference trajectory, then the new initial 
position and velocity vectors a re  evaluated 
R o = M jx! Ai) M&, A R )  ~ ( i ,  Au)R o * , 
Av 
= (l + - ) M ( Z ~ ,  A i )  M&, La) M&, A u ) ~  * , 
0 v 0 
where PO 
it= M&, A n )  , 
and M(& a) denotes a general rotation matrix operation. This matrix is evaluated 
in subroutine AMkT,. If the initial time and/or speed of departure from a fixed 
orbit a re  specified as  independent variables, then the new initial position and velocity 
a re  computed for each trajectory and stored in the CHN array. If t is  a 
0 
variable, th'en subroutine SAMM is called to  rotate the initial position and velocitj~ 
vectors to the new launch time. If v is a variable, the initial mass is  com- 
PO 
puted for the new departure speed, and the departure velocity is evaluated 
where is  a unit vector aloag the parking orbit velocity. 
After determining the initial state, as above, = &ro is stored in 
RHBR and the counters NSL1, NEQL and NEQN a r e  initialized assuming pertur- 
bation trajectories will not be required. If none of the incremental orbital para- 
meters nor the Initial time o r  speed at departure a r e  specified a s  independent 
variables, the XIDL, XRL and XRDL arrays a r e  initialized t o  the initial state 
for the nominal and perturbation (if applicable) trajectories and a return to the 
calling subroutine is  executed. If any one o r  more of the incremental orbit 
parameters or  the initial time and/or speed a t  departure a re  specified as  
independent variables, then the i i rs t  and second  integral^, and , of 
the Encke perturbations a r e  set to zero, and the XRL and XRDL arrays a r e  
iritialized. If no perturbation trajectories a r e  required, a return to the 
calling program is executed. Otherwise, two partla1 derivative matrices a r e  
evaluated a s  follows. The state transition matrix for the first  (coast) a r c  is 
where 
a r e  obtained from subroutine SAMNi. The subscript 1 refers t o  the end of the 
first  arc. If any d the incremental orbital parameters a r e  independent variables, 
then the partials of the initial state with respect to those parameters which a r e  
independent variables a r e  evaluated with the equations 
The counter NJL and the flag ITDl are set cqual to the number of these four 
variables specified as independent variables and a return is crecuted, If the 
initial time and/or speed arc specified as independent variables, thcn the pal-llals 
of the initial state with rcspcct to one or both of thesc variables are deveioped 
A return to the calling program is then executed. 
Variable 
A L1 
A L2 
A L3 
BIJ (3,3) 
SET1 EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
' Use C om mon 
XMMM 
HER 
HER 
ILEF 
ILEF 
SAMLl 
JERR 
JERH 
JERR 
SAMLl 
HIS 
SAMLl 
Description 
Array of independent variable values. 
Number of spacecraft orientation angles 
on the next a r c  that a r e  included in the 
list of independent variables. 
Counter of the number of the six space- 
craft parameters c,  po, a, 8 ,  6 and 
C that a r e  included in the list of inde- 
pendent variables. 
Number of initial state related perturba- 
tion trajectories required over next arc. 
Index equal to 4(i-2) + 1, where i is 
the next a r c  number. 
Partial derivative matrix of position at 
the end of the first  a rc  with respect to 
position at the star t  of the arc. 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
a 2' 
Launch vehicle performance coefficient, 
a 3' 
Partial derivative matrix of position at 
the end of the f irs t  a rc  with respect to 
velocity at the star t  of the arc. 
Array of values of all variables avail- 
able a s  potential independent variables. 
(See description of subroutine INPUT). 
Pqrtial derivative matrix of velocity 
a t  the end of the f irs t  a r c  with respect 
to position at the star t  of the arc. 
SET1 EXTERNAL VARIAB1,ES TABLE (cont) 
~ o n m m n  1 Description 
p- 
JERR 
SAMLl 
Matrix containing the partial derivatives 
of the state vector (position, velocity and 
mass) with respect to the independent 
variables of the arc. 
Partial derivative matrix of velocity 
at the end of the first  a r c  with respect to 
velocity at the star t  of the arc, 
RSCA L 
= 0 - not an independent variable 
= 1 - is an independcnt variable 
Array used for temporary storage of 
various vectors related to i ~ ~ i t i a l  
velocity. 
VPLLL 
HER 
Flag indicating whether time of departure 
from launch parking orbit is an independent 
variable. 
Number of independent parameters which 
a r e  functions of the initial position o r  
velocity. 
HER I Number of independent variables. 
ILEF 
ILEF I N S + l *  
Number of equations numerically inte- 
grated on each trajectory, sum of first 
and second order equaticns. 
HER 
J H W  
Counter incremented along the trajectory 
m d  equal to  the current a r c  rurnbor. 
Partial derivatives of the current state 
with respect t o  the state a t  the star t  of 
the arc. 
1 RSCAL Radius of the circular launch F wking 
orbit, in ER. 
SET1 EXTERNAL VARIAR1,ES T A R L E  (cont) 
Variable 
XMU 
CHNS(100) 
ISOL 
NCTl 
Use Common 
HENRY 
AM1 
SAM L l  
LEFT 
HIS 
MEL 
VPLLL 
HER 
HER 
Description 
End time of the current trajectory arc. 
Second integral of the Encke perturba- 
tions on the nominal and perturbed 
trajectories. 
Gravitational constant of the reference 
body. 
Array of spacecraft position vectors 
relative to the reference body on nominal 
and perturbed trajectories. Contains 
Cartesian coordinates plus the magnitude, 
square and cube of distance. 
Same a s  CHN, with units changed for 
printout purposes. 
Flag indicating whether thrust i s  on o r  
off on current arc. 
= 1 - thrust on 
= 2 - thrust off 
Flag indicating whether speed a t  departure 
from launch parking orbit is an independent 
variable. 
= 0 - not an independent variable 
# O - is an independent variable 
Array of indexes correlating the 
independent variable ar ray  elements 
to associated elements in +he CHN 
array. 
Index defining the relative location of 
the a r c  thrust/coast trigger in the 
TBIN array. 
SET1 EXTEENAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable 
NEQL 
NEQN 
NOMT 
NSLl 
NTPS 
RHBR 
TBET 
TBIN(122) 
VPOO 
XII)I,(FIO 
- 
Use 
S 
S 
TJ 
su 
u 
su 
S 
U 
su 
S 
su 
Common 
-- 
ILEF 
A I):! 
NOMLL 
HER 
HER 
ALAN 
ALAN 
JERR 
VPLLL 
AM1 
LEFT 
Description 
Number of trajectories being integrated 
simultaneously, nominal plus perturbed. 
Total number of equations being inte- 
grated simultaneously, including first  
and second order on both nominal and 
perturbed trajectories. 
Nominal trajectory flag. 
= 0 - nominal and perturbed trajectories 
a r e  being integrated rimultaneously. 
# 0 - t r ial  trajectory only is being 
integrated. 
Counter, equal to NEQL. 
Number of trajectory a r c s  minus 1. 
Factor for converting between time and 
universal anomaly derivatives, 
B (=J;/r). 
Current time, in hours from departure 
of the launch parking orbit. 
Array of trajectory a rc  information. 
(See description in subroutine INPUT). 
Speed a t  departure of the launch parking 
orbit, v . 
PO 
First  integral of the Encke perturbations 
on the nominal and perturbed trajectories. 
Array of spacecraft velocity vectors 
relative to the reference body on nominal 
and perturbed trajectories. Contains 
Cartesian coordinates plus the magni- 
tude, square and cube of the distance. 
Var iablc 
XSQQ (1 2 
XVAR (30) 
IFTRG 
NOP65 
RDPML(3) 
R PIIAT (3) 
IliEFNO 
Use 
IJ 
u 
SU 
U 
u 
SUA 
u 
Common 
II ENRY 
111s 
HER 
ILEF 
RSCAL 
RSCAL 
INTEG 
I>cscsipl ion 
Array of grnvitational constants of the 
sun, moon and planets. 
Array of perturbation stcp sizes of the 
indepcndcnt variables, used to compute 
partial dcr ivatives. 
First trnjectory flag. A vnluc of 1 
indicates the r w ~ ~ c n t  tmjccto~.y is tho 
first trajectory of thc cilsc. 
Flag indicating whether the program is 
operating in thc constraincd or uncon- 
strained mode. Same as the program 
Input NOI'T(li5). 
Unit  vector dong initial gcocenlric 
veloc!ity. 
Initial gcnccntric position vcctor. 
Identificntion number of lhc currcnt 
refcrcnce bocly. 
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SIMEQ 
Calling Argument: C, A ,  IN,  SOLUTN 
Refcrcnccd Sub-programs - : None 
Refcrenced  common^ : None 
Entry Points: None 
Discussion: SIMEQ s o l v c ~  a sct of simultaneous lincar equations of tlic form 
for the n-dimensional colunln matrix A where C: is a known squarc nxn 
m a t r h  and B is a known n-dimensional cohmn matrix. 
SIMEQ smplcys the Gauss' ~ncthod of c1l:nination to solvc a r s t  of simul- 
taneoue lIncar equations. I3asically, +his mcthod in.  olvcs the so!ution of onc of 
the n equations f ~ r  onc of the unknov.rn elcnicnts of A in tcrrm of the othcr 
elements of A, substituting this rcsult into thc remaining equations and doriving 
the new cocfficicnts for thc rcduccd cet of equations of cirder (n-1). By succcs- 
sively rcpcatiny this procedurc, unc cvcntually obtains a single qualion in one 
unknown. The solutiorr of this eqwtion , lelds one clcmcnt of A in terms of the 
known coefficients of B nnd C. Using this solution and proceeding backwards 
succcsslvely through the equation6 of two unknowns, thrcc unknowns, ctc., one 
obtnins the unique solution vcctor A. A detailed dcscriptior, of this method is 
given in the reference. 
Upon successfully solving for thc A mhtrlx, the argument Sl-!l., TN is 
set to .TRUE,, and a return to the calllng routine is cxecutcd. This flag is set 
to .FALSE, if it is found that all of the equations a rc  no'; llncarly indcpcndcnt. 
The coding of SlhlEQ aesumcs thnt the B acray Is stored lmmcdiatcly 
behind the C matrlx such that, in effect, C is dimensioned nx(n+l), and U 
is  addressed a s  the (n+l)th column of C. Both B and C a r e  destroyed in the 
computations. Noto that the inverse of C is not explicitly formed. 
Reference : 
Pipes, Louis A. and Shahon A. Eovanessian, Matrix Conlputer hlethods in 
Engineerin& John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New Ycrk, 1969, pp. 15, 16. 
SIMEQ EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Use 
sux 
UX 
UX 
SX 
Description 
Array containing the solution vector A. 
Array containing the matr;x C in the 
f i r s t  IN columns and the matrix B in 
the (IK+l)th column. 
Order n of the problem, equal to the 
number of simultaneous equations. 
Log:sal flag indicating whether the 
solution matrix A was succ~ssfu l ly  
obtained. 
. TP'JE. - solution successfully ohtained 
.FALSE. - solution not obtained because 
equations a r e  not linearly 
independent. 
- 
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SOLENG 
C:,' , ;;. Arguments: 
-. . 
None 
Rrierenced Sub-programs : A W L ,  FINDXB, MTMT, MTVT 
Referenced Commons: 
-
ALAN, AM1, CONVRT, ENG, HENRY, HER, ILEF, 
INTEG, JERR, LEFT, MEL 
Entry Points: 
Referencing Sub-programs : DERIV 
- 
Discussion: Subroutine SOLENG acts a s  an extension to subroutine DERIV by 
computing the perturbations due to thrust and solar pressure and a d d i ~ g  these 
perturbations to the Encke terms in the a r ray  DBXIL. Upon entry, a check is 
made to  determine if the current a r c  is  a coast a rc  and the product li- a ,  where 
S 
k Is the solar constant and a is  the total spacecraft area including solar arrays,  
6 
is zero. If so, no further computations a re  made, and a return to DERIV is exe- 
cuted. Otherwise, +.he computatim of thrust perturbations continues. 
All remziaing computation in this subroutine a r e  performed in a loop 
which i s  e:r;ccuted a total of NEQL times, where NEQL is the total number of tra- 
jectories that a re  currer,t!y being integrated simultaneously. That is,  the per- 
turbations are  conlputeu first  for the novinal o r  trial trajcctory and then for  each 
perturbation trajectory, if any. The subscript i in the equations to follow de- 
notes the variable evaluated for the ith trajectory, where i = 1, 2, . . . , NEQL. 
The unit vectors e along the radius vector R of the spacecraft relative 
r s 
to the sun 
and along the normal to the plane of the arrays in the body fixed coordinate 
system 
- 
n = cos aicos 41 + cos q s i n  PiJ + sin aiK 
a r e  evaluated. If the unconstrained mode is  indicated (NOPG5 = l), the matrix 
A which rotates a vector expressed in the inertial coordinate system to the 
body coordinate system is evaluated a s  follows: 
where c and s denote cosine and sine, respectively, and C, v , 6 a r e  the 
spacecraft orientation angles. The assignment of A is not performed for the 
perturbation trajectories unless one or more of the three angles i s  different from 
those of the (i-1)th trajectory. if the constrained mode is flagged, the transforma- 
mation matrix is evaluated in a different manner. F i rs t  the unit constraint vector 
- 
x along wh~:h the body fixed vector i' 
- 
s =cos6.cosc.1+eos6.sinc.~+sin6.K 
1 1 1 1 1 
is to be directed, is evaluated by calling subroutine FINDXB. The unit vector 
i s  evaluated and used to obtain the transformation matrix M(&, o)  by callinp; 
subroutine AMAL, where o is  the angle between s and i.. If the input value 
1 
Of 'l max for the current a r c  is  input zero, then the transformation matrix 
M(:~, 8.) is evaluated in AMAL, and the desired matrix A is computed 
1 
If 'max for the current a rc  is non-zero, then the following operations a r e  per- 
formed 
6 = M(ii, @ $ G 
- 
sI = Wi, Oi) iL 
and A is formed 
where each transformatioil matrix M Is obtained by calling subroutine A M A L  
with the appropriate calling arguments. The vector is simply 6 rotated 
about h-. through the angle 6 i  and ; is  k rotated about q through the 
1 I L 
angle di. ; represents the unit vector s expressed in inertial coordinates. I 
Since the thrust vcctor is assumed to lie along the body fixed =is I, the thrust 
vector, in inertial coordinates, becomes 
' 
and the ar ray  normal vcctor, in inertial coordinates, i s  
The next step i s  to evaluate the magnitude of the thrust and solar pressure 
perturbations and apply the accclcrations in the correct direction. If the cmrent  
a r c  is  
thrust 
ing on 
where 
where 
a coast a rc ,  the logic procccds to the computation of solar pressure. For 
a rcs  thr? following ccmputations a r e  made. The density of photons imping- 
the arrays is 
R is expressed in AU, and the power factor y is evaluated 
6 
n is  the number of terms of the series  (specified by Input) and a j' 
j =l,2,. . . , n, ave the input coefficients. For nuclear electric propulsion 
systems (specified through the flag NOPT(GG)), y i s  se t  to  1 and the above 
computations are  bypassed. If the flag NOYT(68) is non-zero, the dot product 
- 
e is replaced with the constant 1, corresponding to the ease in which the 
r I  
a r rays  a r e  always oriented normal to the sun line. The power available for  pro- 
pulsive purposes i s  evaluated 
where p is the reference powcr a t  1 AU and p is tbe housekeeping power 
oi xi  
for  the current arc.  
'a 
is se t  to zero if the computed value i s  negative. The 
propulsion system efl'icicncy is 
2 b c; 
2 
whcre b and d a r e  input efficiency coefficients and c is the jet exhaust i 
- speed. (Note that d i s  distinct fr0.m thc same symbol used above for photon 
density). If the unit thrustcr powcr Ap in ir,,,ut zero, the power used by the 
propulsion system is  equated to the power availahlc. Otherwise, the number 
of operating thrusters  n is se t  equal to  the integral portion of the ratio 
t 
p /Ap, and the powcr used ir 
a 
The thrust magnitude i s  evaluated in newtons 
the derivative uf mass  with respect to the universal anomaly f l  is  
2 
and thc thrust acceleration magnitude, in units of ~ ~ / h r  o r  ~ ~ / h r  2 
where k i s  the conversion constant. The Encke te rms  a r e  then modified to 
Includc the thms t  te rms  
If the solar pressure term k a is zero, tho logic transfers to the end 
s 
of the loop of computations for the current trajcctory. Otherwise, the accdsrn- 
tion due to solar pressure is computed 
where c is the coefficient of absorption. . A is  then added to to obtain the 
a SP 
total Encke perturbations. 
SOLENG EXTERNAL VARIABIXS TABLE 
Variable IJse 
__I 
u 
U 
u 
u 
IJE 
SUA 
SU 
U E  
Common 
- 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
(VBLOC) 
Arca of the spacecraft, including the 
solar arrays. 
Coefficicnts,a of the solar powcr law. j' 
Efficiency law coefficient, b. 
Photon absorption cocfficicnt , 
ca' 
cqual to the ratio of photons absorbed 
by thc panels to the total numbcr inci- 
dent. 
Array of jet exl~aust speeds for the 
nominal and perturbation t rajectorics, 
C 1' 
Body fixed constraint vector, s. 
Unit vectcir in the direction of thrust 
in inertial coordinates . 
Array of reference pcurars for the 
nominal and perturbation trajcctorics, 
poi* 
SOLENG EXTERNAL VARIAI31,l:S TABLE ( c ~ n t )  
Variable 
QW3) 
SW3) 
SU3) 
AAM(3,3) 
AMS(3,3) 
Axx'(3,3) 
CSG 
CSV(20) 
CSX(20) 
csz (20) 
DSQ 
ETA 
ETV (3) 
NQN 
SNV(20) 
SNX(20) 
SNZ (20) 
XIL(80) 
Use 
SUA 
SUA 
SUA 
SUA 
U A 
UA 
SUA 
U A 
U A 
IrA 
u 
su 
Common 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
JERR 
JERR 
JERR 
iLEF 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
AM1 
Description 
Unit vector, 6. 
Unit vector, &. 
- 
Unit vector, 8 1' 
Transformation matrix A. 
Transformation matrix ~ ( l f i ,  0). 
Matrix product M(;~, 6,) M(<, $1 
M(+ @ I *  
cos 0 .  
cos $I or cos v i ' 
cos 6 or  cos 6 1 i ' 
cos @ or  cos < ,. i 
Efficiency 1 w coefficient, d 
m2/sec2. 
Effic icncy factor, q . 
Unit thruet vector in body fixed 
coordinates. 
Numb . . . a i i ons  integrated 
s imu.~ . , : .~  : , I .  .y on each trajectory, 
lncluc . . * ,  i , r t al. :ccond orcicr. 
Second integral of the Enckc pcrtur- 
bations on the nominal and perturbed 
trajcctortcs. - 
TAl3tE (cont) 
Dcscripttnn 
Solar pressure, kS, acting on a flat 
plate ai R distancc of 1 A U  from the 
sun .lssuming all photons a re  absorbed, 
in newtons/m2. 
Transformation matrix M(; , @ ). 1 i 
Transformation matrix M(i, # ). i 
Transformation matrix M(; gi)* 
M a t r l ~  product ~ ( 6 ,  $0 M(i1, @ ,). 
COB (Y 1 '  
cos 6 1 ' 
cos f 1' 
Unit thruster reference power, Ap. 
Arc thrust/coast flag. 
=I. - thrust a r c  
=2 - coast a r c  
Index of $I for current a r c  in 
max 
TBIN array. 
Number of trajcctorlcs currzntly 
bcing intcgratcd simult~icously.  
Numbel of coofficicntfi In the solar 
power law (=n+l). 
Array of program option flags. 
Factor for convc-r%ng htwec:': time 
and R derlvalives (=/3). 
i 
- 
I 
-- 
SOLENG E'XTERNAL VARIABLES 
Variable Use 1 Conmon 
XKS 
AXT1(3,3) 
AXT2(3,3) 
AXT3(3,3) 
AXT4(3,3) 
CSAL(20) 
CSDL(X0) 
CSET(2O) 
DELP 
ISOL 
NCTl 
YEQL 
NMAX 
NOPT(72) U INTEG 
RHBR U ALAN 
1 
U JERR I 
UA 
UA 
LA 
UA 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
EN6 
LJG 
ENG 
JERR 
ME L 
HER 
ILEF 
HER 
SOLENG EXTERNAL VAHTAI3LE:S TABLE (cont) 
-. 
J a r  iablc 
SNAL(20) 
SNDL(20) 
SNET(20) 
SS IC: 
TBIN (122) 
VCOL 
(72,20) 
CSBET 
(20) 
D2XI J, 
(8W 
NOP65 
SNBET 
(20) 
XDIST 
APSCON 
IREFNCI 
u s e  
ICIIIICL- 
u 
r 7 
U 
SUA 
u 
. . 
d 
u 
su 
U 
u 
U 
U 
U 
Con~mon 
___1_ 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
JERR 
LEFT 
ENG 
A M 1  
ILEF 
ENG 
HENRY 
CONVRT 
INTEG 
Dcacrip: ion 
s i n  cu.. 
sin 6 [ .  
Array of trajectory a r c  information. 
(Scc description in subr~ut ine  INPUT). 
Array of spacccraft ps i t ion  vectors 
rclative to all perturbing bodica. 
Includcs both nom ina2 and perturbed 
trajcctorics. 
cos pi .  
Array d Encke perturbations, t ,  fdr 
nominal and perturbed trajectories. 
Constraint modc 'ndicator. 
=1 - unconstralncd  ode 
=2 - constrained mode, ljrmax = 0 
=3 - constrained mode, Qmax # 0. 
sin B i .  
Conversion factor, equal to thc number 
of ER in 1 AU, 
Factor for converting u ~ l t s  of acccle- 
ration from rn/scc2 to ~ ~ / h r ~  or  
~ ~ / h r ~ .  
Idcntlficati\x number of current 
rcferencc body. 
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Name: SUBFG 
Calling Argument: THETA2, IOPT 
Referenced Sub-programs: None 
Referenced Commons: THAD 
Entry Points : None 
Referencing Sub-programs : SAMM, TBDP 
e2 Discussion: This subroutine evaluates the functions Gi( ) required for the solutlon 
of the two-body Kepler problem. The range of the subscript i dependd on the argu- 
ment IOPT. IOPT=l denotes that only tho trajectory variables a r e  required, in 
which case i ranges from 0 to  3. IOPT=2 indicates that partial derivatives a r e  
desired which requires G for i = 0-5. The parameter 8 is  related to the uni- i 
versa1 anomaly # through the formula 
r here a is the semi-major axis. Thus, for elliptic orblts, 8 represents the 
change in eccentric anomaly from the reference position, Denoting 
then the functions GI a re  deflned 
OD 
a] F - (2j + i)! j= 0 
Inspection of equation (3) wlll verify that tho P i  satlsfy tho following recursion 
formula 
1 F , = n  + . 
Thus the series  ewpressim (3) need only be solved for the two highest order  
te rms F after whlch the lower order terms are obtained wlth (5). The number i 
of terms required in (3) to malntaln the deslred accuracy is dependent upon the 
magnttude of (I. It has been determined that ten terms yield 16 digits of accuracy 
for la 1 s 1. For larger values of Icy I , reduction formulae exist whlch permlt the 
accurate computation of the Fi with 10 terms of the serles. The procedure 1s to 
dlvlde the input (I by 4 a number of times n until the result is  less than 1. 
Denote this result a', then the equations for Fi(4(It) in terms of Fl((It) are, 
for  IOPT=l 
or ,  for IOPT=2, 
. 3  
The lowor order terms in either case a r e  obtained from the recursion formula @). 
Tha equations (6) or  (7) a r e  cycled n times where the (I1 of each cycle is the 
40' of the preceding cycle. The desired 7unctlon~ G a r e  then obtalned from (4). 1 
Variable 
FO 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
G1 
G2 
G3 
G4 
G5 
GGO 
IOPT 
, SUBFG EXTERNAL VARIAB1,ES - T A B L E  
~ 
use I Common 
u 
SUX 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
-- 
Description 1 
Flag lndlcatlng whether trajectory only 
or trajectory and partial derivative 
variables arc needed. 
1 - trajectory only 
2 - trajectory and partlale 
Unlvereal anomaly, 8. 
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Name: 
Calling Arguments : 
TBDP 
None 
Referenced Sub-programs : SUBFG 
Referenccd Commons : ALAN, AM1, HENRY, LEON, STEVE, TBPR, THAD 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: CONTRL, DERIV 
C '  
Discussion: This subroutine performs selected two-body computations using the 
ser ies  solutions of universal variable functions G i = 0,1,2,3, which a r e  evaluated i' 
in SUBFG. When called from CONTRL, TBDP evaluates the increment in the uni- 
versal anomaly corresponding to a specified time interval referenced from the last 
rectification point. This essentially involves the iterative solution of Keplers pro- 
blem as  follows. At the top of the loop, define 
where /3 i s  the current value of the universal anomaly and a i s  the semi-major 
axis. The functions G .  a re  then evaluated by calling SUBFG and used in the 
L 
equations 
E 
I - 1  where r i s  the distance at the last rectification point, d = Ro Ro, p is  the ¶ I 0 0 
f . 1  
t gravitational constant and A t  is  the specified time interval. The change in universal 
anomaly 6 /3 is  evaluated 
6 B =  @/@' 
and the current value of B is  updated 
The magnitude of 6 8 / 8  is checked and, if less  than 10'14, convergence is  
assumed. The incremental universal anomaly is then defined 
where Bs is the value of 8 on entry to  TBDP, and 6 is set  to 8,. Thus 
the A@ corresponds to the increment in required to proceed backwards 
from the incoming pnint on the conic to the point corresponding to the desired 
time. If convergence was not achieved, i. e., 16 / 3 / ~  1 > d4, an iteration 
counter is checked and, if less  than 20, the logic proceeds to the top of the 
loop to commence another iteration. If convergence is not achieved in 20 
iterations, a warning message i s  printed, and the universal anomaly increment 
i s  defined using the current value of 8 prior  to exiting. 
When TBDP is  called from DERIV (ITB=O), the principal objective i s  to 
. 
evaluate the two-body position and velocity vectors, R and H, for a given value 
of 8. After forming a and the G. a s  above, the time and radial distance from 
1 
the reference body at the given value of 8 a re  evaluated 
where t i s  the time at the last rectification point. The auxiliary functions f ,  
. 0 .  
g, f , and a r e  formed 
which lead to the familiar equations for R and 
. 
where Ro and R a r e  the position and velocity, respectively, at the last 
0 
rectification point. Prior to exiting, the change in eccentric anomaly since the 
last rectification point is evaluated 
Messages and Printout: If convergence to the solution of the Kepler problem is 
not achieved within 20 iterations, the time t ,  the rectification time t the 
0' 
function & At, the change in universal anomaly 68, and the current value of 
B a r e  printed a s  follows 
TOO MANY ITERATIONS IN SUBROUTINE TBDP. 
Each value is printed with a field format of D20.14. 
TBDP EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
Variable Use Common 
- ~ - 
ALAN 
THAD 
THAD 
THAD 
STEVE 
AM1 
THAD 
Description 
.- 
Current time, t. 
Time t a t  the last rectification point. 
0 
When called from CONTRL, DTI on 
elitry contains tne dpx i f  ii time interval 
in haws from th6 .&st rectification point, 
On exit, it cc~atains A$. 
TBDP EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Variable I= 
xRI(6) 
X W G )  
XSQ 
BETA 
01 AD 
THET 
ALPHA 
RDOTD 
SQTMU 
TMPDP 
TM2DP 
XRlDT(6) 
XRODT (6) 
BETAMl 
Use 
u 
u 
S 
U 
su 
u 
S 
SUA 
u 
u 
su 
u 
u 
s 
S 
Common 
TBPR 
STEVE 
LEON 
STEVE 
AM1 
STEVE 
HENRY 
STEVE 
STEVE 
LEON 
STEVE 
STEVE 
LEON 
THAD 
Description 
Flag indication the type of solution 
desired. 
0 - position and velocity, given @ 
1 - A@ given At. 
Position vector R, relative to the 
reference body, evaluatcd a t  thc last 
rectification point. 
Two body position vector R a t  
current time. 
Gravitational constant C( of refcrencc 
body. 
Universal anomaly /3. 
Inverse of the semi-major axle, l /a .  
Change in eccentric anomaly, 
O = E - E .  
0 
Velocity vector h relative to the 
reference body, e&luated at the last 
rectification point. 
Two-body velocity vector R at 
current time. 
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Name: 
-
TRAJL 
Calling Arguments : LERROR, NZZ 
Referenced Sub-proprams: AMINT,  CONTRL, DERIV, DETDT, INIT, MIIP1, 
RECT, REMTIM, SUMMRY 
Referenced Commons : ALAN, AM1, HENRY, HER, ILEF, INTEG, JERR, 
LEON, MINSEC, NOMLL, STEVE 
Entry Points: None 
Referencing Sub-programs: FNPRNT, MINMX3 
Discussion: Subroutine TRAJL governs the integration of either a single trial tra- 
jectory or  of a nominal and perturbation trajectories slmultaneously. The calling 
argument NZZ equal to one indicates a t r ial  trajectory is to be generated, while 
NZZ equal to zero denotes a nominal with perturbations a r e  to be run. The logical 
flag e r ro r  condition indicator LERHOR is  initialized to .FALSE, on entry and is 
not subsequently modified. Therefore, TRAJL does not return any e r ro r  condi- 
tions to  the calling routines. 
Upon entry, DELT is set  to an arbitrarily large value, NOMT is equated 
tci NZZ, and the time-out flag ITV is  set to 1 if sufficient time remains to  con- 
tinue iteration o r  to 2 if the estimated time for the job is about to run out. The 
time remaining for the job, in CPU and 1/0 seconds, is  obtained with a call to  
subroutine REMTIM. The CPU time remaining in seconds must exceed the input 
integer ITF for a t r ial  trajectory or  twice ITF for a nominal and perturbation tra- 
jectories, and the I/O time remaining in seconds must exceed half of ITF. Other- 
wise, ITV is set to 2. If ITV is  q u a 1  t o  2, the flag NOPT(G0) is  set to 1 to  
assure that the final trajectory is  printed and NOMT is  set  to 1 s o  that no per- 
turbation trajectories will be integrated. A message i s  also prlnted t o  indicate 
that time has run out. 
After performing trajectory initialization by calling INIT, a trajectory 
rectification ia performed in subroutine RECT to define the two body reference 
trajectory from which all Encke perturbations are measured and subroutine DERIV 
is called to define the derivatives relative to the new reference trajectory, If the 
current time t is zero and NOPT(G0) is non-zero, the initial trajectory point is 
printed in subroutine MIIP1. If the time is equal to an arc end time on a nominal 
trajectory, and the arc end time is an independent variable, then the partials of 
the velocity and mass with respect to that end time are evaluated analytically and 
stored in the array CP1. The equattons are 
where the prime indicates derivatives with respect to /3 and the subscript k 
denotes evaluation on the reference two-body trajectory. 
The baaic point-by-point integration loop is then entered. The integration 
interval is defined by calling DETDT. If the interval is different from that of the 
last integration step, the logic transfers to the rectification logic described above. 
Otherwise, a single integration step is taken by calling AMAINT. Subrouthe 
CONTRL is then called to determine if any remarkable r3ints or conditions 
occurred in the interval, The flag ITRIG returned from CONTRL defines the 
appropriate action to be taken in TRAJL. If ITRIG equals 1, a trajectory rectifi- 
cation is required, and a transfer to the call of RECT is effected. A value of 2 
for ITRIG indicates that no special condition was encountered, so another step is 
integrated after determtnlng the integration interval, and so on. A value of 3 for 
ITRIG means that the end of the trajectory was encountered. In this case, if ITV 
ie 1, a return to the calling routine is executed, However, if ITV is 2, the case 
eummary page is printed by calling SUMMRY, and execution of the program is 
t e rmided ,  
Messages and Printout: If the tlme-out flag ITV ts 2, the following mes~age 18 
printed: 
THIS CASE HAS TIMED OUT. 
If NOPT(6O) 1s non-zero, the following headlng is printed at the top of the trajectory 
summary: 
FINAL TRAJECTORY 
TRAJECTORY ARC DATA 
TRAJL EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLL 
Variable 
T 
I0  
CP1(7,30) 
DTI 
ITF 
NJJ 
NZZ 
XID (80) 
Use 
U 
U 
su 
S 
u 
u 
UX 
U 
ALAN 
INTEG 
JERR 
AM1 
MINSEC 
ILEF 
Current time, to  
Logical unit of standard program 
printout, 
Matrix ~f partials of state with respect 
to the independent variables. 
Current integration interval. 
Input intcgral number of seconds that 
must remain at the start of a trial tra- 
jectory to continue iteration. 
Index of the second subscript of CP1 de- 
fining where to store the partials with 
respect to arc end time. 
Flag defining whether perturbations 
trajectories are to ue integrated. 
0 - nominal and perturbation trajectories 
are required 
1 - trial trajectory only is required. 
Second integrals of the Encke perturbations 
DELT 
D2XI (80) 
IPAT 
NOMT 
NOPT(72) 
RHBR 
CHIIUD 
DORHO 
ITRIG 
tAL VA 
11111111 
Use 
- 
rl'3LES TA: 
Common 
LEON 
STEVE 
STEVE 
AM1 
HER 
NOMLL 
MTEG 
ALAN 
HENRY 
ALAN 
INTEG 
L (cont) 
Description 
Position vector q at the current time 
on the two body re erencc trajectory. 
Gravitational constant of the reference 
kmdy. 
Standard integration Interval. 
Encke perturbations. 
Flag indlcating whcther analytic partials 
of current state with rcspcct to time are 
to be evaluated. 
1 - do not evaluate partials 
2 - do evaluate partials. 
Same as  NZZ. 
Array of program option flaga. 
tions were encountered. 
1 - trajectory must be rectified 
2 - no special conditions encountered 
3 - end of trajectory encountered 
-- 
. 
4, used in converting bctwccn time and 
4 derlvatlves. 
Flag indicating whether n change in the 
integration interval has occurred. 
0 - no change 
fl  - a change has occurred. 
Factor used in converting between time 
and j9 second derivatives. (=% ik/rk& ) 
Flag returned from CONTRL indlcating 
whether any remarkable points or condi- 
'WJL EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE (cont) 
Var iablc 
R CIND 
LERROR 
Use Common 
SU I HENRY 
Description 
-- - 
Rect Uication ind bator. 
0 - trajectory was not rectified 
1 - trajectory was just rectified, 
Error condltlon tndicator. Always 
returned as . FALSE, 
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Name: 1. YZ 
Calling Ar@ments : RDOT, RP, RM, EMU, PEPS, IPS, QMM, QMAX, 
QAVRG 
Eferenced Sub-programs .,. : None 
Ref€ ~ e n c e d  C: *nmons: 
-
None 
Entry Points r 
- 
None 
Discussion: Whe:l periapse distance relative to the target planet r is specified 
T~ 
as an end condition, a transformation is  made internally in tile program to convert 
to bn equivalent set  of end conditions that is  more stat!e in the solution to  the two 
point boundary value problem. Rather than attempt to  terminate the trajectory at 
periapse, a final specified distance of r is assumed, and a specific set  of T 
Cartesian position coordinates a r e  determined which have a magnitude of r and T 
which, when combined with the velocity h yield a periapse distance, based on T ' 
two-body con~putations, which is equal to the desired value r . Subroutine XYZ 
performs the computations for these Cartesian coordinates. T~ 
By forming the cross product of the velocity R and the angular momentum T 
of the two body a r c  possessing the desired periapse distanca, one may, after re- 
organizing the equation, obtain the following equation for  R T 
i angular momentum vector is not uniquely specified a t  this point because only I five of the required six conditions a r e  given, namely the components of the 
velocity vector H the final distance rT and the periapse distance r . T ' T~ 
. 
Therefore, we arbitrarily choose H such that the direction RT x H will be 
- 
directed along the vector x I;, where I; is directed along the ecliptic North T 
Pole. This results in a posigrade approach trajectory wlth an ecliptic inclination 
equal to the declination of the velocity vector Thus, the desired position T 
vector may be written 
where 
and 
Variabk 
RM 
R P  
EMU 
IPS 
PEPS(3) 
QMm (30) 
QMAX (30) 
RDOT(3) 
QAVRG(30) 
XYZ EXTERNAL VARIABLES TABLE 
-
Use 
- 
UX 
UX 
UX 
UX 
UX 
SX 
SX 
UX 
SX 
Common 
Final planetocentric distance, r 
T ' 
Planetocentric periapse distance, r . 
T~ 
Gravitational constant of target planet, 
PT * 
Total number of dependent parameters. 
Array of tolerances for the three 
Cartesian coordinates. 
Array of lowest permissible values 
of the dependent parameters, 
Array of largest permissible values of 
the dependent parameters. 
. 
Final planetocentric velocity, R T 
Array of desired values of the depende~t 
variables. The Cartesian coordinates 
a r e  stored in locations IPS-2 through IPI 
of QAVRG. 
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VII. PROGRAM EXECUTION 
ASTOP Program Machine Requirements. When compiled by the IBM 
360/~odel 91 computer at the Goddard Space Flight Center under their Fo;.rran H, 
Level 21 compiler with compiler optimization level equal to two, the ASTOP pro- 
gram occupies about 290K (decimal) bytes in core. This includes the core require- 
ments for the following IBM library subroutine which must be accessible to the 
program: 
IHCLASCN 
MCLATN2 
MCLSCN 
IHCLSQRT 
IHCFDXPD 
MCNAMEL 
MCECOMH 
IHCCOMHZ 
~HCFCVTH 
IHCEFNTH 
IHCLEXP 
IHCLLOG 
IHCEFIOS 
IHCERRM 
IHCUOPT 
IHCETRCH 
MCUATBL 
IHCFIOSI 
The program is written entirely in double precision Fortran IV using the 
Fortran statement IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H, 0-Z). This results in the assign- 
ment of an 8-byte word location to each real variable name commencing wlth the 
letters A-H or 0-2, unless the name is specifically declared to be of another 
type. An 8-byte word contains 15 hexadecimal dlgits. As tn standard Fortran IV, 
names commencing with the letters I-N represent integer variables of 4-byte 
word length, unless specifically declared otherwise through type statements. 
The only peripheral equipment referencod by the ASTOP program are  the 
card reader, assigned +o UNIT 5, and the high-speed printer, assigned to UNIT 6. 
No magnetic tapes are  employed by the program for either input or output. Of 
course, temporary data storage aselgnxnents are made as required on the disk and 
drum storage areas. The region size required to execute the program is 312K 
bytes tf the Ilnkage editor is used and 336K bytes if the loader le uaed. 
PREEDWG PAOE BLANK NW F D  
Deck Set-up. The organtzatlon and job control cards of the deck for a 
batch submittal of 'an ASTOP run Is very stmple. Bsvlcally all that 18 required 
le  the linkage editor or  loader job control cards, the program object deck, and the 
input data. A typlcal deck organlzatlon for the IBM 360/91 at GSFC is, uslng the 
llnkage edltor: 
//JOB CARD 
// EXEC LINKGO, REGION. GO=312K 
//LINK. SYSLM DD * 
object deck 
ENTRY MAIN 
/* 
1/00. DA TA5 DD * 
. 
Input Data 
If the loader ts used (whtch 1s recommended), the ENTRY MAIN card 1s 
removed and the EXEC LINKGO card le replaced with 
// EXEC LOADER, PARM=lEP=MAIN, SIZE=912Kf, REGION. GO=336K 
The control cards wlll change somewhat at  dtfferent IMB 360/370 Lnetulla- 
EXAMPLE CASE 
The example case presented here 1s a 600 day (approxlmate) Earth-Juplter 
flyby mlsslon launched from a 1.025 Earth radll clrcular parklng orblt lncllned 28.5 
degrees to the equator at 12 noon on November 26, 1980, ulrlng the S~V~c /Cen tau r /  
TE364-4 launch vehlcle. A small solar electrlc propulslon system wlth a reference 
power of 1500 watts and a jet exhaust speed of 24000 m/sec 1s aasumed, In addltlon, 
a tankage factor of 0.03 and a speclflc propuleion ayetem mass of 0.03 kg/watt are  
speclfted. The constrained mode optlon 1s invoked such that the solar array Is continu- 
ously orlented normal to the sun-spacecraft line wlth the thrust vector normal to the 
hellocentrlc radlus vactor (1.e.. clrcumfere~tlal thrust). The trajectory 1s divided 
into three arcs - a 12-hour coasting arc  followlng the assumed impulelve launch 
vehlcle Earth departure maneuver, a long duration low thrust arc, and a flnal 
coast arc  to the target. The requlred end condltlons are that, at  13650 hours into 
the mlsslon (568.75 days), the distance d the spacecraft from Juplter must be 0,2 A U  
and the predicted (two-body) perljwe dlstance at that tlme is to be 0.01 A U  (about 
21.4 Jupltcr radll). A total of five parameters aro left unspeclflod. These lnclude 
the longitude of ascending node of the launch parklng orblt, the argument of perigee 
of the escape hyperbola, the speed at departure of the launch parklng orbit, the angle 
betwesr. ihe thrust vector and Its projectlon in the ecliptic plane, and the end tlme of 
the low thrust arc. The performance index of the proklem 1s net spacecraft mass. 
The ueo of an iterative trajectory optlmlzatlon program such a s  ASTOP 1s 
facllltated by good flrst guesses of the Independent paramotere. To obtain such guesses 
for thls sample case, an optlmum 600 day Earth-Juplter flyby trajectory was generated 
uslng an avallable hellocentrlc two-body low thrust trajectory optlmlzatlon program. 
Thls latter program has the capablllty of generating optlmal trajectorles subject to 
the fixed thrust angle conptralnt; therefore, the hellocentrlc two-body low thrust solutlca 
may be expected to possess most of the eallent features of the n-body solutlon. The two- 
body program solutlon ylelds directly the burn tlme, a (variable) out-of-plane thrust 
angle, and the hyperbolic excess veloclty. The burn tlme from this solutlon was about 
5993 hours; therefore, the esdmated lnput burn tlme for the check case was 6,000 
hours. The optimal out-of-plane thrust angle varled over the range of -2 degrees 
at the lnltial tlme to -39 degrees at engine shutdown. The estimated constant value 
required by ASTOP was obtalned simply by 'Byeball1ng1~ a tlme-average value of the 
varlable angle and slightly binsinp t h ~ t  value to a smaller absolute value to account 
for the greater propulslve form at the smaller hellocentrlc dlstances. The valve chosen 
for input was -10 degrees. The geocentric positlon and velocity at launch was computed 
uslng the hyperbolic excess veloclty from the heliocentric two-body solutlon and the 
specified launch parking orblt radlus and lnclinatlon, assuming the departure point 
colncldes wlth perlgee of the escape hyperbola. To do this requires the use of the 
vls-viva integral and conic equation for a hyperbolic trajectory In conjunction with 
standard spherical trigonomstry equatlons. There wlll generally exist two equally 
valld solutlons, one wlth a northerly heading and one wlth a sourtherly heading. One of 
these was arbitrarily selected and 1s represented by the two vectors POS and VEL 
contalned In the input data set presented below. Using these Inputs, a trajectory was 
integrated with ASTOP for tho 600 day flight. Thls trajectory terminated surprlslngly 
close to Jupiter, sllghtly past the perijovc point. The perljove dlstance was about 0.023 
AU (the sphere of Influence radius 1s 0.3 AU) compared to the deslred value of 0.01 AU. 
Slnce the problem was to terminate at about 0.3 AU from Jupiter, the flight tlme was 
reduced from 600 days by an amount equal to the tlme spent on thls trajectory from a 
dlstance of L .  2 AU on the approach leg to the final time. Thls tlme Luterval was found 
to be about 750 hours. Hence, the flnal flight time selected Is 13650 hours. Note 
that thls 1s not the time to closest approach. 
The namellst data set required to generate the example case are reproduced 
below. The data set contains all lnput data, exclusive of the default data, that are 
m u t r e d  to run the example case. The necessary control rnformatlon for the lnde- 
pendent parameters 1s contalned In the BX array and for the dependent para~i~etere 
In the BY array. The welghts for the Independent paramoters were obtalned as  
suggested In the Section 111 uslng uncertainties of 5 degrees each for the longltude 
of node and argument of perigee, 0.01 km/sec for departure speed, 10 degrees for 
out-of-plane thrust angle and 1000 hours for burn tlme. Of the five lndependont 
parameters, only one - the out-of-plane thrust angle - uses the speclfled perturbation 
step slze to  form partial derivatives. Tho othOr four employ analytic partials in 
conjunctlon with the state transltlon matrlx which is  formed by flnlte dlffereuces 
using the perturbaticn step s imp  !nput through XDAR. Not:? that the porttan of the 
BY array  pertalnlng to the flnal planetocentric Carteslan posltlon cwrdinatr: a re  
lnltlallzed in antCclpatlon of the automatic transformation of end conditions from the 
perlapse distance to the final posltlon vector. Th.; settings of BTA, EPSLON, and 
NOPT (63) - NOPT (65) force the program to operate In tire constralned mod@ with 
the arreys continually facing tho eun squarely and the thrusters pointlng normal to 
the sun-spacecraft line. 
From the output, it 1s seen that the f lrs t  nomlnal trajectory results 111 a 
pcrl jwe distance of about .023 AU which IR very close to Yno des!red value ma- 
sldenng the approximate nature of the method used to obtain the flrs; guesses. 
After five iteratlons, the message TI'ERATOR IS NOW IN THE OPTIMIZE MODEw 
Is prlntcd. This signlfles that a trajoctory satisfying the end condltlons to the 
spocifled tolerances has been found. At this polnt tho tterator commences trying to 
lmprove the performance Index, After 28 more iteratlons, thc converged case is  
prlnted. The machine tlmo (CPU) roqulred to generato thls example case was 14 
minutes on the IBA: 360/91. 
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